


3 minute circuits can be boring and expensive!

Occasionally a flight tends to fall a little short of one's expectations.
When that happens lit can at least be of some consolation to know
that you're insured with someone who will not fall short of your
expectations, and in fact may even exceed them when i,t comes to
getting you and your glider back into the circuitl

Contad Carol Taylor
Telephone: Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr Ansaphone Service

Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07lHL.

Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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COMME"CIAL C"EDIT
FINANCE

for
Gliders and Motorgliders

SAILPLANE/GLlDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

* UP TO 10 YEAR TERMS AVAILABLE
- ADVANCES EXCEEDING £5000

* COMPETITIVE TERMS ON NEW AND
USED AIRCRAFT

Telephone or write for written credit
details to Darryl Plumridge or Paul

Potgieter, who are both pilots

Commercial Credit Services Ltd
Capital House
1 Houndwell Place
Southampton
S01 1HU

Telephone: 0703 333822
Telex: 4n333 UNKSTN G

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET

BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY

QUALIFICATION

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

Telephone: 021-692-1245
Telex: 335142

• Suitable lor Aircralt, Gliders and Helicopters

• Full packing and servicing instructions

For lUll details write to:

Sales Department, IRVtN Gre.t BrItain L1mlted,l.ETCHWORTH,
Herts. SG61EU

Tel. Letchworlh (046 26) 6262 Telex: 62196

EB75
LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE

Also available
The IRVIN EB62

and EB73

~
IRVIN

• All-up weight6.9kg

• Contoured. 3-pin
side opening pack:
Length 550mm
Width 360mm
Depth between

65mm x 80mm

• IRVIN lightweight
1.24 Canopy

• 3-point quickly
adjustable harness

ALL INSURANCE REPAIRS
UNDERTAKEN

SOUTHOOWN AERO
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFIELD

ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025 683) 359

Wood, Metal, or GRP

Book NOW for your Autumn C of A
renewal

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DIRECTORS MK 11
Superseded Model - Limited Stock
£99.00 + £2.00 P&P + £15.15 VAT

New with full guarantee

All current Cambridge instruments
usually in stock
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Two-seater motor glider. Power "on" or "off' this machine out-per1orms the others
FULLY CERTIFICATED IN THE UK

DEMONSTRATIONS BY ARRANGEMENT

CENTRAIR PEG·ASUS 101
THE WORLD'S FAVOURITE SAILPLANE
CHOOSE EITHER $TANDARD OR CLUB CLASS VERSIONS

SUPERB HANDLING

COMPETITIVELY PRICED Also ASW 2OF's available
DEMONSTRATIONS BY ARRANGEMENT arid The Marianne,
AVAILABLE NOW the new training and

__.-:----~-----....--....~ high. p8rf0rman~ 2-seater

- "New" Schofleld Aviation,trallers. era fuUy fitted
----~-------.;.- . -

VALENTIN TAIFUN 17E
Special
Features:
Flapped Wing section
Retractable ufc
Folding Wings by 1 person
Feathering Prop.
30:1 Glide
110 Kts Cruise
675 nm range

Ring Steve White on
0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 02406 2491, or write to:

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Booker, Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DU

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER GmbH FROM WALTER DITTEL GmbH

THE LS-6 FSG50G

New generation 15m Class racer * Sw -720 CH

* * Low power consumption

* Performance - to follow the lS-4 precedent

* Ideal for sailplanes
OR * Low price

THE LS-4 FSG 5

* The outstanding Standard Class sailplane

* Handheld 720 CH

* Winner 1983 World Competition * 8-12hr operation

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

SPEEDSOARING

August/September 1984

6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, OXON
084421 4132 or 08692 42691

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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THE
TB720
AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

For many years those inYOllled i'1 gilding
have been aware of the advantages of air·
band radio communication. However In !he
past lype approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. It has also been
awkward to position, heavy and the associ
ated problems of where to safely putlhe bat
tery considerable. Suitable secondhand
commercial transceivers have also been dif
ficult 10 come oy and to get them on the eor
reC1 allocated lrequency has always been 8
problem.
The TR720 CAA approved airband trans
ceiver costs only £395.00 plus VAT and, as
you see in the photograph, is Ideally suitable
Ior glider operation. Ha~ ils own intemal
power sl.ClOlY, the TR720 IS compact, Hght.
weight arid 8uIy transferable ,f/Om glider to
gilder.

Please telephone or write" us here at Mat
lock Ior a full colour descriptive ,Ieanet.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATtOCK, DERBYSHIRE OE4 alE

TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430, 4057, 4995

HOFFMANN PROPELLERS

Overhaul and Repair Service

Fully approved by LBA, CAA, FAA

Fast, Efficient Service

Manufactured in Composites

Aerobatic or Touring

New Technology Units for the '80s

New Props in stock for Motor Gliders
and light aircraft

Prompt Attention to all your NEEDS

Repairs also to USA made props

Offer Exchange Units to keep you flying

Personal Service from Authorised Stockist

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTD

193 RUSSELL ROAD, BIRMINGHAM
021-449-1121

TELEX 335176
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CANOPIES

A LARGE RANGE OF
MOULDS TO SUIT
MANY GLIDERS

Optically good
Low prices

Fast delivery

BOB REECE

SchoolHous~Norton

Nr Worcester

Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
8km, 10km, 12km models in stock

£225.00 + £3 p&p
Other Winter instruments available

and wide range of second-hand instruments
Send SAE for lists

THERMAL EQUIPMENT

LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire

Telephone Herriard (0256-83) 359

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.
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The brand new aft-loaded wing section gives the kind of lift, handling and performance which up to
now could only be expected of a sailplane, but ask anyonewho has flown and compared the G109B
if this is not the third generation of Motor GlideF-- the one that really does handle and perform-

LIKE A SAILPLANE
90hp at 3000
rpm gives the
Grob G2500 engined
GROB G109B a 200 yard
take-off and 650 It /min
climb which coupled with the
new innovative technology prop, makes
The GROB G109B a very good neighbour,
and all at an average of 2V2 gallons per hour.

SOLE AGENTS

SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
JOHN ADAMS 0491 37184
Lower End, Ewelme, Oxon

Telex 83147 Attn
'Soaring'

spares 0494445854

PERHAPS A PART SHARE WOULD SUIT YOU. WE'LL BE HAPPY
TO GET PEOPLE L1K£ YOU TOGETHER, SO LET US KNOW
YOUR REQUIREMENTS. - FOR GLIDERS TOO.

Look at the history of GROB products - superb engineering means
exceptional reliability and therefore utilisation over a long lifetime:
ror training, soaring, flying away or watching the sun go down.

SEE THE NEW G.114 SINGLE-SEATER SAILPLANE
0491 37184. John or Babs

Two-seater Training Motor Glider LimbllCh Pusher engine 68 HP
Glide angla 1:30 supplied with luii set 01 instruments.

\ "

SZC-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G

Booker . Marlow . BucksWycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911

(0628) 39690

GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

NEW - 15 Metre Class

OGAR

~

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minutes for the whole towing operation

PZL-WILGA

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
'INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ....
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

.~

FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: MATIHEW SELL OR STEWART PEARCE,

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROLITES, BALLOONS

AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Holmes/Hulbert
Marine & Aviation Limited
lowndes lambelt House" 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

Mid-airrepairs
are at· goftheparts.

But for those who want their aircraftgiven
the full treatmentthere's ourService Department
Staffed by experts,with all the right tools. Book in
early to avoid a late take olfin the Spring.

Whicheverway you

handle yourwinter fl.--::----.-
checkover - you'll have -
our symbol.

-----~-~ / -e~ fl::J
~,--,,~

[~_. - -..
~- - -

~B~
Manufacturer appointed

sole V.K. and Eire repair support organisation
for all GROB·WERKE products

Demonstration and sales reI 0491·37184

Buy your parts and accessories from us
and you get a little somethingextra - sound
advice on howbest to fit them. This makes
winter refurbishing for the DIYAviator a
lot less chancy and a lot more fun. Helps
save that embarrassing moment when his
handiwork proves to ~-_
be a shade too handy.
(Or not handy enough?)

~=-1
~

The best. And it shows.
Baaker Airfield, Nr. Marlo"", Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)

ar 0865 890517 (outside office hours). Access &Barclaycard accepted wi,th pleasure.
154 SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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The VHF transceiver
Becker Ar 3201 combines

small size with
high performance.

Small instrument size (2~").

5-7 Watts output power.

Reduced power consumption,
approx. 70 mA.

Automatic battery voltage
monitoring.

Automatic self-test.

Four programmable channels,
non volatile memory.

August/September 1984

VHF distress frequency 121-5 MHz
permanently stored.

Prepared for frequency range
extension to 137 MHz.

Included: Intercom, panel lighting.

Options:
Display of outside air temperature,
display of battery voltage.

For further information contact
Mike Dawson 01-897 6446

[t I Fieldtech
Hunting Heathrow

Fieldtech Heathrow Limited
Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
Longford Middlesex UB7 Oll England
Telex: 23734 FlDTEC G
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SEE AND BE SEEN.
DEREK PIGGOTT writes about the greatest hazard In gliding after a dreadful start
to the season with two mid-air collisions resulting in two deaths, see BGA News.

There can be no doubt that the risk of
collision is still the greatest hazard in
gliding. But it is unusual to hear of any
real advice being given to student pilots
on how to minimise this risk. True most
gliding instructors are insistent that their
students look around before every turn,
but this is often the limit of their instruc
tion.

In spite of the exceptional all round
view from the cockpit of most gliders, it
is surprisingly easy to miss seeing nearby
aircraft. Here are a few hints which may
help to improve your chances of spoiling
other aircraft and 10 reduce the risks of
collision.

[I is difhcult to spot other aircf.<'lft if
you look around scanning the sky in a
continuous sweeping motion. This is
because it is easier to see a moving
objecl in the distance if you hold your
head still for a few second~ so that any
movement shows up against ,the station
ary background. It is also a fact that the
brain does not always respond to mes
sages from the eye llnless the object seen
is near Ihe central part of the visual field.
So whenever possible look around by
moving your head in slages, holding it
still for a few seconds and then moving
round to search the next area.

You must make it move

Aircraft which are on a collision
course to you are the most difficult to
see because they remain in' a stationary
position relative to you, like a mark on
the cockpit canopy. If the other machine
remains in a constant position, you must
make it move.

A further difficulty is that the eyes do
not automatically focus for distance after
a glance at the ,instruments or a ne(lrby
object. Try to 'look back ·to a distallt air
craft or even the wing tip before looking
for others. Once having spOiled another
machine, the problem becomes one of
deciding whether it is likely to be a
hazard. Aircraft which appear to be
above your horizon are above you; those
below thehori,zon are lower than you.
So with gliders in non-soaring conditions
il is the ones OIl your level or above you
that are most important to watch. Unless
you deliberately lose height quickly,
anyone well below you will remain
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betow. (Most gliders have very similar
rates of sink.)

If you have ever flown radio' control
led model planes you will know that
somet,imes you get an ambiguous view t')f
an aircraft and cannol, for a few seconds,
tell if i't is coming or going., or turning
one way or the other. Watch for any
change in the size of the air;;rafl and do
something immediately if it is getting
bigger. Never assume that the other pilot
has seen you or that he wiII take avoiding
action. Pulling into a turn will probably
give him the best chance of seei,ng you
and will get you away from him, but try
not to lose sighl of him as you turn.

Be carc'ful not to cOncentrate all your
atlen'lion on the one aircraft you can see.
It is always another one that is the real
menace. Once you h'ave decided that a
particular machine is well clear, re-check
its posi,tion from time la time but watch
out for others.

Never fly above or below

Every type of aircraft has some
"blind" spots and it is particularly
important to recognise when the other
pilot cannot see you. If you can see his
face, he can certainly see you (if he
looks). Never fly directly above or below
another glider. It may pull up or dive at
any moment. Following above or just
behind another machine is particularly
dangerous. If the pilot pulls up in front
of you he will lose speed so rapidly that
there may be no way to prevent a colli
sion.

Of course, gliders in the same thermal
should always circle in the same direct
ion, but it is also best for any glider
using fit! nearby to circle ,in the same
direction. Almost always you will end up
together in the same part of the thermal
and this is far easier if you were all going
in the same direction in the first
instance.

When you are thermalling keep tabs
on all the nearby machines. If you are
out-climbing them, unless they are
idiots, they are bound 10 come and join
you.

Gliders coming into your lift at about
the same level or below you will gener
ally be weB below you when they arrive.
You will have been climbing whereas

they will usually have lost some height as
they go through the adjoining sink. The
ones' slighlly above your level are the
most likely to be a problem. They will
appear to sink down to your lev,el as they
arrive. This does not malleI' if they are
joining correctly hy maiking their first
turn wide before pulling into your tighter
circle. Watch out if they look as though
they are going to cut across your circle
Or are flying at high speed and may pull
up steeply. Be prepared to take avoiding
action.

Always wags wings

Never cut a<:ross the circle when join
,ing another glider or gaggle. Make sure
that they have had alnple chance to see
you before tightening up your circle. It is
a pleasant habit to wave across to any
pilot joining your thermal and nice to
receive a friendly wave back in acknow
ledgement. If I see no reply, I assume
that the other pilot is not looking around
enough and I keep well clear of him.
Similarly, if I see another powered air
craft passing by I always wag my wings
to show that I have seen him. Usually I
get a reply and it is a comfort to know
that they are keeping a good 'look out
too. It's friendly and 1 think it helps,

There will be occasions when you are
thermalling when you will lose sight of
a nearby glider because it is directly
behind or slightly above or below you.
Never continue circling trustilil,g tnal the
other pilot can see you and will take
avoiding action, Straighten up and leave
the circle without delay. Then turn and
check that it ,is clear before rejoining. In
the meantime he may have gained a few
hundred feet but il will be easy to get
back into the lift by lIsing him as a
marker. Never allow another gl'ider 10
thermal just above or below )lOl!l. The
horizontal gusts in a thermal will affect
each machine differently and can result
in one being lifted or dropped onto the
other with nQ possibility of avoiding a
collision, Sometimes at lower altitudes it
may be possible to discover where that
other glider has gone to by spOiling the
positions of your shadows on the ground
below.

Never climb right up to cloudbase wilh
other gliders nearby. Clouds have a

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



nasty habit of forming all around you
and several machine!> may be enveloped
in cloud in a few seconds. Remember,
you cannot possibly avoid something you
cannot see. Cruising along very close to
cloud base is also a crazy thing to do. It
only takes two of you with the same idea
to pmduce a lethal risk. Either call on
130.4 and continue climbing on instru
ments, or stay several hundred feet
below any wisps of cloud so that you can
see and be seen.

Ridge soaring is particularly hazardous
unless every pilot is alert and know
ledgeable. In hazy or cloudy weather,
modern gliders with their very small
frontal areas and thin wings are particu
larly difficul,t to spot head on. Meeting
head on at or about the same level, the
glider with the hill side on his left must
give way and move out sufficiently to
give the other pilot plenty of room to
pass. Again, never pass close above or
below another gIider and never creep
round those blind corners hoping that
no-one is coming round the other way.
There are, of course, other additional
rules specific to hill soaring and which
may vary from site to site. If you fly
abroad, check and make quite sure that
you know their rules for hill soaring. For
example, in Germany an overtaking
glider flies out away from the ridge to
pass another machine and not between
the other glider and the hillside.

As well as just seeing and noting the
positions of all the traffic nearby, you
really need to be anticipating their likely
movements and how much they will mat
ter to you. For example, you should be
able to predict whether that nearby
glider is just about to turn back towards
the airfield or start his circuit and
arrange to be out of his way so that
neither of you has to take avoiding
action. This will allow you to pay more
attention to other parts of the sky or to
other aircraft.

Tugs less predictable

It is useful to note every launch and to
see where each glider goes. Watch out
for powered aircraft and tug and glider
combinations taking off as they are less
predictable than gliders. Remember
which direction they go and look for
them as they co,me back. Descending
tugs are particulady unpredictable and
often the tug pilot has a very restricted
view.

Try to anticipate circumstances which
will intensify the traffic in your area. For
example, a squall line or heavy shower
will usually result in a large number of
gliders rushing back for a landing. There
is little point in staying up a few extra
minutes. Get down ahead of them and
before the heavy rain arrives. It may cut
the visibility down to a few hundred

yards besides reducing a Nimbus to the
performance of a K-8.

The circuit area, base leg and
approaches to any airfieId are always
more congested >requiring special vigil
ance. Always assume that the other glid
ers and powered aircraft have Ilot spotted
your machine. Try to think ahead and
avoid having other machines just in fmnt
or behind you by keeping some exlra
height in hand ready to join the circuit.
This gives you the option of joining
immediately or holding off for a while to
allow the other gliders to get ahead of
you,

When two gliders are rather close
together opposite 10 Ithe landing area it is
usually best if the lowesl pilot "shows his
hand" by turning il1l early, using his air
brakes 10 get dowl1I quickly so that the
olther pilot has pIenty of time and room
la choose his approach and a clear land
ing area.

There will be very few of us who will
not, at sometime, have the alarming
experience of suddenly seeing another
aircraft frighteningly close having failed
to spot it until the very last moment.
Treat it as a serious warning. Talk it over
with the other pilot. Did he see you?
Admit that somehow you missed seeing
him and try to analyse how and why it
happened. Never belittle such a near
miss; take the hint - consider yourself
lucky to be alive. (I do!) a

REFLECTIONS . .. for a Tug Pilot DUDLEY STEYNOR

There are a dozen gliders in the line. It is
one of those frustrating days - perfect
soaring weather and only one tug avail
able. As the tug draws up the engine
stops and the pilot leaps out saying, as
he bolts for the clubhouse, he must have
an immediate relief.

You are the only other lug pilot av.ail
able. You cease talking to your pupils,
leap into the tug, do up your slraps, start
the engine, take-up slack and are air
borne all within a half minute or so 
keen to clear the long line of gliders as
quickly as possible. On the way up you

realise you can't remember where the
tow-release is and that you hadn't
checked the fuel position. A quick
search soon puts you right on the tow
release, but at the same time brings il
home to you that if the glider had up
ended you low down there would have
be,en nothing whatsoever you could have
done about it in the time available.

Red ball not visible

The fuel position is worrying. You
note you are flying on the left tank of
the Super Cub and that the red ball is

clearly not visible in the gauge glass. The
tank is therefore full or almost empty.
The righthand tank appears to be half
full, but never having actually switched
over during a tow you hesitate to do so
now but prepare for a rapid change-over
should the engine falter.

After the glider has released and on
the way down you have time to reflect
that accidents happen for two reasons 
inexperience or complacency, and that
the dangers from complacency increase
as ihe dangers from inexperience dimin
~h. a

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Glid ing Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £8.75 postage included for
an annual subscription to the Hritish Gliding Association.
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way. Leicester.

Red leather-eloth binders specially designed to take copies 01 the
magazine and go'ld-blocked with the title on the spine are only

available Irom the B.G.A.

Price (4.25 (£4.74, Including post and packing).
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OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring- Supplies, PO Box 4851.
SI. Laurent, p.a. Canada, H4L 4Z5.

SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Soulhdale 2135, Johannesburg, Trans
vaal.

HOLLAND
Aetopres9 (Ary Ceelenj P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven

USA and all other .countries
Payable, in either sterling £8.75 or US $17 but International Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association,
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TftlL fEftTHERS C by
PLftTYPUS

The Judgment of Solomon

At the World Championships in South Cerney ill 1965 the
prime, and very simply applied, qualification for a Standard
Class glider was for it to be wheeled between two poles (no, not
two Poles; they were another story altogether) stuck in the
ground 15 metres apar!.

Well, this spanking new ship arrives, straight off the drawing
board, and promptly gets we,c1ged between the two, er, posts. It
is manifestly too big. A brilliant legal defence of this Qver-s,ized
prototype ensues. "M'lud", intones Ithe designer/builder/pilot
I can't remember precisely which - he may have been all three
like Dick Schreder (tho' it wasn't Dick Schreder; he could
count) "this glider is indeed exactly 15 metres in span in its I"..• when I see you fly between those two posts."

Exactly 15 metres in span

natural state, ie, viz, namely, to wit; when it is aviating. Which it
ain't right now, being quite evidently in the unnatural state of
earthboundness." All the jurors wept at the plight of this
grounded little bird just longing to get into its proper element
and assume its rightful wingspan. "Thusly, its poor wings droop,
denied of their inherent dihedral, which was built into the
design and which it possesses in full flight. Ergo ..." but he had
no need to perorate and throw himself on the mercy of the
court since this forensic display had already prompted a stand
ing ovation amongst the spectators. Come to think of it, they
were already standing, so it was just an ovation, I suppose.

The judge was unmoved. Nay, I tell a lie; he was deeply
moved, but being British he concealed this with iron self
control. For a while he balanced in his mind the eloquence of
the little pleader standing before him with the obvious chaos
that would follow if the argument was allowed to stand (hell,
what is a natural airspeed - 140kt?) then delivered the judg
ment that is an example of true wisdom and an object lesson to
law-givers. "OK, you win" he said "on one condition. I'll let you
in the Standard Class when I see you fly that thing between those
two posts."

Collapse of articulate pleader. Case dismissed.
The only· thing wrong with that true story (apart from the fact
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that I made most of it up) is that the judge may have been not a
he but a she.

Syndicates made in Heaven
I have had shares in 14 gliders since 1958, and on average have
had 2.9 partners per glider. The two could just about stand me,
but the point-nine was driven wild. No, I get my sums wrong;
the continual swapping of shares means that the total number
of people I've been partners with must be over 60, and, amaz
ingly, many of them shared a glider with me for a second or
third time as we struggled up from Kite 1 and Cadet (singular)
through Skylarks and Kestrels (plural). I shall always feel grate
ful for their long-suffering tolerance and good nature. Or

Point-nine was driven wild.

maybe they were just desperate for someone to share the finan
cial burden, and at least my vices are a known quantity. There
are worse partners than me, incredible dietu. Better the devil
you know ... Someday, somewhere, someone will write a
sociological treatise for his Ph.D at a stressed-concrete univer
sity on the nature of glider syndicates and how, like marriages,
they come together - and how they come apart.

Take syndicate wives - by which I do not mean a form of
polyandry or polygamy but simply the respective wives or
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Other time-honoured means.

able, therefore, appearing to have been drawn while drunk.
However they are also distinguished by elegant little drawings of
gliders rounding the turning points each with its wing pointing
along the precise centre-line of the photographic zone (that's
when I do need to find the blasted ruler) because I often find
myself creeping up on the TP from some strange direction, eg
from a nearby landmark, and have to avoid the careless habit of
pressing the shutter immediately the wing goes down. That used
to cost a lot of points.

Anyway, back to hill-soaring. 00 have a go at it anywhere and
everywhere except Ounstable. But since you know already who
flies there, I'm sure the warning is superfluous. El

Hair-raising talk of mountain-flying.

Platypus's maps look as though drawn while drunk.

that's a bonus, too, unless you are a really pathological gliding
fanatic.

It's a long time since I used happily to soar the r,idgeat Ounst
able at hatf hilltop height for long periods, ie all afternoon" in tlie
hope of the weather perking up. Since then I have grown less
bold (= more sane) but the experience does come in useful from
time o\(J time, even in contests. I certainly make a poin1t of mark
ing the wind-facing slopes before any cross-country. In fact I
have more or less given up the use of rulers in preparing my
maps. Mainly it's because I've mislaid the ruler anyway, but I
genuinely prefer to draw a meandering line through, or near to
(a) areas of high, dry ground, (b) other gliding clubs, where
either the thermals will be well marked or the bar well stocked (I
didn't claim this was a method for winning contests) and (c)
unambiguous landmarks that will steer me towards the turning
point - rivers, railways etc. Platypus's maps are easily recognis-
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authoress at her work, for fear of being put in her next novel.
You'll be in it anyway, but with luck and good behaviour you
won', be '00 recognisable.) Another ploy is to turn up wearing
stiletto heels and finger nails two inches long, obviously on the
point ()f going to a cocktail party or a Buckingham Palace
reception. Fake plaster casts, bandages, wheelchairs and white
sticks are another method, though smacking of cowardice and
hardly a technique that can be kept up' for years at a time.

Some syndicates have contracts drawn up by lawyers, and
rotas of whose-day-to-fly drawn up by drill sergeants. Some
have none of these. The first is Hke being back in the Army.
The second like a (doomed) hippy eommune. If you have to
choose, Army is better.

The Thin Red (Wobbly) Line

spouses (spice?) of the partners. One famous syndicate wife,
who deserved a gold medal for devotion above and beyond the
call, etc, etc, would run her finger under the leading edge and
lower her lovely eyebrows fiercely not at the chap who was
about to fly but at his wife for neglecting her duties. (What
women's Iibbers still don't realise is that it's not the men who
create the shackles but those women who don't believe in
women's lib, having found other, ,time-honoured, means of get
ting their own way.) There are a number of techniques whereby
the less dedicated wives (ie an otner wives in the whole world)
can avoid a clash in this situation, which we donate free in case
it arises again. One is to stay at home. Another is to come
equipped with a typewriter and reams of paper and hammer
away at the keys while smoking furiously. (No one interrupts an

<0
0

Phil King's article (last issue, p108) on using hill lift for cross
countries, together with John Bally's hair-raising talk on
mountain-flying at the BOA Conference, again made me feel
how inadequate ou! conventional idea of soaring really is and
how modern competitions, instead of widening the bounds of
what is possible, now restrict the potential; barely 100 days a
year are sullable for thermal cross-countries, I should guess,
whereas at Talgarth in Wales you can soar 365 days a year with
a bonus in a Leap Year unless a lady pilot lures you away. Well,
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A GLIMPSE OF THE DISCUS

RALPH JONES goes to Germany to sample the new Standard Class
glider gracing our cover and finds "it feels right and is fun to fly"

enjoyment of flying, so sorry, I cannot
give you Min sink and Max LIDs all
worked out on an altimeter and stop
watch. but if you want a totally non
technical based opinion - it feefs right
and is fun to fly.

An hour later, sitting in a tubby BA
Boeing 737 as it bustles out of Stuttgart
airport, it finally dawns on what has
been niggling me about the Discus wing
platform. It is the Minimoa - not by
any means exactly the same shape, but
the same atmosphere.

Will the Discus prove a worthy great
great-grandchild to the glider on the
Schempp-Hirth logo? We shall see. a

r
T~

I

As I thermal over the woods just to the
west of the Hahnweicle I \\ionder what
"Hahnweide" really means. The literal
translation IS "moster place", bUI this
bird I am flying is certainl1y no rooster!
The Discus looks like a hawk with its
sweeping back leading and trading
edges. Looking Ollt at the swept wings
makes you feel thal they are your own
wings and this is what il feels. like to be a
soaring bife.

Having seen, m mid-February, the
moulds being taKen of one wing mould
plug, with the oIh.er plug not com
pleted, and having been told the
glider would fly by the end of May (or
was it June?) I must admit I had been
sceptical. The white shape of the skin is
only part of the work and there was
obviously a lot of engineering to be done
- yet here I am flying the prototype in
mid-May and it has been flying sll1ce
Easter!

A buzzard joins me, perhaps he too is
fooled and thinks the Discus is another
bird ... ·However he soon decides I am
no threat to his domain and descends
into the tree tops.

Enough of this idle speculation, time
to do some evaluation.

First a stall - 62km/h (what's that in
English?) - a docile nose nodding man
oeuvre which doubles for yesteryear's
stall. Now we run towards the Teck Cas
tle on the Schwabische Alps.

Funny, I have been told the glider is
very quiet but there is a lot of noise.
Eventually I find the source of the noise.
With the undercarriage retracted (the
buzzard must have wondered why the
big white bird insisted on trailing a very
dirty black foot through the air!) we

thermal again, an easy, stable, relaxed
circling with liittle requirement fOF wd
der wntrol. One feels 'the glider is on
rails and the rudder need mat be filled.
There again, birds do not have rudders!

A slow climb to IOOOm and off to the
nearby mountain ridge; but it's not
working. We find onl,y sink and even tu
ally head back towards Hahnweide
which looks a long way away. Cruising at
130km/h (approximately 70kt to you
English ignorami) the glide is flat with
very little nose down feeling - more
like a flapped ship.

Flying with a buzzard

With marc height Ihan e.'lpected I jloin
my buzzard friend again over the woods,
but we are both out of luck. A high
approach to ma.ke full use of the
Schempp-Hir,th "double decker" top
surface airbrakes but half brake IS

enough and even then instead of rolling
regally to a stop al the launch poinl we
have to be pushed the last 30 yards (or
should it be metres?). Sheepishly I look
round for Schempp-Hirth test pilot
Helmut Treiber who was ill the middle
of an intensive flight test programme
when I arrived. He had dumped water
and removed lead ballast in order 10 let
me fly the Discl'ls. He is not there, which
is perhaps just as well as he would be
convinced it was a complete waste of
time on a clown who flies Klaus
Holighaus' new Standard Class design on
the downward side of the mountain and
expects to find ridge lift!

I am not very good at evaluating gt:id
ers as I get carried away with t'he sheer

L.....

Technical Data
Span (m)
Wing area (m 2)

As pect ratio
Wing loading (Min/Max) (kg/m 2)

Empty weight (kg)
AlJIN (kg)
Max cockpit load incl equipment (kg)
Stall speed (km/h)
Never exceed speed (km Ih)
Min sink (m /sec)
Best LID

1
I

15 I

10.58 :'
21.3

29-47
228
500
120
68

250
0.59

41
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OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valv~ A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipmenl for gliders,

comprising a control head and 680-litre oxyge,n cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight ox~gen .controls situated in the one p?sition, lfuis cont,r0!
head has been developed from the Company's hIghly successful DomICIlIary oxygen UnIt to
Drug Tariff SJlecification 0 IB.

The 680'-llitre qilinder .is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied va[v.ed and charged to 2000 p.s.i.

The company also supplies portabl'e oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valveS and economiser bags.

In the unlikely event' of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE630 CYLINDERS
AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD
Oakfield Works, Branksome Hill Road, College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camberley 0276-35885
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I ROBERT TO THE CAMPHILLIANS

Dear Brethren: As the season of the
Great West Winds drew nigh, a small
band of your brothers set out for the
Northlands to seek the fabulous
Diamonds of Aboyne. They took with
them two Arks; one from Germanica
and the other from Francia. witb which
to help them obtain great gifts of Silver,
Gold and' Diamonds.

The fiery dragon

After many leagues they paused in
their joumeyings at the village of Burn
to rest and to practise the art of grasping
the tail of the fiery dragon, by which
means they hoped to be borne aloft into
the mighty winds of those far North
lands.

From thence they continued up the
Great North Road; John, Nigel, Rodney
and lan with his betrothed Wendy.

After many adventures they arrived
safely at the home of that northern tribe
who dwell by the twisting water, and there
they met with thy servant Robert the
Elder, wllo had travelled alone by a dif
ferent road to the west. They found shel
ter in a lonely cottage in the woods and,
the weather being very cold, built a large
fire which was kept burning until seven
days and seven nights had passed.

During those seven days, they
renewed their acquaintance with their
northern cousins and found new friends.
There they learned of the magic heights
of Morven and Lochnager, GeaBaig and
Culardoch, above which the treasures of
Silyer, Gold and Diamonds could be
found, and to lead them back home, the
waters of Muick, Lee and Kinord.

The people of the Camphill tribe lis
tened long to the wise men of Aboyne

who had many times braved the heights
around their snowy domain and espe
cially to the high priest, Black Jacob, he
of the far off voice who spoke reverently
of ,the Elixir of Life, which must fjrs be
obtained if tile highest treas·me of
Diamonds was to be reached. Also of
great value to prove the passage, was the
bfiack scroll on which to trace the path of
the going up and the .colning down; and
the seal to be placed upon it and later
removed by a trusted member of the
tribe.

Many saith, "After letting go the tail
of the fiery dragon, descend a short way
before going to great l1eights or thy
black scroll will not bear witness to thy
true comings and goings and the elders
in the city of Leicester will not believe
thy petition to lay claim to the treasures
and thou wilt be bowed down with
grief" .

All these things and many more we
did try to obey. On the sixth day the
great wind blew; we assembled our arks,
placed therein the black scrolls and
made ready the Elixir of Life. The fiery
dragon with the long tail was brought
from its cave and flew towards Kinord
with lan of Camphill grasping its tail.

Golden treasure

After some time he called out with a
loud voice that the great wind had borne
him up even to sixteen angels and he had
the Golden treasure and would bring it
back to earth, for he was very cold and
could not see.

Thereupon, John the Wise called upon
him to use more of the Elixir of Life and
rise if he could to twenty angels. Where
upon he did take heed of John, and after

some time he came down with both Gold
and Diamond; and there was great re
joicing.

While all these things came to pass,
the great winds blew so strongly that the
fiery dragon was much afraid and went
back to its cave. where it sulked for
many hours. After much supplication by
John, Nigel and your servant Robert, the
dragon roared again, and one by one
bore us up. But NigeJ. had been improvi
dent and lacked ,the Elixir. Thus he was
unable to reach for a Diamond. but, by
staying aloft for five hours and one half
thereof, and communin,g with fourteen
angels, returned with S,ilver and Golden
rewards.

Glittering Diamond

John the Wise joined with twenty
angels and brought back a glittering
Diamond. I, Robert the Elder, who had
been on many such pilgrimages, prayed
with great humility and also attained to
even twenty angels and was rewarded
with another Diamond to join with those
other two I have brought to you from far
off lands to our village of Camphill.

And so brethren, I say unto you, stay
not within the bosom of your own tribe
for all time, but when the need arises
and the time is ripe, venture forth and
seek fulfilment in far lands.

ROBERT THE ELDER

(Robert, better known as Bob Frod
sham, is the first member of Derby &
Lancs GC, celebrat,ing their 50th
anniversary this year, ,to have All Three
Diamonds. Eo). 11

8hoffmann

TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
OVER 150 DELIVERED
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
~RITISH C of A
FOlDING WINGS
EXCEllENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER

Contact Airmark Aviation Ltd, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Middx TeI01-574-1603
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THE DAY I COULDN'T GET DOWN

JOHN McCORMICK's first solo in the North Wales GC's
Grunau Baby when his "scientific" circuit did not work.

During our recent dinner-dance I was
presented with the Grunau trophy. I
would like to think, as the CFI sug
gested, that it was awarded in recogni
tion of a display of pure flying skill and
superb airmanship, but unfortunately
there's too many of you out there who
know differently. Now that I've got
my hands on the trophy, my name is
inscribed thereon and it might be a bit
difficult to get' it back off me, perhaps I
ought to tell the truth about that day
which perhaps should have been sub
titled "The day that I couldn't get
down".

Controlled crashes

When I came off the wire at 700ft J
had the technical aspects of the circuit all
scientifically worked out. Forward 10 this
little white farmhouse just to the right of
the launch point - one of my ",immacu
late" 1800 turns which is always good for
losing me a couple of hundred feet 
back to the high key position and there
I'd be sitting at 550ft ready for the
downwind leg. Now you all know how
straightforward the next bit is, hand on
airbrake, increase speed, look alert;
actually there's a mnemonic for it, but I
always forget it and console myself that
it doesn't seem to matter during those
controlled crashes which I nonchalantly
pass off as normal landings. As I was
saying, normally I'm sitting there at
550ft and that's when the trouble began,
because this time the altimeter read
800ft, ie 100ft more than I had slar'ted
off with. Now I must admit at this point I
panicked, I thought the bloody instru
ment was sticking and in my haste to hit
it I nearly stalled. Luckily I was flying
open cockpit and I realised that the wind
had stopped blowing. Now even I know
when the wind stops blowing you've got
problems, so I hastily pushed the stick
forward and added 40kt to basic whilst I
sat and had a think about it.

I realised I was doing something
wrong; this scientific circuit had never let
me down before. I've got another scien
tific circuit for the other end of the field
- big green tree - 1800 turn - high
key point. I say it had never let me down,
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that's not quite true, J did get 'lost not
that long ago. Autumn had come, big
green tree turned brown and 1 missed it,
but generally it had never let me down
so there was nothing to do but go
through the whole procedure again. So
off I set - little white farmhouse 
immaculate 1800 turn - high key posi
tion and, hell's teeth, I'd gained another
100ft. Now that's when I began to
despair of ever getting down again. I
knew by 1l0W, of course, that it was this
beal that was doing it - little white
farmhouse, etc, but how to get out of it?
"Lose height in that corner of the field,"
had said the CFl. He hadn't said any
thing about gaining it.

I didn't dare drift downwind to escape.
I'd done that ,<I couple of weeks before
and got a right rollicking for it. "Treat
me as though I'm not here," had said the
eFl, as he'd climbed into the back, and I
did, and I had, and there I'd been going
backwards and forwards quite happily at
600ft when suddenly this voice from
nowhere had said, "Where's the airfield,
John?" "Where's the airfield?" I re
peated with eyes swivelling frantically.

Not too happy either

Now I consider that an unfair question,
after all I've got enough to do trying to
fly the machine without attempting to
navigate it. "The wind was cross," he
said, The wind wasn't the only thing lhat
was cross, I wasn't too happy eit,her. h
wasn't my fault, I hadn't moved, I can't
control the wind. Besides which, as I told
the CFI, I quite enjoy flying low level
over towns. Another thing, r don't know
about you, but from up there all those
little green fields look pretty much the
same. Well, they do to me in those split
second glances which is all I can spare
from concentrating on the AS!. So I
didn't dare drift downwind and there I
was going backwards and forwards and
getting higher and higher.

Then I recalled that some weeks pre
viously, again with the CFI in the back, I
had suddenly started going upwards for
no good reason that I could fathom and
the voice in the back had said wave.
Well, I was ready to try anything on this

trip by now, so I tried waving. I can only
think that his hands are bigger than mine
and have more drag, because when I'd
stopped being frightened and' put one
hand back on the stick I hadn't gone
down at all. It had certain'ly worked for
the CFI, he had said "Wave. I've got
control" and we lost height immediately.
Perhaps, I thought, it's some magic
incantation known only to CFI's, so for
the next couple of beats I went back
ward's and forwaras, muttering "Wave,
I've got control, wave, I've got control"
like a demented !,arrot. r can only report
it didn't work for me, I didn't lose any
heighl at all.

By now I was getting desperate and
ready to clutch at any straw, I even tried
to remember Ken's pretlight briefing, I
knew it had gone on for a long. long
time, but well, you tend not to listen,
don't you? I remembered that he had
said something about a variometer and
little red and green balls, so I had a look
around ,for this elusive instrument and
eventually I found it, plumb in the centre
of the instrumen,t panel. Now I don't
know who was responsible 'for placing it
there, but ,it's right in the blind spot on
the nose of your goggles. You have two
alternatives - you either turn your head
and squint at it through one eye, er you
pull your goggles askew and run tbe risk
of flying sideways. Anyway ,there was
plenty of activity down there, first this
liltle red ba'll leaped up a tube and then
this little green ball leaped up a t\lbe and
they were obviously of some deep signifi
cance. Then It came to file, any fool
knows that red is port and green is star
board, so it seemed obvious to me that
first the port wing was coming up and
then the ~tarboard wing was coming up
and perhaps that's what was happening,
I was sort of flapping my way upwards.
So for a liUle while I sat there cancelling
it out, every lime this little red ball came
up I gave it u bit of left aileron and every
time the green ball came up I gave it a
bit of right aileron, but f didn't lose
any height and after a whi'lel began to
get seasick so I had 10 stop.

J think I tried everything on that trip
to get down. I spenl ages searching the
cockpit to see if the trimmer was sticking,
up. Never did find it. I gave the stick a
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little joggle backwards and forwards to
make sure the elevators were not stick
ing up. I even tried to remember
whether there was anything in the book I
was reading that might help, Walling
ton's Meteorology for Glider Pilots, but
the only th,ing that came back to me
from that was, "If you stand with your
back to 'the wind the area of Iow pressure
is on your left hand side". Now that
would probably have helped if I had
known how to apply it, but I didn't seem
to be able to get the wind on my back and
I didn't feel like undoing my straps to
stand up.

All this time Ken had been keeping
the other ain;raft on the deck, presum
ably because he didn't trust them and me
in the air at the same time. Eventually,
however, his patience ran out and first
he leaped 'into the air in the MlOO,
closely followed by our deputy leader in
the Bocian. "Oh, goody!" I thought,
"they're coming up to rescue me," but
they never came anywhere near me and
it SOaR became obvious that I'd been
abandoned. lit was going to be one man
against the mighty elements.

And so I was ,reduced to going back
wards and forwards, backwards and for-

wards, little white farmhouse high key
point, little white farmhouse high key
point, until eventually, hallelujah, I
started to get it right and began to lose
height. You've got no idea how nice it
was to get back to normal.

I'm still not quite sure what happened
on that epic flight, but of two things I am
absolutely certain.
I. Whatever it was that caused it, it

ruined a "perfect" circui t.
2. The award of the trophy was, fully jus

tified, if only in compensation for the
fact that the whole thing took two
years off my life. a

Come outside and say that. • • Part 2

JOHN HOLLAND, chairman of the BGA Development Committee, continues the theme of his first article
February Issue, p19 and ponders on how much flying a year is needed to make gliding a worthwhile pursuit.

I was pleased to read W. R. Clarke's let
ter in the April issue, p82, because, of
course, the whole point of my earlier
outburst was to try to provoke some dis
cussion and thought all what could be a
serious problem for the gliding move
ment ... how to preserve the amateur
status of British gliding clubs and yet
produce the efficiency required to make
it an acceptable sport in the pressure of
modern society. The lack of growth and
the high turnover of members would
seem to indicate that we are not produc
ing the standard required.

It could be that clubs are getting the
management they deserve. Surely a
wealth of talent lies dormant within the
movement? Club members are prefer
ring to I,ie low and do their own thing,
rather than give their talents to their
club or indeed the National Executive.

Flow of new people

WOllld it be practical to have a club rule
that after 12 months, membership of the
club means that you can be called up (as
though for jury service) to serve the club
in an official capacity? Better still if this
could be tied to a rule that officials can
not serve for longer than three years.
Then no one would be required to flog
themselves to death for their club and
everyone would benefit by the constant
flow of new people with fresh ideas and
energy.

Analysis of the national statistics is
interesting stuff and it can take a variety
of forms. I know that launch rate is a
popular subject. After all it reflects on
the clubs' efficiency at the launch point.
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However some clubs make a big thing of
air experience flying (my own for one)
and thi~ distorts the statistics in other
directi<ms, for instance it shows a poor
hours/launch ralio.

If gl'iding is about flying then surely
hours/member/year must be an interest
ing subject? In this case the time spent
on air experience flights can be counted
as a credit to help compensate for the
numbers of dormant members that all
clubs have.

How much flying do you. reckon that
you need in a year to make it a worth
while pursuit? It seems ,that we have 38
clubs giving members an hour a month
but we also have six dubs giving mem
bers an hour/year!

Ignoring Oxfo.'d Sportsflying with
their motor gliders, top of the heap is
Ralph lanes's lot up at Bidford. They
average 40hrs/member/year. I don't
know the charges up at Avon but is it
reasonable to query whether perhaps it
may actua Iy be cheaper to fly from a
professional organisation? (Per hour that
is.)

If you add the launch fee to the annual
subscription it must be pretty expensive
flying to do one hour/year.

Shropshire Gliding Group at Sleap are
the next highest at 331/2hrs/member, but
since they do no ab-initio training
perhaps it isn't fair to compare them
with the average club. Portmoak and
Aboyne get a lot of help from their wave
ques ting visi tors so perh aps we ough t not to
count their 33hrs and 21 hrs/member/
year.

One thing that does stick out, even in
this day and age, is the advantage of hav
ing a ridge. All the ridge owning clubs

stand out pretty well with averages in
excess of 14 or so. But what about Cam
bridge with 19hrs/member and Hus
bands Bosworth with 16hrs? My own
club, which is pretty certain the sun
shines from the back of its reverse pul
ley, only managed 13hrs/member last
year.

Pretty posh winches

It is corpmon to regard winches as
second best but the hourly figures show
little advantage for aerotowing if Cam
bridge can manage 8270 launches and
3699hrs. Only two tugs can hardly
account for all that and rumour has it
their winches are pretty posh.

Perhaps would-be glider pilots should
scan this statistic a bit more before
choosing their club. It may pay to travel
a bit farther. Like to Shobdon (where
they are a bit short of members) where
21 hrs/member/year puts them quite near
the top.

Going back to an earlier comment ...
how many hours per year do you reckon
is a reasonable average for a person?
Power pilots have to do a minimum of
5hrs to keep their licences.

I am jolly glad that my personal flying
is a bit more than some of these statiqics
... and I am always moanil1g that I don't
do enough! a
We would be grateful if all contribu
tions to S&G are sent to the editorial
office, 281 Que·en Edith's Way, Cam
bridge CB1 4NH and not to the BGA
office. Valuable lime is wasted each
issue with material ending up in the
wrong place.
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THE HISTORY OF GLIDING STAMPS

GUY AVERILL says that aviation has always been popular with stamp
designers and one Austrian gliding stamp is now valued at £55.
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A collection of gliding slamps, including some from the distinctive Polish set 011968 featuring the Bodan, Jaskolka, Mucha. Firat, Zephyr and Foka.

Stamp designers are art,ists in miniature.
When they produce a design it has to
satisfy several criteria: il must have
relevance to some event, activity or
anniversary and, as philatelic income is
important now to all countries, it must
look good. Gliding certainly lends itself
to this concept and has had a good
"press" on the world's stamps.

Aircraft of all types have been popular
with stamp designers since the 1930s.
Airmail rates were usually at a premium
for postage and most countries issued
special stamps to cover these rates. Bri
tain was however an exception, though
we did experiment with special posting
boxes for airmail. In some of these early
issues gliders appeared among the air
craft. It is from such a source that the
most expensive glider stamp appears, on
the top value of the 1935 Austrian air
set which shows gliders over the
Attersee, and listed in Gibbons
catalogue at £55. But while it is the
dearest gliding stamp it is not the only
one which is expensive.

The enthusiast could make a good stab
at the history of gliding by collecting
the stam!?s. Otto ~i1ienthal and his glider
of 1891 appear on several issues (from
West Berlin, Liechtenstein, Zaire, Hun
gary and Czechoslovakia). The Wright
Brothers, more often associated with
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powered flight, were glider en'thusiasts to
start with and later returned to that
interest. Tbey appear. on an endless
number of stamps as does the Flyer.
Other pioneer gliders are ICAR1, from
Rumania, and Tanski and his glider of
1896, from Poland.

Outstandingly attractive

Gliders in flight seem to lend them
selves to the miniscule art of the stamp
designer, and some of the stamps are
outstandingly attractive. Front runners in
this respect are Yugoslavia, with a rep
resentation of a glider in flight above
clouds issued in 1972 for the World
Championships, and Finland for the
World Championships in 1976. But the
prize for stunning effect must go to Swe
den who portrayed gliders in the low
value of a 1978 set of stamps which
promoted tourist facilities in the area of
Vastergotland.

The military applications of the glider,
used by both sides during the Second
World War, get only a fleeting mention
on stamps. Germany trained many of their
Luftwaffe pilots on gliders. This was an
attempt to circumvent the restrictions of
the Treaty of Versailles. But the first
mention of gliders on German stamps
appeared only in 1935, when one of the

values in a set for Hitler's Culture Fund
showed a glider workshop. tn t 943 ghd
ers were featured on three stamps issued
by Hungary for the Horthy Aviation
Fund (Admiral Horthy was Regent of
Hungary and v·irtual dictator). The
Soviet Union hinted at the military
aspect when gliders were featured on a
set for the Soviet Spartakiad (military
games) in 1961. North Korea was more
explicit in 1975 showing gliders in a set
devoted to training for defence.

Pure airmail sets featuring gliders
include Austria, already mentioned,
Hungary in 1954 and,if you want to
stretch a point, Daedalus and Icarus 0n a
value from a Greek air mail set. 111 a
sense it must have been that legend
which inspired so many to experiment
with f1igh l.

The sport 'has even produced its own
error on a stamp. The Republic of Zaire
anticipated reality with their stamp hon
ouring LiliendH~1 as an aviation ,pioneer
when they dated his flight 1881, ten
years before it happened!

Qui.te a few of the sets feature model
gliders, which is fair since the would-be
pilo-t can Jearn a lot from them. Among
(he countr,ies to have shown these are
Hungary ,in 1954, Russia in 1951,
Rumania in 1953 and Yugoslavia in 1950.

The sporting aspect has dominated
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stamps with gliders in recent years.
France issued a superb stamp in 1962 as
part of an issue promoting civil and
sporting aviation. West Germany
returned to showing gliders in 198. in an
issue raising funds for sports promotion.
In the same year Luxembourg issued a
nice stamp also to boost aviation as
sport. Rumania's 1953 set was intended
to promote aerial sports and also
included parachuting. The World
Championships have been featured
many times, including an eye-catching
set of two from Argentina in 1963.

Some of the designs are symbolic. in
thesel'lse ,that they show an impression
of a glider, but many distinct types are
portrayed. The Rumanian set issued in
]977 shows the development of that
country's gliders from the ICAR up to
the IS-28B. In 1967 Czechoslovakia
showed the L-13 and in .968 Poland
had a set which showed the Zephyr, the
Stork, the Swal'low, the Fly, the Seal and
the Pirat. A decade later they portrayed
the SZD 45 Ogar powered glider.

Aviation days and aviation clubs have
often provided the inspiration for
stamps. The 50th anniversary of gliding
in Italy did not occasion a stamp from
that country, but San Mar,ino issued a set
to mark the occasion. Switzer,land issued
stamps with gliders in 1946 and 1949 to
mark special air fl,jghts. They also
marked the 25th anniversary of the Pro
Aero Foundatjon with a stamp showing
a glider and a jet. The golden jubilee of
the Portuguese Aero Club occasioned a
glider from Portuga'l, as did all interna
tional astronaulica'l oongress in Lisbon in
1975. Poland used a glider to mark
Aviation Day in 1952.

A thematic collection like ,this does
not, of course, have to COAfine itself just
to gliders and their pilots. lA addition to
the mythological pair already mentioned,
a great many of the early a,ir designs
used stylised birds. More realistic would
be some stamps showing buzzards in
flight, as it was the study of these with a
telescopic lens by Langley, in the United
States that helped to develop the
aerodynamics of the wing lift. In a
related vein, China, which issued a very
attractive glider stamp in 1958, also
released a set on kites in 1980.

Nor need the collection stop at
stamps. Many special covers have been
issued in connection with gliding meet
ings and there are also a great nlaliy
postcards which i!tustrate the sporl.
Thematic stamp collecting can enhance
almost any interest Or hobby. The com
bined efforts of the world's stamp desig
ners usually adds to the collector's know
ledge, and it is something to keep in
order when the weather grounds all
flights. la
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Above, a coverlo mark Ihe 1968 Polish Nationals, also held al Leszno, and below Ihe 141h World Championships
cover from Waikerie, Sol/Ih Auslralia.

A special cover issl/ed dl/ring Ihe 71h World Championships at Leszno, Poland in 1958 which was p<Jsled by glider.
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WAVE SOARING OVER THE BRITISH ISLES

Some theoretical aspects and practical observations

The first part of this article was in the June issue, p 118

T. A. M. Bradbury

PART TWO: OBSERVATIONS OF WAVES

This section summarises observations made by glider pilots whose
climbs took them above the 3km level. Several hundred reports, were
examined il1 conjunClion with the relevant Met charts and upper air
soundings 01 wind speed and temperatures aloft. On each occasion a
smoothed versionollhe sounding was used 'in one of the simpler wave
models and on mo::;1 days the model agreed in predicting lee waves,
When an independent check was p0ssible the predicted wavelength
was generally close to the observed value, but the rates of climb and
maximum heights reached could no,t be estimated lrom the models.

The development 01 lee waves depends on variations in the vertical of
both temperature and wind velocity but on many days the wind is the
more important factor.
Wind direction. Table 1 lists the frequency of wave days in relation to
the wind direction at about 10 OOOlt (3km). This rather high level was
chosen to reduce the various lee effects which influence the low level
winds in mountain areas. Four areas were selected: Aboyne, Portmoak,
the Eastern Pennines and the area over and to the east of Wales.

The table shows that Aboyne had good waves in a very wide range of
wind directions. Portmoak reported the majority of waves with north
westerly winds. East of the Pennines most good wave days occurred
with westerly winds while east of Wales west-north-west seemed the
best direction. The alignment of major ridges upwind of the various
gliding sites was usually the decisive factor; the best waves were found
when the wind was within about 300 of a line at right angles to these
ridges. There were some rare days of' exceptionally widespread wave
when the ridge alignment seemed to have Iillle effect. On such days
waves were found at almost every major gliding site, even those eastern
airfields with no major hills.
Shelter from low cloud and showers. Table 1 also shows that it is
important to have a mountain range sheltering the site from the spread
of low cloud or showers from the sea, The waves may start very close to
the coastline but it often needs a wide range of hills to dry out the air
enough for slots to appear in the cloud sheet. Waves have been soared
above large cumulus clouds but the arrival of showers may upset the
waves and will generally restrict launching. This may explain why Port
moak reported wave days with northerly winds while Aboyne did not.

TABLE 1

FREQUENCY OF WAVE DAYS IN RELATION TO
WIND DIRECTIONS

030' 360' 330' 300 0 270' 240" 210" lOO" 150" 1200

ABOYNE 0 0 4.3 21.7 17.4 26.1 1,7.4 7.2 4.3 1.2%
PQRTMOAK 3.9 15.5 252 361 7.1 65 39 0.6 1.3 0010
E. PENNINES :0 2.4 2,4 16.7 52.4 21,4 46 0 0 00/0
£. WALES () 0 11.4 38.6 29.5 11.4 9.1 0 0 0%

ween 3000lt (the lowest level for which routine wind measurements
were available) and the top of the climb was less than 30". If there was a
marked change of wind direction at any level thenlhe smooth wave
pattern was liable to break down into turbulence there, preventing
further ascent.

Table 2

Percentage lrequency of changes Of wind direction during climb

00-05' 10-150 20-25" 30-35° 40-45" 50-55 0 60-65" More than 65'
33.1 31.8 22.4 8.4 2.7 1.3 0.3 NIL

Variation '0' wind speed with height. The average values taken from
all occasions showed that the wind speed nearly always increased with
height. This is shown by data from four levels.

3000ft 28kt
10 000l! 37kt
18 00011 50kt
30 00011 69kt

The greater the altitude the wider was the range of wind speeds.
The stronger the wind at high level the greater is the chance of wave

energy being trapped beneath the stratosphere and the more likely it is
for a long train of lee waves to develop. From the pilots' point of view
strong upper winds make high climbs difficult or impossible. Observa
tions showed that the majority of climbs ended below the level at which
the wind speed exceeded 60kl. Some of the climbs may have been cut
short for lack of oxygen or time but it seems very rare for a climb to reach
levels where the wind speed exceeded 100kt. When allowance is made
for the difference between true and indicated airspeed at high altitudes it
seemed that the Max IAS needed to hold station while heading directly
into wind never exceeded 80kt.

There are occasions when the slope of the streamlines is unusually
steep at the wave front and then the local wind may be lighter than the
wind measured upwind of the mountains.
Temperatures Aloft (The stable layer). The theory of lee waves sug
gestthat a well marked stable layer in the lower levels of the atmosphere
is almost essential for development of lee waves. Observations from
mountain areas showed that strong wave lift could be found even if the
stable layer was missing but such waves did not extend far downstream.

It seemed that the deeper the stable layer the more widespread were
the wave reports; a deep stable layer combined with an increase of wind
with height often produced long wave trains on satellite pictures. The
wave trains often began very close to the upwind coastline and con
tinued for several hundred kilometres showing little effect from the
irregularities of the underlying topography. The wave bars were usually
at right angles to the wind regardless of the line of the ridges below. On
such days waves were reported at almost all major gliding sites from
Usk and Nympsfield in the south up to Aboyne in the north.

Table 3

How the height of the stable layer varied

Notes: Only climbs in excess of 3km were used. Although some reports
were received from sites on the western side of the Pennines the num
bers were not enough to justify a frequency lable.

Reports from Nympsfield, Aston Down, Bicester and Lasham were
inclUded in the section headed E. Wales, In some cases the climb was
made a long way from the take-off site.

Climbs from Feshie were included in the Aboyne table. Some of the
Portmoak climbs were made nearer to Aboyne than Portmoak.

The wind directions refer to the 1000011 level and are grouped in
sectors centred on the values given. (I 15°).
Changes ,of wind direction with height. Most mathematical wave
models assume a constant wind direction at all levels. Observations
showed that in the majority of cases the change of wind direction bet-
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Height
Range
Below 1800ft
18oo-32001t
3200-4800ft
4800-64ooft
6400-8100ft
8100·9900ft
9900·11 800ft
11800-13800ft
Not definable
or outside these

ranges

Base
16,0%
13.8%
26.8%
26.4%
11.9%

1.8%
0.7%

2.6%

Top

3.6%
10.4% All heights are
17.1% above sea level
29.6%
12.9%
13.6%
12.8%
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the horizontal speed is little diHerent from the wind speed at low levels.
This rising column does not immediately respond to the stronger wind
aloft but continues its ascent with little change in its original horizontal
speed.

A powerful cumulonimbus cloud can grow almost vertically through a
strong wind shear, and will remain nearly vertical so long as a powerful
updraught is maintained. As soon as the updraught is cut off, or if it is
checked by reaching an inversion, the cloud is taken by the strong upper
winds and spreads out downstream.

Thus a. growing cloud which rises up into a stronger horizontal wind
field can act like a temporary mountain deflecting the high level flow and
producing waves. Fig 11 (a) shows the kind of air flow which can lead to
waves over cumulus streets. Fig 11 (b) shows waves over isolated
cumulus clouds.

Fig 11a and 11b

Some studies made in America showed that thunderstorm
cumulonimbus which extended up to the base of the stratosphere could
produce wave ellects detectable hundreds of kilometres away, though
not as soarable waves.

Unfamiliar feel to the thermals

A new problem termed "blocking"

This table shows the levels at which the base and top of the stable
layer were encountered on the majority of wave days. It was common to
find that the base 0f this stable layer was far enough above the ground
for shallow cumulus to develop during the day but on more than 80% of
these days the tops of cumulus clouds did not extend far above 600011.
On more than half the wave days the top of the stable layer was above
8000ft.

For long cross-country flights it seems important to have a deep and
well defined stable layer; this makes it much more likely that long trains
of evenly spaced waves will develop. Sometimes the stable layer shows
up as a very sharp inversion of no great depth. This may make relativelY
row level wave flying very simple, but is less likely to be favourable for
high climbs.
Base of Stable layer related to tops of ridges. It seemed generally
true that the best soaring conditions developed when the base of the
stable layer was not far above the mountain tops. There were excep
tions when waves were found above large cumulus clouds which
extended high above the mountains but it seemed much harder for pilots
to reach these waves.

--------~-

A

If the base of the stable layer fell very low, and especially if a deep
inversion developed overnight filling the valleys with very cold air, then a
new problem termed "blocklng'" stopped wave development.
BltXking. When the air near the surface is very cold so that a marked
inversion or very stable layer ex,ists up to the level of the ridge top then
this cold air does not flow up over the ridge but remains blocked with the
ridge acting as a dam. Cold air filling up the valleys eHectively'eliminates
the ridge. At high level the air flows across valleys and ridges without y
responding to the shape of the ground and no significanl wave flow
clevelops. This is more likely to happen when the ridges do not vary
greatly in height. If tall peaks extend up into the slrong wind level higher
up they may initiate wave flow high up, and the wave troughs can then H
extend down the lee side of the ridge to displace the stagnant blocked
air in the lee valley. Fig 10 shows two examples.

-------- ..-----------

Fig 10

Waves above cumulus clouds. In the very early days of wave soaring
it was thought that waves stopped when cumulus began to develop.
Even now it is not uncommon for a number of pilots to do a long cross
country in thermals while a few, flying the same route, find wave and
complete the task at a much higher level.

The first published reports of waves above cumulus, clouds came from
Germany. A pilol flying along under a cloud street pulled out to the side
to avoid entering cloud. (Cloud flying was prohibited there). He pulled
back to convert speed into height and found that he was still In lift
outside the cloud. The lift extended far above 'the shallow ,cumulus and it
was found that lhe wind above the cloud street was almost at right
angles to the wind below. The streets were acting like mountain ridges.

Even isolated cumulus clouds could! produce waves over and just
downwind 01 them. 'liheessential item was an increase of wind speed
with height so that the air neat the top of the cloud was lorced to flow
round and over the summit. A growing cumulus contains an almost
vertical column QI rising air inside it. When this column starts its ascent

Convection and mountain waves. Hundreds of observations have
now made it clear that wave soaring can continue throughout the day
even if there are active cumulus clouds extending lar above the level of
the mountain tops. If lhe wave flow is strong and the cumuli are not large
the cloud pattern is dominated by the wave flow aloft. Wave troughs
produce cloud free bands while the areas below wave crests are marked
by enhanced cumuluS, growth. This eHect is usually easy to see when
,looking down from aloft but can be harder to recognise when IIying just
below the base of the cumuli. Sometimes the only indication is an
unfamiliar feel to the thermals; lift may disappear after one or two circles
or some thermal's, may be far stronger than normal.

There does not seem to be all upper limit to the size 01 cumuli which
have waves above them, but the deeper the convection the harder it is to
become established in wave lift. Only about 8% of the wave days were
days 01 deep convection and this Is not enough to deduce any firm rules
of behaviour but several of the features are listed below:
1. Until cumulus clouds started to form there was next to no cloud apart
Irom some cirrus. High tows in search of wave were unsuccessful and
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the only lift to be found was close to windward slopes of hills.
2. Cumuli first formed over the mountains and persisted there with only
a few decaying fragments drifting out across the low ground.
3. When the cumuli grew larger over the ridges a proportion were big
enough to drift across the intervening low ground to the next ridge. Pilots
soaring the ridge could then move upwind and soar the windward slopes
of the oncoming cumuli. Lenticular caps formed, (sometimes only
briefly) over the larger cumuli.
4. Pilots who had started their climbs during this period were often able
to climb well above the largest cumulus clouds and, provided they kept
high, could make long cross-country flights in wave.
5. Later the sky became so full of large cumuli that the wave layer was
almost impossible to contact from low level. Pilots who were high up
continued to find good wave lift, but the areas of lift were not long·lasting
or obviously associated with any ground feature.
6. The best heights were achieved during the period of maximum con
vection. When the cumulus died out towards evening the waves became
weak and were only soarable lower down. See Fig 12.
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Fig 12

7. The best waves seemed to be in the areas away from showers but a
few pilots reported soaring above the tops of cumulonimbus clouds and
a number saw such clouds in the distance.
B. The passage of a big shower seemed to bring low level conditions
back to the early morning state. Soon after the shower had cleared wave
flow extended down to low levels. This may be because the air at low
levels had been cooled by the rain and surface convection checked by
the wet ground.

On days when showers started very early in the morning (before
breakfast), soarable waves did not appear until the final shower had
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It is often difficult to draw a line from high to low because the systems
are too large and flabby or rather complex with several possible centres;
this is why 24.1% are unclassified.
Fronts and' lee waves. The boundaries between warm and cold air
masses are known as fronts. The boundaries slope upwards from the
surface witl;] the warm air lying over the cold air; the slope is about 1: 100
so Ihat at a distance 01100 miles on the cold side of the front one would
find ·the change starting at just over 5000ft. This frontal suriace is a layer
of very stable air several thousand feet thick.

There is also, a marked Shear of wind across the frontal surlace. The
vertical Wifld Shear is due to the contrast in temperature between the
warm and CQl'd air; it can be represented as a vector which is often
nearly parallel la the alignment of the front with the cold air to the left of
the vector and the warm air to the right. This is also called the "thermal"
wind (Nollo be confused with the thermals one can soar in).

The winds aloft consisl of the low level winds (shown by the isobars)
pluS the thermal wind; the two components are added vectorially. If they
are both in the same direction one may add the two speeds directly.

Where the front lies nearly parallel to the surlace isobars and the
celder air lies in the low pressure direction, then the wind speed
increases with height while remaining constant in direction and there is
also a marked stable layer. Conditions in this region are very good for
lee waves and satellite pictures almost invariably show such waves. The
waves are found from about 100 miles on the warm side to 200 miles or
more on the cold side of the Iront.

On the windward side 01 the country frontal cloud is often too thick to
permit wave climbs but on thEllee side of a wide mountain range the air
can dry out enough for wave slots to form. When the front runs near a
high pressure area or through a ridge the cloud mass is likely to break up
leaving only the wave clouds.

Reference: IVes!, J.. /98/. "Diamond Days", S&G, April issue. 1'1'70-71. a

Much more powerful wave system

Although ideal conditions occur where Ihe front lies along the isobars
good waves have been found when the front lay at about 45° to the
isobars. As a front crosses a hilly area the changing height of the stable
layer and the alterations in the wind speed's aloft can lead to a period of
much enhanced lee waves. Fo~ a few hours the lee wave length and the
mountain topography come into tune and produces a much more power

I ful wave system. A number of high Glimbs were made just ahead' 01 an
L ----=~ _____l· approaching cold front, or as the front passed through.

Conclusions. Pilots who fly from sites close to the larger mountains are
likely 10 find some wave lift 011 most days when the low level winds are
15kl or more regardless of the presence 01 a stable layer or inversion in
Ihe lower 'levels. Deep convection does not necessarily prevent waves in
Ihese mountain areas but it becomes increasingly difficult to reach wave
flow after the cumulus have become large. Waves may return to low
level after the passage 01 a heavy shower. Waves formed over big cu do
not extend far' downstream.

The best waves occur when there is all inversion or stable layer just
above the mountain tops and the wind speed increases with height while
remaining almost Qonstant in direction. Lee waves formed in these con
ditions are likely to produce long wave trains extending far downwind.
Cross-country flying is best when there are such long wave trains; the
waves themselves remain steady for longer than in convective condi
·tions.

Provided there is a well marked stable layer above the cumulus tops
lee waves can continue throughout the day. The wavelength tends to be
longer when the cu layer is deepest during the day, and may decrease
as Ihe cu decay towards evening.

When Ihe stable layer is very deep the lee waves seem less affected
by the alignment of the ridges al the surlace and wave flow can cover
almost Iheentire country.

Mathematical modelS, even the simplest ones, can produce fairly
good predictions of lee wavelength but are not reliable lor cal'culating the
wave amplitude. Three dimellsional influences with wave patterns bend
ing and crossing, ridges in and out of phase, and interactions with
cumulus underneath make the cal'ClJlation of wave lift inaccurate.
Acknowledgements; I am grateful to the many people who provided
me with data on wave flights. In some cases this involved going back
through scores 01 entries in personal logbooks. Every climb in excess of
3km was examined in relation to the synoptic charts and the nearest
upper air soundings to see if theoretical models agreed in predicting lee
waves.

Fig 13

Transition Irom the cumulus streets to wave lift seems to be best
attempted at the upwind end of the street. An individual slreet may
become wider or narrower depending on the presence of wave crests or
troughs higher up but this effect is difficult to spot from underneath.
Using surface' charts to locate lee wave areas. Certain features of
surtace charts are useful as guides to the areas where lee waves may
develop. The little forecast charts published in the Daily Telegraph and
Times can, be used when there is nothing else available.
Position of anticyclones. Anticyclones practically always have all
inversion or stable layer in the lower atmosphere. This is one of t.he
factors favouring lee waves. Near the centre the winds are too light and
the inversion apt to be very low. The possible wave region starts about
300 miles out from the centre and may extendl as far as 1000 miles out
with a very large high. Provided thatlhe isobars show anticyclonic curva
ture there is a good chance of an adeq,uate stable layer. A gradienl
between west and north-west suits the majority of gliding sites in Scot
land, England and Wales. Such wind .directklns occur with high pressure
close to the south-wesl of Ireland. Good positions lor a high range from
sea areas Rockall through Shannon, Fastnet, Biscay and into central
France. (All these areas are quoted in the BBC shipping forecasts four
limes a day.)
Depressions. It is very rare 10 find soarable waves within 300 miles of
the centre of a low, partly because the development 01 a iow tends to lif!
and destroy iflversions and panly because the willds above a low often
change direction with altitude.
Waves and 'he hfgh/low line. It has been suggested (West 1'981) that
good wave climbS are likely in the region between the centres of highs
and lows, downstream 01 the line joining Ihe centres. Testing this againsl
all the Diamond height cnmbs reported to me gave the foltowing results.
Downstream of the high/Iow line 36.1 % I.· " b' d I 64 70;'
Close to the high/Iow line 28.6% com Ille 'la ue . °
Upstream of the 'l1igh/low line 11.3%
Unclassified occasions 24.1 %

moved away but then pilots reported lift from below hilltop height up to
5km or more.
Waves at right angles to cumulus streets. When flying at high levels it
is not uncommon to see bands of cumulus cloud lying parallel to the
waves. These cumulus bands often reveal the positions of the waves
aloft when the upper air is too dry to produce wave cloud. There were a
lew reports 01 wave lift being encountered lying in bars at right angles to
the low level cumulus streets but it was not until high resolution satellite
pictures became available that the" extent of such patterns could be
studied.

Cumulus streets are found when vigorous convection is checked by a
marked stable layer which keeps all the cloud tops at the same level and
when there is a moderate to strong wind increasing with height in the
convective layer. If the wind increases further at high levels then condi
tions will also be suitable for lee waves.

Suitable conditions exist when there is a north-westerly flow over the
British Isles but cloud tops are held down by an iinversion. Streets of
cumulus may be observed lying parallel to the wind as soon as the air
reaches land. When the streets reach the mountains wave bars form at
righl angles. to the wind. Downwind of the mountains wave bars decay
and the cumulus streets become more prominent. Fig 13.

•
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VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
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and' many, many more - over 50 titles 10 choose frOm.

Above prices Include pll<p. SAE for fulll price list and details.

HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood Road, Bayston Hill, Shropshire SY3 OLW. Tel 0743 723885
(sometimes answering service)

Tel. 061-427 2488

Specialist - RADIOS - service

Comprehensive REPAIR & MAINTEN'ANCE
facilities for most glider/car radios.

New STORCOMM 7603 glider radio - £209
Refurbished, certified, guaranteed 12 mths 
WESTMINSTER W15AM Car/Ground -£165
CAMBRIDGE AM10D Car/Ground - £65
BANTAM HP1AM Portable/Glider - £135
AERIALS & BASES lor an9~dingneeds from £18
YUASA sealed batteries 12 volt/6AH - £22
ELECTRONIC Automatic CHARGER

CV12 -£25
SAE details and enqUiries above items

PETER BOWER
Bower House,

5 Whittlnghame Gardens
Glasgow G,12 OAA

Telephone 041-357-2157 (24 hr)

JSW SOARING
FREE OFFI;R! Computer prinl out 01 speed

ring calibration"
\lOUR GLIDER at YOUR, all ~ weight with

any order over £5,.00,
PLUS Dolphin Vario

Conversions , ... £27.50 and £45
PLUS Calculators "." .. £5.50 and £9

Computer trailing programme ZX81 £5
PLUS Tubing, Tee-pieces, calibration labels,

valves etc.
• Subject to data availability.

Send SAE for full details to:

JSW SOARING
1 Th' Jollies, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey

or phon, John Wllllamson on 0252-850299
(most evenings)

O/K BAROGRAPHS U.K. Agent

£155
Please ask for
details

Olympia 463 outfit £3000
Pik20D with instruments and good
wooden trailer £9400 ono
Open Cirrus with trailer and
instruments £6600 ono
Salvage and spare parts of
T.21b; T.31 and PIRAT.

Repairs and C of A inspections on
wooden, metal and glassfibre sailplanes.
Factory trained and approved repair

, agent for Glaser-Dirks Sailplanes.

BOB McLEAN
241 Bawtry Road, Bessacarr

DONCASTER DN4 7AL

Tel 0302-535861 or 0302-64931 (home)

FLlGHTAINER's "Variations on a theme for any machine"
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ASK 21 trailer £2500 inclUding fillings Standard class trailer £1700
Styled from blue and white vinyl coated ridged panelling with gloss white glass fibre canopy. Latest braking systems and
Hydradamped couplings. Independently rigid chassis on 590 wheels. Also available separately, a fully equipped chassis in

rolling condition for DIY enthusiasts.
Specials to order, for cars, boats or planes, open or closed, exhibition and service trailers. Any surcharges within the UK are

price inclusive.

Tel Alan Kirtley on 0582 660623. Centre Line Design, 27 Victoria St, Dunstable; Beds. LU6 3AZ
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1984 STANDARD eLAS·S NATIONALS
Nympsfield - June 2·10

BERNARD SMYTH who also took the majority of the photographs

Above, Andy Davis shows off the T-shirt he "plugged" after his "how I done it" speech, Below, a view of the
grid.

\

n NATIONALS
MPSFIEL, .

NY J "\
/ \" -/,. ,._~!j

/ ( .,,?-

Single day of respite

It was the Andy Davis Standard Nationals at
Nympsfield. He led the field from the start in
an LS-4 and, although he came 15th on. his
worsl day, he won five out of the magnificent
eight and never looked like losing.

Andy was first across the line time after
lime and his lead over runner-up Justin Wills
(LS-4) was nearly 600pts by the encl.
Pegasus pilots AI Kay and Chris Rollings
were 3rcl and 4th.

Just before take-off on one day, Andy even
managed to give a good "plus" for .gliding in a
televisiOn interview that went out in a four
minute item on a BBC news programme.

His "reward" for all this, four days before
his 28th birthday, was the Standard Nationals
trophy and a folding bicycle, handed over at
the closing. ceremony by Group Captain Peter
Saundby, vice-chairman of the RAFGSA

Both Al'1dy and Group Captain Saundby
paid tribute to the Bristol & Gloucestershire
GC helpers and the crews, who had worked
hard with only one rest day. Andy said there
were more people helping out than many
competitors realised.

Director Ran Sandford thanked Whitbread
Flowers brewery, Hill Samuels Investment
Services and club members for their gener
ous support.

The ground organisation was "thrown in at
the deep end" with a contest day on the first
Saturday, But after months of planning and
the experience of many Regionals and Euro
glide, the teams did sterling work. Jane Jones
and her start line crew, perched precariously
on a swaying tower, found the rush of starters
a headache because of poor ground-to-air
visibility. By the Tuesday, which was scrub
bed, everyone was glad of a res\. Liltle did
they know they were to get no more
respite ...

On the first two days, showers on the mar
quee at each briefing seemed to Vs a good
omen. The rain fell on Day 1 just after Tom
Bradbury had forecast showery weather with
scaltered thunderstorms and 20k1 winds.

Nonetheless, task selter Graham Morris
sent the pack on a 210km task to Chipping
Camden, Ludlow and home.

First back was Andy, with Justin Wills less
than four minutes slower and Chris Railings
about 11min beAind to make 3rd place.

Peter Sheard had a marginal final glide in
his lS-4 and just made the field after a dive
over the western end.

Brian, Forrest did well in his Libelle 2018 10
achieve 72.29km(h to come 5th. The Libelles
continued to do well later in the week, with
Tim Macfadyen also coming- 5th on Day 5
and Stuart 'North comingl '9th. Bob Sharman,
(Continued on p175.j
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Day 1, Saturday, June 2

&>me showers until noon, conditions poor at
first, thltn Cll subsided as small ridge
developed between yesterday's low to the
north and rhe ne.! low coming (rom the south.
Clpudbase 10 40001t plus. Ma. temp T5'C, dew
point 5'C.

Day 2, Sunday, June 3

Heavy overnight'rain' cleared by breakfast· bur
ait still moist wnh (Jeep instabikty. SW 20kr
wind, showers and in the a/lernoon scattered
thunderstorms. Cloudbase lowered markedly in
the south. Max lemp 14'C, dew point 7'C.

Day 3, Monday, June 4

Weak ridge separating the depressions on
three sides of.he 'lJK. Air still unstable but drier,
kght winds, CU bases to 5()(J()/t plus and a
thickening sheer of ci"o stratus failed to damp
thermals until late afternoon. Max temp TB'C,
dew .point 4' to BOC.

Day 4, Wednesday, June 6

Area 01 rain preceded by thick .upper cM,
leaving only the south clear. Cu st8r1ed /oIrrriIg
early and then spread out under theslall/e
layer which Iow(!red to 6000/l. By e/lernoall
wide gaps between thermals. Maxtemp lB'C.
dew point rc.

Peter Sheard (LS-4) finishes on Day 1. Photo: Steve Tromans.
Justin Wills .collects his bottle ofchampagne after winning Day Ii
6. Photo: Godfrey Hawkins. 11



y 5, Thursday, June 7

'warm 110'" llliJ claarad early but low stratusJiow 10 disper.... Then c10uQ rurned Into
CIllJUM wl/ll showers and isolated thunder
slcml. in /he afternoon. Wind northerly and air
hazy. Mu re"" 21°C. dew point 13°C.

Day 6, Friday, June 8

Air alofl much drier but low level inversion at
1500lt didn't break until afler 1400hrs. Thermals
diad out along the second leg, apparently
because Inversion had become re-established.
Light winds. Max temp 23°C, dew point goe.

Day 7, Saturday, June 9

The, cooler damper air over Severn valley
severely restrioted thermals but ovar higher
ground on eilher side tnermals were moderate
to good wnh small amounts 01 cu. WInds light
and vaflaOle. Max temp 23°C, dew poinl 10'G.

Day 8, Sunday, June 10

Fog delayed the rise 01 temperature but cu
developed in two separate regions when rl
cleared. Inland aloudbases rose to 5000fl with
good cumulus, most 01 the day, heavy cu bring
ing scattered intand showers late in the after
noon. Light NW winds. Max temp 22°C, dew
POInt 1 tOe.
'The Met was by Tom Bradbury.

ir Traffic Haison man Peter Bray, hand on heart, tells pilots about the DZ
~d pisces to avoid en route,.-..tAN

..-

Brian Forrest (!.ibalfe 201 B) shows his "secret weapons" -jelly babies - after doing well on Day 1 to
come 5th against the more modern gliders.

-..-----

A general view of briefing,



~-4pIGGOTT
------~-- .

Windco nes made in Ministry of Defence
Hypalon~. also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National. Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel. Aluminium. Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

MODEL SAILPLANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made in limewood. pafited one col·
our plus sllllPle trom. to 1/32 scele wilh cast resin and
stainless steel standlwall bracket. £52.50 inc. post and

packing. P&P overseas extra.
Any type of model aircraft pullt to any scale and degree
of detail. send requirements for quote. S.A.E. for

leaflet.
MILLER AVIATION MODELS

Red Col, New Street, Glemsford, Sudbury
Suffolk COl0 7PY
Tel: (0787) 280425

~

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS

By L. GLOVER senior inspector
(.\

~---..Il~I-I--~--

o,~
Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

Tel. Market Harborough 680375
Lullerworth 57544

FLY
THE NORTHERNS

The Northern Regionals
will be held at

SUnON BANK
28th July to 5th August

Two classes. Entry fee £75
including VAT

Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £7 to 2000')

Normally over-subscribed
Enter now. Details from:

The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd

Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y072EY

Tel 0845 597237

Speed Vario Height
60 - 1.6 2209

Knots Knots Feet

Calculator Time Elapsed W/Lbs
Range 1.2 Mins 6.3

14 Miles Water
Glide 0
Angle Distance Average
39.2 1.2 Miles 60

AUSTIN AVIATION
Sole Glaser-Dir1<s UK distributor

122 MAIN STREET, STILLlNGTON. Nr YORK
Y061JU

Telephone Easingwold 810255
24 hr Ansaphone. Only takes 2 min message

AUSTIN AVIATION
COMMODORE

COMPUTER
OWNERS

We have an accurate
simulation of a Standard
Class Glideron cross-coun
try. Minimum graphics.
maximum mathematics.
Display as shown.

Improve your cross-country
flying - no retrieve costs.
All conditions Pilot selec
ted, thermals realistically
simulated all for the cost of
an average aerotow. Cas
sette only (£7.00).

Competition Secretarial

AEROCLUB AALST
Beekstraat 2
B·9473 WE.LLE
Belgium

AERO CLUB AAlST

BRUSSELS TMA
HANDICAP '84

25th and 26th AUGUST 1984
1. ONE-SEAT AND TWO-SEAT GLIDERS

(INDEX DEUTCHE AEROCLUB'
LOWER THAN 104)

2. OLD-TIMERS BUILT
BEFORE 1960

W~h the
co-operation of:
KODAK N.V.
KINTHEY AVIATION
(GROEP JOSI)
AVIABEL NV.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDtNG COMPETrrlON

Also available:
Lightweight

Strobes
Battery Chargers
Distress Beacons
Portable VORs

0276
33706

32 Fernhill Lane
Camberley

Surrey GUn 9HA

Mike Yorke and

Tim Newport-Peace

CAA APPROVED RADIOS
TR720

(LEFT) 3 WADS PEP OUTPUT
3 USER MEMORY FREQUENCIES
HAND!SPEAKER MIC £18 + extra
£395 + VAT

MICROCOMM 722 (RIGHT) 6 x 6 x 20 cm
£425 + VAT

FINANCE AVAILABLE

SPECH,l'ST
SYSTEmS
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(Continued from p 171.)
also in a Libelie, was lying, overall 16th on
that day, too.

(Andy told the Day 2 briefing thal things
wenl smoothly for him on the first day. "It was
an very mundane," he said of his 94.20km/h
flight. His prize, a bottle of champagne, was
the first of many bottles given 'by Hill Samuel.

On Day 2 rain fell on the tent as Tom gave
hope of brighter spots 'later. Breaks were
showing in the weather coming from Corn
wall, he said.

Local knowledge important

Once more, Andy was first back, while
most of the others landed out all over the task
area. Second was Robin May, at 43. 18km/h
and 3rd Mike Throssellal 40.28. Andy said
his local knowledge of Nympsfield and Keevil
had been important in staying up on this
"quite interesting day". Take-off time had
been important too, he said.

Day 3 saw Martyn Wells' tum 10 lead the
field, at 89.2km/h. He beat Andy into 2nd
place at 86.69 and Justin Wills was 3rd jointly
with Ben Benoisl, at 83.92. So it was LS-4s in
first four places. Steve Nash, who had been
called into the contest on the day before it
began after John Williamsol1l had had to drop
out, did well on this day to get back after a
marathon ,flight in his Cobra of nearly 6hrs.
He was given a special prize of Chinese
Imperial GQvernment Bonds "which< might
help him to buy a new glider," joked Ran
Sandford at the briefing.

Dave Eade was the only one to land out,
after 205.8km 0f the task.

Peter Sheard was given a 1OOpt penalty for
"hazardous flying" as he swooped round the
finish line tower, but ,the steward later with-

Director Ron Sandford was struck a
double blow during the competition,
but carried on, He suffered lI! bad cold
part way through and then a fire des
troyed his caravan awning and many
belongings. Luckily the caravan was
only slightly damaged, but the fire
meant extra work for Ron and his wife,
Rosemary, who was doing the

timekeeping on the star1l1ne.

drew the penalty after a lengthy meeting.
They took the view that Sheard's f1yin.g was
no more hazardous than others' at the finish.
His flying was nol considered dangerous,
although the margin for error had lbeen insuf
ficient.

The director warned pilots the next day,
too, that some photographs were poor, lead
ing to quite a few penalties.

Day 4's task was altered after briefing to
allow pilots a better chance to deal with a
Purple Airway near London Airport. T'ne task
of 333km was to Didcot, Devizes, AIton, Did
cot and back. Only Andy Davis managed to
finish, at 63.02km/h, reinforcing his lead over
Martyn Wells, who came 6th after landing out
al 284.3km. It was a 1000pt day and; Andy
was now 307pts in the lead.

Day 5 saw no finishers from the task in
poor conditions to· L1angorse, Hay-on-Wye
and back - 160km. Chris Railings did best,
with 140.2km, with Justin 2nd at 128.7krn and
Chris Starkey 3rd by a whisker at 127,5km.

On Ihis day, Martyn Wells had to withdraw
after landing 40ft up in lrees near Talgarth.
He was rescued from the LS-4 after some
nifty rope Iricks by John Bally, the Black
Mountains eFI. The glider had to be lashed
to the trees, though, to await a solution to its
reoovery. It was later pulled (Jut by helicopter
- hardly damaged.

The day was hardly worth all the hassle,
though, for it was a 77pt one. Martyn's
achievement of 66km got him into second
place, but he missed the final days.

Chris Rollings told how he became increas
ingly airsick and disorientated during the flight
and it all got loo much for him in the last
cloud climb and he landed near Gloucester.

On Day 6, the conditions proved a puzzle
for the task setter, who started out with a
354km Task A, gradually reducing it to the
Task D to Hay-on-Wye, Church Stretton and
back, The winner: Justin Wills.

Saturday dawned bright and sunny, but it
was to prove 'a woopt day in spite of a lack
of cumulus to mark the way. Andy won his
4th day, saying It was an easy first leg to
Chipping Camden.

Trouble came at Evesham, though, where
Andy said lil looked as if' UM~re was going to
be a copy of Arnhem, with dozens of gliders
circling low in two thermals about 100 yards
apart. But they got away and most managed
to make Nympsfield in poor conditions. Chris
Alldis, the last home, had to resort to a big
bonfire in the Forest of Dean to keep going.

Libelles did well

Thirteen competitors were unlucky and
landed 'oul. Andy's winning time was
62.94kmJh. Once more the Libelle pilots
showed up well and all made it home. If only
there were handicapping, some Libelle lovers
were saying: ...

fog greeted everyone on the final day, but
the sun soon burned it off. At briefing Tom
Bradbury forecast a good day with cu. A
190krn tas.k was set to get everyone home for
the prizegiving. Andy was first again at
81.4km/h to put the seal on his victory.

FINAL RESULTS DAY 1 2.6 DAY 2 3.6 DAY 3 <.6 OAY4 6.6 DAY 5 7.8 DAY 8 8.6 DAY 7 9.6 DAY 8 10.8

Scorer: K. R. Brown 2D8km ... 184km ... 227km butterfly 333km 160km ... 22Skm ... 185km ... '89km
ChlpplngCampden. Grove, Sherbome. Didcol, Oevizes L1angorse. Hay-on·WVe, Chipplng<;ampden Southam,

Ludlow Standerwtck S1.anderwlck. Anon, Dldcot Hlly-on-Wye Chuf(:h Strelton Leomlnster Enslone
Gllllngham

Fin.
Pilot

Camp.
Glider

SpeeO Pos. Pis. DlsL Pas. P1I. Speed Pos. Pt•. Dist. Pos. Pis. Olsl. Pos. Pts. 01&1. Poa. Pts. Speed Po•. Pts. Speed Pos. PIs. Tol.
)100. No. (rnsl.) (Speed) (rns'.) (SpeeO) (Speed) (Speed) (Olstl (Olsl.) Pts.

\ Da\lls. A. J. 490 LS·4 94.29 , BB2 15B.541 I 577 86.69 2 962 163.02) 1 '000 362 '5 \0 121.7 5 374 62.94 1 .000 81.4 • 928 5733
2 Wills. T. J. \ LS·4 8272 2 776 102,9 \3 264 B392 3 920 281.5 7 821 128.7 2 70 149.1 1 477 61.'07 2 970 15.36 2 B:J8 5136, Kay, A. E. 94' Pegasus 6722 9 B35 96.1 -'5 242 63.26 5 910 292.3 4 B55 66 -9 29 .20 7 -8 370 56.96 9 905 69.12 8 745 4691

• Rolllngs. C. C. 316 Pegasus 00.81 3 759 (4594) 5 467 8033 1\ B66 210.2 1\ 597 140.2 • 77 93.4 23 270 58.07 7 923 62.9 .8 652 4611
5 Hood, L \52 LS-< 71,2 6 67\ .20 6 6 320 75.74 29 '746 2\0.2 ;11 597 0 20 0 127,2 3 394 58.16 6 9'24 73_89 3 8,6 4488
6 White, S. A. 94 PegasuI 104 60.34 '9 '528 75.\ 24 ,75 B2.25 7 895 210.2 1\ 597 24.7 -.8 3 143.4 2 454 58.39 5 928 70.66 6 768 4348
7 Forrest, B. R. '94 Llbelle 201. 7229 5 661 72.9 -25 .68 7852 1< 838 236.2 8 679 0 21) 0 '22.9 4 378 55.9 12 888 65.08 '3 685 4317
8 Starlley, C. G. 98 ASW·19 64.77 13 613 '206 ··6 320 78.6 13 840 189.9 28 533 127.5 3 89 100.2 20 295 53.64 17 852 70.56 7 766 4288
9 MCt)', R. C. 49 OG-300 67.\8 9 635 143.IS) 2 549 8432 8 876 1059 32 270 0 .. 21) 0 120.7 '8 370 52.39 20 832 66.2 .0 701 4233

'0 SmUh, O. A. 25' lS·4 68.52 8 647 120.6 6 320 78.01 16 83\ 315.8 2 929 29 17 6 121.7 16 '326 IHIO.2) 30 ·465 65.42 .2 890 4214

" Hili. O. J. M, 446 LS·4 55.14 23 '481 94.9 .. 18 238 78.4 15 837 213.2 10 606 0 -20 0 93.4 -23 270 SUS 8 918 72.67 < 798 4148
'2 Sharman, A. 466 llbeUe 201B (154.8) 37 '280 94.9 _.8 238 77.74 17 827 2923 < 855 24.7 .8 3 '20.7 8 370 ~..52 15 866 60.69 21 6'9 4058
13 Aspl.ncl. W. 580 ASW·199 (147.3) 35 306 90.6 20 224 76.37 19 806 303.5 3 890 0 -20 0 74.7 30 201 55.67 '3 884 67.24 9 7.7 4028
14 lysakowski. E. R. 860 Std Jantar 3 45.89 .26 452 106.1 1\ 274 80.43 10 867 203.6 24 576 90.5 5 45 103.1 -17 308 52.98 .8 842 58.09 27 580 3944
15 IleIca4f. G. C. .04 ASW-19 62.37 16 591 70.1 27 159 71.67 30 735 210.2 1\ 597 0 '20 0 83.9 27 235 56.88 '0 904 59.99 23 609 :J83O
'6 North, S. .46 lIbelle 65.3 1\ 6'8 70.1 27 159 61.68 35 583 204.1 23 578 71.2 8 33 100,2 20 295 5276 .9 838 6163 20 833 3737
'7 Goninge. J. P. 246 LS·< 70.16 11' 6'8 124.9 9 305 83.96 9 '871 2282 9 654 0 20 0 54,3 35 '26 ('73.21 ~3' 464 63.03 .7 65. 3692

I
18 Throssell, M. G. 66' ASW-19 493 25 472 (40.28) 3 543 71.64 3. 73' 2\0,2 -\1 597 40 .4 \3 99.7 22 293 ('83.71 27 496 54.24 3\ 523 3671
'9 Galslord, P. A. 353 Astir CS (204.61 30 444 99.4

"
252 75.n 21 797 210,2 \1 597 0 -20 0 79.4 28 2.8 51.38 23 8'6 54.62 30 529 3853

20 Keogh, a. 264 LS-4 41.68 26 452 389 39 60 73.28 28 759 210.2 .1\ 597 0 ·-20 0 78.9 29 2.7 60.4 4 960 5327 32 508 3553
2. Bromwk:Il, R. C. 855 Std Cirrus SS 7. 18 530 109,6 10 285 63.29 34 608 .9B.6 25 56' 0 20 0 39.\ 39 70 53.71 '6 853 60.23 22 6,2 35\9
22 Marczynskl, Z. 304 LS-4 (207.31 -32 '407 40,6 37 65 75.87 20 798 \36.4 33 265 0 20 0 121.7 5 374 56.45 \1 897 6\.89 .9 637 3500
23 HaY05, O. 674 ASW·19B 52.7 36 283 54.4 3' '09 75,76 2\ 797 2\0.2 1\ 597 77.7 7 , 37 <38 38 88 55.14 14 876 58.98 26 594 338'
24 BenOI5t, J, O. 232 LS·4 1206.81 29 449 96' '5 242 83.92 -3 920 85.4 36 205 '03 4 53 121.7 5 374 52.3 21 831 (177.81 35 300 3374
25 Ruasell, G. J. 4\2 LS·' 174.31 39 '111 908 20 224 75.16 24 788 210,2 29 '527 0 20 0 116,9 .3 356 1\83.7) 27 496 71.89 5 786 3288
2ti Wells, M. O. 32' LS·4 7936 4 746 (37, \5) • 538 89.2 I 1000 284.3 6 830 66 -9 29 DNF DNF DNF 3\43
27 Klely, K. '66 ASW·19 64.61 '6 '591 961 -\5 242 76.83 \8 8\3 \132 34 '243 0 ·20 0 45,8 37 95 1170.51 3< 456 64.9 .4 682 3122
2B Camp, G. W. G. 208 OG·l00 5",2 22 488 61.1 '0 131 7489 25 783 210.2 11 597 0 -20 0 56.3 3< '34 (175.2) 29 <70 52.99 34 S04 3107
29 Mactadyen, T. E. 80. Llbelle (49.41 40 7J 72.9 25 \68 76.78 27 '762 80.9 37 191 90s ··5 45 120.7 8 370 51.77 22 823 63_52 15 661 3091
JO AUdit, C. J. 909 Sld Cirrus 52.86 20 S04 SO. I .. 34 96 75.5 23 793 210.2 -\1 597 41.2 13 '4 103.7 -'7 308 41.25 26 6SS (84.6) 37 '23 3090,. Kay. W. '75 OG·300 63.27 .5 599 106.1 \1 274 67.27 32 868 210.2 ~'26 '547 0 -20 0 120.2 12 369 144.6) 39 75 5528 28 539 3070
n $heard, P. G. 268 LS·4 68.97 7 651 52.4 33 '03 83.02 6 900 210.2 \1 597 0 -20 0 93.4 23 270 ('79.2) 33 '462 (34.31 39 27 3036
J3 YllcheH, T. R,8 ASW·19B (197.31 3\ 427 39.9 38 63 65.62 33 643 82.4 38 '176 32_7 16 8 103.7 17 308 49 25 779 59.61 24 803 3007
2' Sm'''.E. R'9 ASW·19B 63.57 14 602 25.6 40 '8 (0) '39 0 210.2 \1 597 0 20 0 116.9 15 '332 49.41 24 785 63.2 16 657 299.
:l5 Slewart, K. '35 Cirrus 75 1196.3) 3. '380 54.4 ·31 109 73.7 26 765 DNF 0 ··20 0 51.6 36 1\6 60.92 3 968 59.31 25 599 2937
36 Smith, G. N. 732 Std Jantar 57.1 2. '499 17.9 23 184 81.26 12 '860 34.8 39 46 0 ·20 0 76.9 31 '.85 (173.2) <3' <64 65.99 \1 898 2936
37 Eade, O. J. 406 LS·4 49.54 24 474 43.9 36 76 (205.8) :J8 292 210,2 26 5<7 46.2 .2 17 61.8 33 154 (51.1) :J8 94 53.15 33 S07 216\
:J8 Hash, S. 544 Cobra (154.8) 38 '211 63.4 29 '38 39.54 37 325 112.2 3' 289 0 20 0 114.9 .< 349 1'64.21 35 437 1.71.31 36 288 2037
J9 Wafson. A. J. 11 ASW-198 (206.8) 29 <so 78.' 22 185 10) 39 0 \98.6 30 '461 10) 20 0 64.6 32 .64 185.9) 36 200 54.72 29 530 \990
40 Parker, T. 464 ASW-'9 (189.1) 3. 407 50.1 34 96 64.37 36 '574 85.9 35 207 47.7 11 \6 99.7 28 '2b9 180.1) 37 122 18231 38 118 lS11

Ptra~.· pholO: ba.fograph. DNF' .. dId roOl fly
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RULES FOR LEAVING THERMALS

GARRY SPEIGHT

In a letter to S&G (October 1982, p230) I
criticised a paper about MacCready theory by
'Litt and Sander that had been summarised
by Frank lrving (see "How Glider Pilots Get
There Faster", saG, June 1982, p120). 'I said
that Lilt and Sander's model was so unrealis
tic as to be quite unhelpful. I have had to
revise that opinion, which was expressed in
the heat of enthusiasm about applying prob
ability theory to cross-country soaring.

The assumption in the Litt and Sander
analysis that bothered me most was that all
the thermal strengths and inter-thermal dis
tances were known to the pilot in advance. I
now take Frank lrving's point that this
assumption is acceptable if its use can lead
to insight for real cross-country situations.

A more valid criticism of Lilt and Sander's
paper is that the analysis was not carried
through to worthwhile conclusions.

Rules for known thermals
I will discuss the third of their fOl,Jr cases;

the case in which the flight is confined bet
ween upper and lower altitude limits (as on a
flight over a plain and under a sharp inver
sion) and each thermal has a known strength
that is constant at all heights.

Lilt and Sander ,conclude that the Mac
Cready speed ,to fly between the thermals
and the height to climb in each thermal
should be chosen according, to a set of seven
rules. These rules embody a number of alter
native procedures depending on the relative
strengths of the current thermal and the next
thermal and ,u'le distance between the ther
mals. Most pilots would find it difficult to
memorise these rules and quite impossible,
while flying, to recognise which rule is
appropriate to the situation..

In a letter published in the October 1982
issue of S&G next to my own, Jan de Jong
pointed out that the rules derived from the
model can be reduced to four only. Jan de
Jong's reformulation of the rules not only
satisfies his stated aim of making them easier
to remember but are also well-structured, so
that it is easy to follow their logic and to
single out the controlling factors.

'For convenience, I repeat Jan de Jong's
refoffilulated rules here:
A. In any thermal, climb only hIgh enough
to reach, a stronger thermal at Mln
altitude by flying with 8 MacCready ring
setting equal to the present climb rate.
B. U tbere Is no stronger therm.1 that can
be reached following Rule A. climb to
Mal( altitude and proceed with the high·
est leaslble MacCreadyrlng $~ttfng with
which, at or abore the Mln alUtude a
thermal Can bf! reached with, a' climb rate
equal to or larger than tha, MacCready
ring setting.
A1. In the last thermal climb only high
enough to rellch the finish at the Mln
safety altitude by Ilying with a MacCready

, Utt, F. X., and Sand'er, G., "Optimal Flight
Strategy iJ a Given Space-Distribution of Lifts with
Maximum and Minimum Altitude Constraints",
OSTLV Publ. XV, (Chateauroux 1978).

ring setting equal to the climb rate in the
last thermal.
S1. If the finIsh cannot be reached fol
lowing Rule A1, climb to Mal( altitude and
"roceed with the highest feasible Mac
Cready ring setting with which the fl,,/sh
at the Min safety altitude can be reached.

One can see that the rules refer to two
kinds of distinction: whether there is a
stronger thermal ahead, and whether one is
aiming to reach a thermal or to reach the fin
ish line.

On the question of the presence of a
stronger thermal ahead, de Jong gives alter
native rules that do not at first seem to be
closely related to each other.

Following Rule A, if there is a stronger
thermal ahead the present rate of climb is the
key. It controls both Ihe inter-thermal speed
and the height to leave the present thermal.
One can see, however, that ,the inter-thermal
distance is also involved, because the glide
angle that is determined by the inter-thermal
speed relates the height to the inter-thermal
distance. -

By Rule El, it seems that th~ present climb
rate is irrelevant when there' is no stronger
thermal ahead. Instead one takes the thermal
right to the top. Then one sets the ,ring on the
strength of the next thermal or, if to do that
would yield too steep, a glide angle, one sets
it on a lesser value that will -give just enough
range.

The two rules actually have a lot in com
mon. The ring, setting is equal to at' less than
the strength of both thermals in each case.
Also one acts to ensure that the glide inter
sects the ne)!t thermal' at or above the Min
altitude.

The two rules can, in fact, be combined in
a single rule by making ~ slight change to the
original Litt and Sander model: one that does
not materially alte, the assumptions but
merely specifies what happens at the top ofa
thermal. I propose that the glider's rate-of
climb at the very ,top of each thermal should
diminish from its otherwise constant value to
become the still air sink rate over a small but
finite time period:

The effect of this change to the model is
that, even in the case that there is no thermal
ahead that is stronger than the Jilresent ther
mal, if one, climbs to the very top there is
always a stronger thermal ahead. As the
thermal strength 'ails through low values of
lift, more and more thermals qualify as
"stronger". (In the limit, even the ground of an
outlanding field is rising faster than the glider
is when the thermal lift has fallen below zero
sink!)

By this means the situations specified in
Rules A and B are no longer distinguished.
The rules may be replaced by a single equi
valent rule:
Whenthermafllng, as soon as " becomes
possible to reach a stronger thermal by
cruiSing towards It with It ring seWng

• Far sink to occur, there must be a violation of Utt
and Sander's stated assumption that the thermal
characteristics do not change with time. However, I
wish to eHminate the option of loitering on top of a
Ihermal In zero sink, so I am postulating that if you
try IQ dQ that the thermal will go away, and you will
sink.

equal to the present rate-of-climb, leave
the thermal and cruise at that ring set
ting.

This rule is a re-wording of Rule A. It is
equivalent to Rule B because:
1. one should climb to Max altitude, since
only then will the weak thermal ahead be
stronger than the current rate-of-climb;
2. the meaning of the phrase "highest feas
ible ring setting" is specified by two condi
tions:
(a) not higher than the strength of the next
thermal;
(b) not so high as to drop short of the next
thermal.

These are both covered in the new rule,
Condition (a) by the, word "stronger" relating
the next thermal to the current rate of climb
(which specifies the ring selting), Condition
(b) by the words "possible to reach".

The very good sense that can be brought
out by developing the results of Lilt and San
der's paper is evident in the rule given above.
Cross-country speed depends directly on the
strength of the thermals used for climbing.
Clearly one should move on as soon as a
strong'er thermal comes within range at Mac
Cready speed, and not before.

It is clear from the rule that the ring setting
depends not only on the thermal strengths,
but ,also on, the inter-thermal distance. It is not
surprising that this point comes up, for it is a
consequence of the altitude constraints that
Lilt and Sander were studying.

Final glides
It remains to examine the significance of

Jan de Jong's Rule A1 and B1, that refer to
final glides. He rightly emphasises the formal
similarity between these rules and the rules
applying to the rest of the Ilight. The only sig
nificant change is that the words "the finish"
replace the words "a stronger thermal" or
other words referring to the strength of the
thermal ahead. Rules A and B and the equi
valent rule above specify how to Increase
one's cross-country speed by moving on to a
stronger thermal as soon as it comes within
range. One shOuld continue to do this until
t'here ,is no stronger thermal between the
glider and the goal of the flight. It is clearly
not possible to increase one's speed by mak
ing use of a thermal that is beyond the goal.
The object then is simply to maximise the
speed to the goal using the current thermal
and the following glide. Even if there is a
thermal right at the finish line, its strength is
irrelevant and' does no! appear in the rules.

Rules A1 and 81 then also come down to a
single rule: the well-known final glide rule.
This rule may easily be incorporated in the
other rule given above.

Combined rule
It is possible in this way to condense the

advice arising from studying Litl and Sander's
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model into just one rule:
When thermalllng, as soon as It becomes
possible to ,reach either a stronger ther
mal or the finish tine by ctulslng towards
It with a ring setting equat to the present
rate of climb, lealfe lthe thermal and
cruise at that tlng setting.

In a race on any day when the strength,
location and height at every thermal is
known,the pilots who follow this rule will
dead heat for first place, at a speed which
can be stated before the race begins. Each
pilot could have calculated, as part of his
ftight plan, the height at which he should
leave each thermal and the -ring setting that
he should adopt.

How the rling setting varies
The, ring settings in Uti and Sander's

examples are different for every inter-thermal
glide. n is important to know what these set
tings relate to. First, they increase with ther
mal strength. The selling Is always equal to,
or less than, the. strength of the weaker of the
two thermals - the present thermal and the
next to be used. Second, they decrease with
increasing thernial spacing: whenever the
thermals are' too widely spaoed to be reached
at a ring setting equa1 to ttle rate of climb, a
lower setting rmust be used. Third, the ring
settings increase, witll the. a~~ude at which
the thermal is left. Both of the other two
effects contribute to this. The stronger the
thermals, Itle higher the ring setting. The
higher the ring setting the steeper the glide
angle and the higher the altitude required to
get to the next thermal. Similarly, if a ring set
ting lower than the strength of either thermal
is needed la get from the top at one thermal
to the bottom of the next, the higher the top 01
the thermal is tile steeper the glide angle and
the higher the ring setting can ·be.

Thus, the ringl setting varies directly with
thermal strength and with altitude, and
inversely with inter-thermal distance. We can
be lairly sure that these relationships Mid in
real "'e as well as in UIt and Sander's model.

The variation 01 ring setting w~11 a~~ude is
particularly important. While one can perhaps
get away with assuming that Ihe thermals are
all the same strength or the same distance
apart, it is clearly ridiculous to assume that
one flies at a constant altitude.

Critical rate-of-climb
On a cross-country flight, the pilot does flat

know where the thermals are, or what their
strength is. Instead! of setting the MacCready
ring according to a knowr:l thermal strength
and distance he must select the Max thermal
strength that he considers he is very likely to
meet belore running out 01 height. Whereas
in conditions 01 known thermals the use 01
the MacCready ring simply serves to maxim
ise the speed, in real life ~ has another func
tion 01 far. greater importance: it distinguishes
uselul thermals from useless ones. As soon
as one meets a thermal exceeding the Mac
Cready setting, and not belore, one should
break off the cruise and circle. This is
Anthony Edwards' Critical Rate-aI-Climb
principle, stated in S&G, October 1964, p364,
as: set the ring to the rate-ol..climb above
which one would elect to circle. He has
recently ("Proof or the Threshold Theorem",J, ~
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August issue, pt 59) given a geometric proal
that, once a ring setting has been selected,
the cross-country speed will be increased by
circling in lift that is greater than the ring set
ting and decreased by circling in lift that is
less than the ring setting.

Fo,r real conditions the clause "cruise at
that ring setting" (until you get to the next
.thermal) should be replaced by "fly to that ring
setting". This means not only cruise at the
optimum speed', but also to circle if, and only
if, one meets a thermal greater than the ring
setting.

A practical rule
We flOW have the material for a realistic

rule for leaving a lhermal (and, incidentally,
lorcommencing to climb In the next one):
When 'hermalllng, as soon as It becomes
almost eertaln fhat one ca" reach It
strongef thermal 01 the Ilnlsh line by
cruising ·towards It with a ,ring setting
aqual10 the present rate of climb, leave
the rhermal and 111 to' t·hat ring letting.

Acceptable risk
In this rule the phrase "almost certain" is

not precisely specified, and should be' varied
in the light of experience. At least in
Australian-summer weather,1 am inclined to
suggest "odds 200 to 1 on" Ihat one can
reach a stronger thermal. One must be .rather
carelul not to over-estimate Ihe chance 01
finding a thermal within range lor il it is not
there one will be out 01 the race - aux vac
h.es. "Two hundred to one on" sounds very
safe, but it must be realised that this chance
applies to every glide, and there may be
more than twenty glides between acceptable
thermals in one flight. This brings the liklihood
01 outlanding up tQ one 'in ten. It is up to the
pilot to decide whether such a risk is accept
able at not. Any pilot who considers that the
odds of Russian roulette (5:1) are good
enough lor each of twenty Inter-thermal
glides has only one chance in forty 01 getting
home.

Implications
Tliiis rule lor leaving a thermal is, I believe,

correct. It gives valuable 'advice about this
particular decision. It also expresses the
things that a cross-counW pilot needs to
think about, in 'using energy from the sky to
drive his sailplane: .
• the need to find a better thermal
• the probability 01 finding such a thermal
• the dependence 01 thermal search range

on MacCready ring setting
• the way the ring selting determines the

acceptability 01 thermals
• the equivalence 01 the rule lor thermal

search and the rule for final glide. 11

CARE FOR OUR DISABLED

Spend an hour. a day. a weekend or a week at

AUSTRAlIA"S MOST ADVANCED FlYING SCHOOL

Get away from miserable weather,
poor x-country conditions, 101V

cloud-bases, weak tllerllllll.s·,
air-space restrictions and all tlte other
gliding nuisances. At the Sportavia
Soaring Centre in
Tocumwal/Australill you'll find just
the opposite to all this. Plus
instructors, indudillg World
Champion Ingo Renner, who love
gliding and want you to be successful.
No other place in Australia has seen
so many World and National Records
as Tocumwal. We guarantee you will
have a most enjoyable gliding
holiday.

Modern fleet from Standard to Opell
Class. Accommoda(ion with
swimming pool and res/al/mnt 011

site. Ideal Soaring conditions. Four
powerful tugs. Only 260 km north of
Melbourne.

Compare our prices with other
centres.

We look forward 10 \ve/coming you to
the Sportavia Soaring Centre.

Tocumwal - the Diamond of the
gliding sites in the lVorld.

For detailed information write to:
SSc, P.O. Box 78, Tocumwal 2714
N.S. W., Australia.
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TRAVELLERS'TALES
Charlie Uniform and the
Eagle
DEREK FINDLA Y tangles with the birds
over Italy.

It all began with an idea put by our CFI, Pat
Rowney: that l8annerdown should be a little
more adventurous and seek gliding pastures
new. Having lasted the delights of Alpine fly
ing ten years previously with Two Rivers he
proposed that we s'hould visit Aosta in the
spring, when the wave works well There was
no lack of response and though some fell by
the wayside 18 members and two wives
finally set out south. The months leading up
to the trek saw much fettling of dilapidated
trailers and the successful completion of the
daunting task of building a trailer for the K-21.
Oxygen equipment was built-in to the four
gliders, which in addition to the two-seater
included the club's Ventus and Astir and a
syndicate K-6E. Some experience of rid.ge
and wave flying was acquired at Talgarth and
Dishforth, in the process. of which a Gold
height was gained.

We set off on March 26 and on the firsl day
at Aosta all solo pilots had check flights in the
Blanik or Twin Astir and our appetites were
whetted for flying the so-called ridge, a 700011
mountain face only a mile from the airstrip.
The sad fact was that the next day turned out
to be the best wave day of our stay and the
Oerlinghausen pilots bagged no less than 15
Diamonds while we were still feeling our way.

Varied conditions

Sunday was a non-flying day so it was off to
the nearby ski slopes of Pila where (under
the guidance of our resident ski instructor,
Willie Mc,lver) a few bronze legs were
obtained, many aching ones, but none
broken. The following week provided a wide
variety of conditions and interesting gliding,
but a series of mock depressions put paid to
our chances of wave flying.

On Monday of the second week I was
launchedl first in Charlie Uniform, managing to
remain aloft by dint of rather close inspection
of the fir trees and rocks on the lower slopes
of Mt fallere. After regwlar transits of Ihe Iront
door of one snow-bound hill farm, gaining on
one beat and losing on Ihe return, height was
gradually gained as conditions improved and
the hairs on the back of my neck returned to
their normal ;position. Tantalising flocks of
birds were to be seen in tight thermals up
slope, so when I spoiled two large birds soar
ing at my level 11wasn't going to turn down the
oppo.rtunity of acquiring a bit of local' exper
tise. They were nOI very welcoming though 
each time I joined them they cranked back
their wings and plummeted aw.ay.

Trying once again over a rocky bluff in
rough lift I suddenly lelt a heavy thump at the
back end. My immediate panic reaction was
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that I had made contact with another glider or
even a tree top, but quick glances around in
the turn hardly confirmed this. However, I
wasn't left in doubt for long, with a sudden
darkening of the sky and an almighty thump
on the fairing behind my head a bird struck,
slithered forward over the canopy as a
somewhat untidy bundle of feathers and hung
long enough on my right hand side for me to
take in the magnificence of an eagle in highly
indignant mood; tail and pinions fully spread,
talons forward, and a golden patch that must
have contained a baleful eye. My adversary
was soon gone but only moments later
another clatter announced his return, this
time unseen to me.

An unwelcome stranger

Though I would dearly have liked to put this
close encounter on .record with the camera
on my lap, my attention was still taken-up
with maintaining a reasonable altitude so
close to tile hillside. The message was clear
enough - I was an unwelcome stranger 
perhaps competition for hiS mate - and
anyway not showing much skill at this flying
job. A soaring hat is not much protection
against aquila hairstylists intent on giving out
nice straight partings so off I departed for a
clump of cO that was now buildifl9 out into the
valley ,and soon gained enough height to ven
ture further up-valley towards Mont Blanc.

As this foray took me into heavy sink I
retraced my route, encountering my feath
ered friends at the same place. This time my
ancient Ikonta was at the ,ready and I clicked
off two or three frames without getting too
closel.y acquainted again. SU'bsequent
inspection 01 the transparencies led me to the
disappointing conclusion that my aim had
been unsteadied by the proceedings but luck
ily I had a sneaking, thought about one com
prete sky-shot, and before relegating it to the
wastebin I took the precaution o'f removing
the film from its mount, and behold right on
the edge of the frame there was a small but
sharp image showing all the necessary fea
tures of a golden eagle - according to my
birdy friends. Not only were they sure of the
species 'but the white underwing patches and
the lighter banded tail I1 had noted at close
range indicated an immature bird, filting my
impression of a large rather than immense
assailant. Otlher eagles were seen during our
stay but why eGU was singled-out for this
treatmenl is a mystery - unless Italian
eagles don't go for cappuccino (our livery
being coffee and creaml). Surprisingly no
damage was found other than two pressure
dents in the fable near a wing root.

For the club records two Gold heights were
achieved, virtually in thermals,a long awaited~

5hrs and over 200hrs flown in spite of many
days not being soarable until after mid-day.
But records apart we leel privileged to have
flown amongst Europe's highest mountains
at a time of year when they and the Valle
d'Aosta look their most beautiful, with thick

snow still above 5OO0ft and spring arriving, in
the valleys. A few logged the Matterhorn as a
TP in the more adventurous lalter days, but
for the less experienced most flying was done
within relatively short distance and with plenty
of height above the airfield, with occasional
heart-thumping sortie.s into heavy sink in the
deep glaciated valleys of Valpeline or Gran St
Bernardo.

In spite of my fractious encounter in the
skies above Aosta there is room enough for
the local birds and their many plastic .replicas,
and a warm welcome for visiting glider pil6ts
at Corrado Gex airfield. Radio calls of
"Britishers - I komm - ver are you" will ring
in our ears for a while and no doubt we will
bore our colleagues with memories for a few
months, but a big effort like this once in a
while must be a good thing for any club.

The Ongoing Retrieve
There is a certain place in Australia
PAUL LITTLE never wants to visit again.

Having decided to avoid the English winter of
1983/84, I spent the season woiking with the
Narromine Soaring Centre in New South
Wales. Narromine is a large commercial glid
ing operation with some 20 sailplanes from
an Astir to a Nimbus 2. Everything is laid on
for the customers including retrieves which
are aerotow when possible. During my time
at the Centre there were a number of
memorable flights and events and I have pwt
pen to paper to recall just one which I still
laugh about, though don't remember doing so
at the time!

The day started much the same as any
other with me towing or instructing. By
1230hrs all 20 gliders had been launched,
most on 300km attempts with one 500km
dec1araliof'l by Len. By 1900hrs everyone
except Len had returned, three completing
their tasks and the rest retrieved.

Shortly after 2030hrs the phone rang 
Len had landed out 100km away. The field
was suitable for aerotowing but it was almost
dark so that wasn',t on and the only two cars
with towbars were still out on retrieve. The
best we could do was for Mark and myself to
drive out, pick up Len and tie the glider down
for the night.

After a two hour drive, mostly along dirt
roads, we arrived at Curban and found Len
standing by the roadside. Curban is a very
small place, a Post Office, a handf,ul of tin
roofed houses and not even a pub. len had
spent the last three hours providing dinner for
the local mosquito population. So having
failed his-500km and not been able to have a
beer, he was not a happy man. All we had to
do was return to the glider, lie It down just in
case the wind got up and then return to the
airfield where lhe bar should Iba open.

We drove down the lanes towards the field,
but Len wasn't quite sure which one it was. It
was completely dark by now with no moon.
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Len thought the glider was located two fields
from the road and as he Ihad been eaten by
enough mosquitoes he stayed in the car.
Mark and I set off across the field. Twenty
minutes or so past and we still hadn't
reached the other side - those Australian
fields are big! Eventually we reached the
o!her sid'e, crossed the fence and split up to
search for the glider.

A short while later we lost each other, still
couldn't find the glider arld' it became appar
entthat I was t'astloslng myself. So I gave up
looking for Mark or 'the glider and returned,
not without difficulty, to the car. Mark had
soon come tQ the same conclusion and
arrived shortly afterwa~ds. We arrived back at
the airfield long after the bar had closed and
retired exhausted, weU eaten by mosquitoes,
(The next day Paul and another member set
off in the Cessna 80 to collect the glider and
found if in a, good fie Id.)

The retum flight was uneventful and having
delivered Len his glider tor another day's fly
ing, Iwent for a ooffee. Al this point I realised
my wallet with al! the money I had in Australia
was missing. By a process of elimination
there was only one place it could be, in the
field in Curban, It probably feU out of my
pocket while pushing the glider to the end of
the field.

For the third time in 24 hours I headed up
to Curban and found the field. After two hours
of pacing up and down in 40°C I found my
wallet - and I never want to see that field
again!

My !hanks to John Rowe and Mick Doyle for a
very enjoyable season at Narromine.

Flying with the LSV Kreis
Pinneberg
HOWARD MILLS tells of his experi
ences of learning to glide with a Ger
man club and gaining a German PPL/C

LSV (LuftSport Verein) Kreis Pinneberg trans
lates as the "Pinneberg Area Flying Club" 
many German gliding clubs are caUed "LSV
area, , ,",

I have been commuting to Hamburg since
1977, and a German colleague, an aero
modeller like myself, introduced me 10 gliding,
Iliad a passenger flight in the back seat of a
K·13 and we were up for 35min, "Was it
aMoays like this?", I wondered, Of course not,
but 8 few more rides made me decide that I'd
like to try to leam in the UK, Things didn't
wOlk out as planned,

Heavier commuting to Hamburg brought
me in 1981 to spending my weekends in
Germany watching gliders. The club mem
bers were friendly, let me join in and. one of
the instructors sUggested I joined the club,
even if only for the two-week summer fly-in.
The first requiremenl tefore being allowed in
the flont seat 01 a glider was a flying medical
certificate. The medical must be repeated
every two years by a registered flying doctor
(he usually bolds a PPL). Clutching this cer
tificate (that cost DM80). I was issued with an
ksbildungsJ1achweis (progress card).

Before gong any further I must tell you a
little about my club. LSV membership is
around 190 of whom about 100 are active ,in
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gliding with between 50 and 60 very active.
The number of active women is low. For most
of 1983 we had to stop accepting new mem
bers due to too many wanting to join and
insufficient facilities to teach them, We fly at
Uetersen, west of Hamburg on the north bank
of the River Elbe. The area is flat and thermal
strengths are typically the order of 1 to
2m/sec. Finding suitable fields for landing out
is no problem, The airlield, just over a
kilometre long, half as wide and billiard table
flat, was oonstructed just before the last war.
There is enough space for the power runway,
a neutral strip, our landing area and then the
launch area. Two glider clubs share the site.
The landing area is wide enough for several
gliders to land simultaneously, Hamburg air
port CVFR zone extends over our field at
1700ft but a special zone permits us to climb
to 2500ft which can be raised up to 4000ft
according tQ traffic conditions. The CVFR
zone ends a few kilometres to the west.

Licences for everything!

It would seem that licences are required for
everything in Germany, The glider licence.
PPUC, can be attained at 17yrs0f age and
pupils may start training, including going solo,
at 14, Aerobatics, cloud tlying and winch driv
ing all require additional licences. Aerial
photography (including TPs) requires, permis
sion from the Federal State authorities,

The fleet currently consis~s, of eight gliders,
!WO molar gliders and a tug, There are two
K-1i3s. two K-SS, one K-6cR, a Club Astir, an
Astir CS and an ASW-19s, lihere are 29 pri
vate gliders including K-6s, a Cirrus,
ASW-15s, and ASW-20 and a K-lO, The
K-1'O ,is one of about ten built as an improve
ment over the 'K-6cR and a forerunner of the
K-6E. Normal launching is via a twin-drum
winch with a 1000m cable giving a strong
launch to at least 13000 in the two-seater in
calm weather. All planes are fitled with radio
for which an operator's licence is required as
soon as one leaves the local area, Radios
are either full 720 channel or have several
crystals installed. One difference from the UK
is that when launching the pilot gives no
signals - he concentrates on being launched
and can always release. The wingman gives
the launch signals which are relayed to the
winch via telephone,

Costs - joining fee is DM500 and monthly
membership is DM20; the fee for students is
half of that. Each winch launch costs DM3
(under a pound) which seems reasonable
when compared with some 'I have seen in the
UK, An aerotow (by our Mor.ane lug) costs
DM15, about £4, for six minutes which
reaches around 2300ft, Flying any glider
costs DM24/hr (reckoned/min). Once a
member has achieved 5hrs flying in a year
the flying rate halves to DM121hr. Achieve
ment flights (such as for FAI qualifications)
costs a reduced rate of DM10 in order to
encourage pilots. The motor glider costs
DM48/hr with landing fees of DM2.50 on our
field and around DM8 at other airlie'lds.

From April to October instructors are on
duty Saturday afternoons and all day Sunday
and holidays, but winter flying is 110t worth
while as it is so cold, The Schulungs/eiter
(efl) is responsible for training pilots, to the

PPUC but is not ,in charge of general flying.
Pupils are only allowed to fly solo under
observation of an instructor; they must
receive a briefing before each flight and
report back aftelWards. Flying' away from the
field requires, written orders and numerous
requirements to be fulfilled beforehand, We
can only operate when the field conlroltower
is occupied and must have a responsible
person at the launoh site in contact with the
local tower. Gliding does seem to be more
accepted as a "normal" sport in Germany
than inlhe UK, and the pUblic generally
appears to be interested, but there are many
more formal regUlations,

Learning proceeded fast - I think numer
ous passenger rides plus the knowledge of
flying from aeromodelling helped, Certainly it
was lots of fun, I had worried about the lan
guage - nobody appeared to speak any
English but all had the patience to listen to
my jabberings and explained things as often
as required, In the air the difference between
links and rechts was soon leamt. The lan
guage complications seem to be formidable.
Consider the simple English words "rudder,
ailerons and elevator", In German they are all
rudder - Seitenrudder, querrudder and
hohenrudder, A moment's confusion when
the instructor tells you to operate one can
result in some strange flying situations. How
ever many Germans do speak good English
- when my brother (who flies in the UK) vis
ited me has was taken up in a K-13 and the
instructor decided to try his English out 
unfortunately he got pull and push the wrong
way round during the winch launch!! My
brother reckoned had he stuck to German it
would have been safer.

The beer currency

My firsl solo, after 40 dual flights, cost a
crate of beer (consumed by all the members
after flying ceased for the day) and I subse
quently gained the A (three solo flights with
spot landings), the B (steep circles and three
spot landings with side slip) and the C
badges (a 30min declared soaring flight),
each costing more crates of beer, Generally
some achievement, badge flight or landing
out costs a crate. Beer is also regarded as a
penalty - especially dangerous for this is fly
ing with the tail dolly attached. Any pilot get
ting into his plane with the dolly still attached
is seen as a source of the evening's lubrica
tion - "cable on" produces shouts of jubila
tion and a glum look on the pilot's face as he
feels the rear of his fuselage lifted up 
another crate. In fine weather most evenings
end with a barbecue,

I was reluctant to retum to the UK after this
and arranged my work so that I could spend
a considerable proportion of the following
summer in Hamburg, Lots more flying and I
attended the radio licence course given by
one of the Hamburg airport controllers which
cost almost another ,oM350. For VFA flights
there are two lioences: BZF I (German and
English) and BZF 11 being German only - I
did BZF I. The ridiculous stage in the exam
came when I had to read a passage in English
from the AlP and then translate into German
to show it was understood,

(Continued on p186,j
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FROM THE

SECRETARY's
DESK
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

One of the clubs suggested recently that we
might reduce the rate of annual subscription
for young flying members as an encourage
ment to attract younger people into our sport,
This was discussed briefy at the last AGM
without attracting any strong views and
debated at the May Executive meeting where
it got a mixed reception - and, as the treas
urer pointed out, if we reduce some sUbscrip
tions then we shall have to increase else
where in order to balance the budget! How
ever, it was finally decided 'to put it formally to
you at the next AGM in the shape of a pro
posal to charge only 50% 0f the current sub
scription per head in respect of identified fly
ing members of a club who,for age-related
reasons, were being charged 50% or less of
the normal annual subs by that club, 11 will be
your decision to adopt or reject this proposal.

Competition levy

Non-competition pilots will no doubt be
ple'ased to hear thal 'the Executive have
approved a suggestion to raise additional
funds for the British team in future by making
a small levy on competition pilots for the
issue or renewal of their competition licences,
From January 1 next year competition
licences will need to be renewed annually for
a, fee of £5 and from that extra revenue it is
expected that the World Champs Fund will
benefil to the tune of between £1200 and
£130() every year. Now wait for the competi
tion pilots to tell us what an oppressed minor
ity they are,

FATAL ACCIDENTS
On Saturday, May 12, there was a collision
between a Rockwell Commander and a Std
Cirrus flown by Matthew (Tom) Smith three
miles SW of Defford, The glider look off from
Bidford and was on a 300km attempt.

The two aircraft were on approximately the
same heading at 3000ft; the closing speed
was in the order of 65kt. The aeroplane's
nose struck the glider's port wing root and
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We welcome two new sub-commitlee
chairmen this year ill Chris Nicholas ,01 the
Airspace Commit1eeand Doug Jones of the
Technicat Committee, Both gentlemen have' a
busy task aheacl - one 10 keep gliders air
worthy and Ihe olher to make sure there is
somewhere left to fly them once they gel into
the air.

The Churchill Award for 1984, which takes
the form of a cheque for £100, is 10 be made
to Julian Ross, a Bronze badge pilot from
Southdown GC and a second year engineer
ing student at Southampton University, The
award comes from a small fund sel up by an
anonymous donor to assist with projects
organised and carried oul by glider pilots.
Julian's project is Ihe design, construclion
and evaluation of a winch for filting to a tug in
order to facilitale in-flight rewinding of the
aerolow cable.

Al the June meeting of Ihe Executive con
sideration was given to a club request that
the BGA should advertise gliding in the
national media. With regret it was recognised
Ihat we have insufficient funds to undertake a
national advertising campaign of ,a worthwhile
nature and that our resources are beller
spent in helping clubs with their local press
contacts, Nikki Campbell, our publicity 'officer,
is available to advise and help individual
clubs in this respect and you can contact 'her
by telephone 001 IHigh Wycombe (0494)
8811,66, And don't forget our new illuslrated
leaflel 'Introducing Gliding, available to
dUbs at cosl price of 15p each, wtJich Can be
used 10 attract new members Into our sport
and your club,

there was propeller damage to the glider's
fuselage underside, control circuits, seat back
and the pilot's left shoulder harness.

The glider pilot separated from his
damaged aircraft but did not deploy his para
chute - possibly due to some incapacitation,
The aeroplane pilot made a successful forced
landing. AIB undertook the investigation and
will publish a bulletin in due course,

On Sunday, May 13, there was a collision

between an IS-2882 (flown solo) and a Pilatus
B-4 while the gliders were ridge soaring at
Walney Island. Shortly after the collision the
Pilatus spun in. The pilot, John Taylor, was
killed on impact. The pilot of the IS-28 was
able to relurn 10 the airfield.

Tlhese two accidents bring' home the tact
that "collision is tt;Je greatest hazard in flying",
Oerek Piggott writes about some of the prob
lems of keeping a good lookout on p156,

W. G. Scull, Director of Operations

NAOMI CHRISTY TO RETIRE

'Naomi Christy w~1 be retiring from her posi
tion on the staff of the BGAoffice at the end
of September. Because of her responsibility
for processing gliding certificates and badges
there must be few in the British gliding
movement who do not know her name.
Referred to affectionately, in the office as
"the Cokmel" ,(derived from a oistinguished
career irl the army), Naomi has processed no
less Ihan 6000 Silver C legs and 2500 Gold
legs, Her wide experience and advice coup
led with her careful administration have made
her an invaluable assistanllo the BGA secre
tary and she will be missed.

Naomi joined the BGA staff originally as
Development Officer in 1969, This post was
created then to help new and developing
clubs with their organisation, planning and
financing arrangements, including liaison with
the Sports Council, In this role she helped
many clubs and made many friends.

Naomi started her gliding career ,in Ger
many, going solo in 1960 and getting her Sil
ver C in 1962, Now, more than 20yrs :Iater,
she is the chairwoman of the British Women
Pilots Association. We wish her all the very
best for the future.

Tom Zealley, BGA chairman

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



MISSING COpy ON WAY TO THE PRINTERS
Platypus swears he has nothing to do with this, but a registered envelope containing
the club news, plus letters to the editor, book reviews and other Items, has been lost
In the post There just wasn't time to contact the club news contributors for fresh
reports. All we can say Is how sorry we are and hope that those of you who have
been disappointed, Including several of you who have written obituaries and letters,
will be able to re-submit the copy to meet the next deadline of August 7.

The missing clUb news reflected a liVely start to the season with a classic easterly
phase at Lasham when Roy and A1lx Pentecost broke the UK two-seater 300km goal
record, held since 1958 by Wally Kahn and JohnWllllamson (Eagle~with a 2hr 51mln
flight In the Janus at 108.7km/h on Easter Bank Holiday Monday. Eight other. from
Surrey Bc Hants GC also made the flight in early May.

Coventry GC also had some exceptional cross-countries in May Including 310km
flights to Plymouth by Loo Franks and Norman James (T.21) and Alan Kangurs (Oly
463~ .

BGA AWARDS AND TROPHIES 1984
To stimulate the general level of interest in
the annual performance awards and to make
these achievable to a wider group of pilots,
the 1984 distance and speed awards will be
decided on a handcapped base, ie the
flight results will be adjusted by the applica-

tion of the published nil wind speed indexes
for a given glider. This amendment came into
effect in January 1984 as already advised
through the BGA News.

The affected trophies are: distance 
Wakefield, Seager, California in England, Fur
long and Volk; speed - Manio and Frank
Foster. Please submit your substantiated
claims in the usual way.
Ted Lysakowski, chairman, BGA Competi
tions and Awards Committee.

INTER·CLUB LEAGUE
The final will be at Dunstable during the
weekend of August 25-27.

DANGERS FROM GLIDER TOW LINES
A few years ago a serious incident occurred
following ,an aerotow by a civil aircraft at a
RAFGSA airfield. A coach windscreen was
shattered by a tow cable and a coach pas
senger received injuries from glass splinters.

More recently there 'has been a similar
incident at another military airfield when a
landing tug trailed a tow cable low across the
front of a coach at about windscreen height.
The coach was on the nearside lane of a dual
carriageway travelling north when the tow
cable passed about 10ft ahead, then struck

Fits
4
3
4
3
2

Prs
6016
5405
5087
3799
3758

Club Pts Fits
Hambletons & Clevelands 2090 2
Hamb/etons & Clevelands 1250 1
Sutrey & Hants 1158 1
Coventry 1095 1
Coventry 1031 2

Club
Booker
Coventry
Coventry
Coventry
Surrey & Hants

Club Ladder
Leading pilot
1. D, Campbell
2. B, Benoisl
3, A. Lueas
4, G.Wijlis
5, R, Goodman

, LADDER OFF TO A GOOD START
Mike Randle, National Ladder steward, says
the year so f\lr seems ,to be a good one and
lists several remarkable flights - Mike Cos
lin's 30 800ft gain of height lrom Shoddol'l,
Roy and Alix Pentecost's 305km goal flight to
P'erranporth and Lou Frank and Norman
James' 300km goal' flight to Plymouth in their
syndicate T-21 which earned them 3300pts.
Open Ladder
Leading plot
1. L. E. Beer
2. M. Costin
3. N. G. Hackett
4. L. Frank
5. R. Pentecost

Gordon Camp will be the, new FAI certificates'
officer from October l' and pays tribute to
Naomi's dedicated and meticulous work over
the many years.

In 25yrs since soloing with the Air Cadets,
Gordon has amassed 3000hrs of gliding,
motor gliding and tugging, including compet
ng in the Nationals most years since 1964,
has All Three Diamonds and is a past chair
man of the BGA Competitions' Committee.

After retiring from the RAF Engineer Branch
as a Squadron Leader lour years ago, Gordon
founded the Ol<fordshire Sportflying Club, the
first full-lime iUK motor glider operation, and
created the British Soaring Yearbook. He
runs his own versatile business at Enstone
Airfield and will work one day a week as the
certificates' officer on a consultancy basis.

Gordon, who is 42 years-old, lives near
Enstone with his wife Rosalind and their chil
dren,

GORDON TO TAKE OVER

,BGA MAIL ORDER

In the dark about gliding facts and
,figures? The best way to thmw
some light on your problem is to
look in the BRITISH SOARING
YEARBOOK. Get the new edition
of the official B.GA publication
and you'll find all the answers.
Don't stay in the gloom - order a
copy of the BRITISH SOARING
YEARBOOK now for £2.75
including postage and packing.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

or ask us to send you our complete sales list Telephone 0533 531051
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the central reservation and was subsequently
dragged across both lanes of the southbound
carriageway.

Fortunately, no-one was hurt, and no dam
age was caused to vehicles although at the
time a large volume of traffic was passing in
both directions.

These incidents serve to remind tug pilots
of the need to maintain a safe clearance
above obstacles, vehicles and persons when
landing with tow attached, making due allow
ance for the length of cable trailing below the
aircraft, and recognising that the vertical
length of the cable will increase as the
approach speed is reduced.

Gliding site operators should ensure that
tug aircraft approach paths/angles and rela
ted target landing thresholds assure adequ
ate clearance between aircrafVtow rope
combinations and any persons, vehicles,
structures or other fixed obstacles within the
runway approach funnels and undershoot
areas. Regular surveys should be made so
as to detect, and make due allowance for,
any subsequent developments (or changes)
in the runway/approach obstacle environ
ment.

To further reduce the risk of such incidents,
where take-off distances available are ade
quate and without prejudicing safety during
the take-off, it is suggested the launch point
be positioned so as to minimise the tempta
tion to land short to reduce turn round times.

DISPLAY TECHNICAL NEWS-SHEETS
Please ensure that club technical officers
make available to owners/operators of gliders,
motor gliders and tugs the airworthiness
information in the BGA (bi-monthly) Technical
News-sheets.

Defects reported on each specific type
should be checked as soon as possible and
not necessarily left to the next C of A renewal!
Why not display a copy on the club notice
board?

Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer

IGLIDING CERTIFICATES I
ALL THREE DIAMONDS

No. Name Club 1984

159 R. D. Frodsham Derby & Lanes 13.4

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No. Name Club 1984

1/236 P. H. Little Bristol & Glos 18.12.83
(in Auslralia)

11237 P. H. Steiner Bicesler 12.4
1/238 G. S. Fosler Cranwell 12.4
11239 N. Spencer Burn 12.5

DIAMOND GOAL

No. Name Club 1984

2/1266 J. Bridge Essex 12.4
211267 A. E.Gee RAE 3.4
211268 J. Nunneley Booker 22.1
2/1269 M. C. Boil< Bicester 9.5
2/1270 N. J. Sanders RAE 12.4
2/1271 W. R. Davidson Angus 7.5
2/1272 M. J. Davis Wrekn 12.4
2/1273 A. P. Hatton Yorkshire 12.5
2/1274 J. L. Collins Derby & Lanes 13.5

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No. Name Club 1984

31635 J. FOl'rest Deeside 4.3
3/636 S. P. Bohlmam Deeside 13.4
3/637 R. D. Frodsham Derby & Lanes 13.4
3/638 A. P. Walsh Norfolk 13.4
3/639 T. B. Sargent Norfolk 13.4
3/640 I. ThOl'npsoo Derby & Lanes 13.4
3/641 D. J. McKenzie Derby & Lanes 13.4
3/642 J. A. Stephen Deeside 13.4
31643 A.Munro London 5.4
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Humphry Dimock, of the Portsmouth Naval GC, is one of the entrants in the 1984 Legal and
General Golden Years Award, a scheme designed to encourage people to remain active in
retirement. Humphry, aged 77 years, claims to be the oldest gliding instructor in the country. He
also built and ffew his own hang glider which he sold two years ago.

GOLD C COMPLETE 6604 P. Crawley Four Counlles 14.4

No. Name Club 1984 6605 C. C. Pike ShalboU'ne 15.4

1000 J. Bridge Essex
6606 S. Mutholland Surrey & Ha~ls 3.4

12.4 6607 D. T. Bruce SGU 15.4
1001 A. C. Garside Kent 13.5 6608 T. P. Brown Angus 12.4
1002 R. M. Johnson 8Ol'ders 20.4 6609 A. Johnson East Sussex 3.4
1003 C. K. Hutley YOI1<shire 13.4

6610 W.Slark SGU 16.41004 W. R. Davidson Angus 7.5
6611 J. Kingerlee Enstone 13.41005 M. J. Davis Wrekil 12.4

1006 S. P. Bohlmann Deeside 12.5 6612 S. P. Bohlmann Deeside 16.4

1007 A. J. Rees Lasham 12.5 6613 D. B. Meeks Booker 14.4

lOOS G. R. Dixon Enstone 30.12 6614 E.W. Moore NorthU'nbria 15.4

1009 A. P. Hatton YOl'kshire 12.5 6615 D. J. Ph~lips Lasham 5.4
6616 C. J. Cole Bicester 17.4

GOLD C DISTANCE 6617 N. S. P. Qu~ke Cranwell 20.4

Name Club 1984
6618 M. J. Page Two Rivers 20.4
6619 C. N. T. Bickers Keslrel 15.4

J. Bridge Essex 12.4 6620 K. Fairness 8Ol'ders 20.4
A.E. Gee RAE 13.4 6621 V, M. Howard Wyvem 12.4
M.C. Boil< Bicester 9,5 6622 G. Carr Borders 15.4
N. J. Sanders RAE 12,4 6623 D. W. Crnson Bristol & Glas 12.4
A. C, Garside Kent 13.5 6624 S. M. Bogdiukiewicz Cotswold 29.4
W. R. Davidson Angus 7.5 6625 C.C.Watt Devon & Somerset 13.4
M. J. Davis Wrekin 12.4 6626 F. Wallon Connel 6,4
S. P. Bohlmam Deeside 12.5 6627 A. S. Napier SGU 22.4
A. J. Rees Lasham 12.5 6628 A. V. J. Chalbner Easl Sussex 24.4
Hiary Stewart Lasham 7.5 6629 R. Mad<ey Newark & Nons 28.4
A. P. Hatton Yorksh~e 12,5 6630 A. N, Dicklnson Phoenix 21.4
J. L. CoWns Derby & Lanes 13.5 6631 G. Moxham Cranwell 4.4
C. C. Sm~h Essex & Sulfoik 12,5 6632 A. Weaver Humber 13.5

6633 P.Davls Surrey & Hants 7.5
GOLD C HEIGHT 6634 P. G. 'Steggles Rattlesden 12.5
Name Club 1964 6635 D. M. COl'nish Rattlesden 12.5

S. R. Hall Booker 10.10.83 6638 F. Goodhall Stratford on Avon 12.5

J. Forrest Deeside 4.3 6637 E. O. Wiliarns Mendip 13.5

B.Shaw Humber 6.3 6638 M. Bowman Hamblelons 15.4

S. P. Bohlmann Deeside 13.4 6639 M. P. Logan Humber 12.5

P. W. TUfner Essex 29.12.83 6640 M. J. Grundman Derby & Lanes 7.5

R. Maskell Cambridge Univ 30.12.83 6641 R. A. Voyce Soulh Wales 13.5

N. Hawes Derby & Lanes 13.4 6642 R. Marsden Wrekil 12.5

T. B. Sargent N(J(folk 13.4 6643 D. F. Wadharn Portsmoulh 12.5

I. Thpmpson Derby & Lanes 13.4 6644 G. Jones Wolds 12.5

D. J. MeKenzie Derby & Lanes 13.4 6645 A. B. G. Johns West Wales 12.5

C. C. Watt Devon & Somersel 13.4 6646 B. E. Sword Borders 12.5

A V. J. Chalbner East Sussex 24.4 6647 R. M. G~tins Two Rivers 28.4

A. V, Laoey Wyvern 14.4 6648 A. R. Meakin Midland 12.5

D. Clempson SGU 21.4 6649 A. Palmer Shalbourne 11.5

R. M. JoMson Borders 20.4 6650 D. D. Copeland Surrey & Hants 13.5

C. K. Hutley Yorkshire 13.4 6651 M. K. G~I Burn 12.5

G. R. Dixon Enslone 30.12.83 6652 M. Ph~'ips Trent Valley 13.5
6653 V. Card Soulh Wales 19.5

SILVER BADGE 6654 N. B.Wills Bum 13.5
6655 J. A. Plummer Four Counties 11.5

No. Name Club 1984 6656 G. Gilkes Surrey & Hants 12.5
6601 I. M. Donnelly Deeside 4.3 6657 J. N. Clarke Derby & Lanes 15.4
6602 J. James Strubby 1.4 6656 W.I. Baldwin Blackpool & Fylde 12.5
6603 A. P. Soon Northumbria 1.4 6659 H. R~la SlJ'rey & Hants 9.5

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



['BOOK REVIEWS

Going Higher, The Story of Man and
Altitude by Charles S. Houston, MD, pub
lished by Cordee, Leicester at £8.95.

Although oot written for the soaring frater
nAy, this book contains much of interest to
the aviator who seeks better 'understanding of
the acute and chronic effects of hypoxia.
Beginning with reminders of how relatively
recent our knowledge of oxygen really is, the
author moves into remarkably detailed
!lescription of respiratory, circulatory and
even cellular ,phySiology with particular refer
ence to mountaineering.

Skilfully simplified as it is, some of this
material and that on the various clinical syn
dromes may prove rather hard going for
those without a good grounding in the biolog
ieal sciences. For those whose acquaintance
wAh the basic physics and physiology was
more than a few years ago, the bibliography
and piquant biographical notes should prove
to be fertile sources of reawakening interest
and delight.

DAVID EVANS

Vom Hangwind zur Thermik (From Slope
Lift to the Thermals). Eriebte Rh6nge
schlchte 1927·1932 (Experienced Rhon His
tory 1927-1932) by Peter Riedel. Published
by Motorbuch Verlag, Stuttgart at DM48, it
can also be obtained from Beaumont Aviation
LAerature of 656 Holloway Road, London
N193RD.

This is Peter Riedel's second volume of
Experienced RhOn History. His first, Start
In den Wlind, (Start into Wind), covered the
period at the. Wasserkuppe from 1911-1926.
A third volume, Uber Sonnige Weiten
(Beyond the Sun lit Horizons) is to follow soon
and will cover 1933-1939.

Vom Hangwind zur Thermlk is magnifi
cently produced with fine quality photo-

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
_ Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Rei Glider BGA t Dale Place Pi'kltlCrew

No. Type No. r,me SUMMARY

<3 Age InjUry PIIHrs

35 Plk 200 ? M 252.64 CuldtOSe 50 N 275 On normal landlf',9 undercarrta.ge collapsed
14.15 alU'IOLJqh operd'rn9 Il}ver In ~.c:kPIt had ooen

locked In ·'Lmds(carnage down poSJ1lOn

J6 Blanlk II1l1O M 243.84 Parranparth 6ll N 932 Winch launch lallecl gradually afler glider
P2 3D N lCO beeame airborne anc;j cable back-released al

aooul 20h_ Alrs.peed was Insutlic:ent and glider
laMed heaVIly.

37 Kestrel 20 2046 WIO 71.84 Haybluffe or 49 N 977 Bretlklfl(l cloud at !200ft agl mel STrong wlfld
15,QO Hay·on-Wye gTaalent resulting III landll'g In L1ooershOOl tiE!kj

In which gllde-r ntt 2 concealed Iree Hunk.

36 K·2 2587 M 18.3.64 Stralhaven 61 N 66 PlIoI 8nemPling Sll1e·Shp apprcach 10 SpoT land-

'33D NF log. Failed la lully recover hom $lde slip and
groLRld looped ~nlO rough 9rO und

39 K·8 2296 M 4.464 Husb.ands 23 N 38 AI EIOOrt 0[\ <lerolow C6'litre lal!Y1g flew o~ caus·
14.00 Bosw-orth mg rl'1lnor damage at base 0/ lall 110. PIlot

landed safely

40 LS·3 2581 N ,1.384 Lastlam 45 N ? PIIoI unable lo release IlQm aero1ow WIth rope
13.15 under lensoo Induced some slad< .n rope and

re!ea.sed success1un:,< Apparentlv wrong end 01
ropa atlached la 9lider and OrtfUt rJ'lgs on this
end wen} Incompafible with hook In gltder.

4, Piral 155' S )5 4 a.~ Culdrose 36 M 6 ThIrd flIght on type in Slrong gusttng wind. Pilot
encounlered difficulty In PitCh conllol on
approach al 70kt. Opgned and closed ,Ht-
brakes twICe. ballooned and pu~had SlICk for-
wards. GII"er slruc.k ground hard on nose slud

42 Capslan \196 M 154.84 Lee-on-SolefJl 37 N 9 Pllol t:.aJlooned on approach In slrong Wind.
16.43 opt:!ned airbraJtes lufty, bounced and ctosoo

anQrakes. AlIer several OSCllta{M:ms and lOuch·
Gowns pilot held grlder on ground wilh full alr-
brakes, Main skid broken.

43 Capslan 1196 N 20.4.64 Lee·01l·Solent 22 N ".~ Early sota pilot turned linals high and rouooed
15.00 our very high a( aooul 100ft. Speed (]ecaved

and ghdQf landed heav\ly

44 Pllatus 64 - M 16.4.64 Portmoak 39 N 36 Canopy shanered - probably due to ltlermal
i630 STresS when icing was encounlered al cloud·

base. Aircraft sllIl climbing wilh airbrakes fully
open Side sllpped 10 lose helghl. Landed
salely wifh no further problems.

45 Std Janlar 2937 M 26.4.64 Long Marston 43 N 29 Wlngtlp caugm obstruction (Farmers lerti~ser

14.06 bags) at sl:1e 01 runway causIng glider 10
groundoop

46 ASHr CS77 2525 S 25.4.B4 Patham 52 N 23 Pilot on approa.ch did no1 nollce catJle relne'.'e
H 40 lraclor mlanding area un111 roufldn'g ou1. Tried

10 a\IlQ!d tr'aC1or bur wl1glip struck It.

47 Mosquito 2362 S 15.4.84 Nonh Weald 31 N 233 Alter louchdown 111 90 croS'Swll1d close to
14.45 upwmd side boUndary pllol unabJe .10 plevenl

quosr weathsf cocking and col1ldlng with boun-
dary, Third llight on lype.

48 K-28 2909 M 18.4.6A OaJtlnglon 37 N 543 On Dl cractl.s were ~und In lhe unde~.ide ply
1300 Cambndge around the gl-rbrake box aoo small crackS in

palf\l and Mler on upper surface Glider had
done aerobatICS lhe prevlQUS day.

49 SOcian 'E 2325 S 24.4.84 Nt. MarSlon 33 N 1/2 Afler reieasing lram tow on Second so~ Hlghl

'7.08 Trussell Pllol ··Iost" the aimgkl and decided ro make a
field landing. Unfortunalely landing was down-
hlH and glkfer ran Intl> boundary hedge and
trees.

S .::> serious: W/Q -= write-oM'; M = minor; N = nil.

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND

FIBRE ROPES/CABLES

Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction

Ropes
Advise length, size and type

Galvanl&ed and Stainless Steel
Fasfenings

Thermal Clothing

Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY OLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead

Merseyside l41 SEQ
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826

Contact Antony Sedgwick
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graphs, drawings and original accounts. We
hope 1here will soon be an English edition so
that more can appreciate the fine quality of
writing of GroeQhoff and others. This book
rivals the magnificence of his previous book
which he produced with the late Jochen van
Kalkreuth, the superb alpine glider pilot, book
writer and photographer. Besides the Was
serkuppe, the reader is taken on brief excur
sions to Grunau, Rossil1en, the Jungfrau and
America. The book describes these with such
brilliance that the reader will feel that he is
there.

Peler came to the Wasserkuppe when 14
years old with his second glider (a replica he
built and has flown at some of the VGC Ral
lies) for the 1920 Rhon Contest, where he
learnt to fly il. Since then he has been gliding
for over half a century over many continents,
often setting up records. He won the 14th
Rhon Contest in 1933; was the most suc
cessful member, as regards distance flying,
of the German 1934 South American expedi
tion; won the Hindenburg prize and from
1936 took part in American gliding with many
sensational flights in the Sperber Senior over

New York and in a Kranich 2.
In 1976, <ltthe age of 70, he flew from the

Wasserkuppe la· the centre of France to gain
his third (500km) Diamond in a K·6. The
glass-fibre gliders lhat also started from the
Wasserkuppe on that day did not get as far.

Not only can· he fly gliders but he can also
repair them. A photograph in Vom Hangwind
zur Thermlk of the crashed Fafnir (after
Groenhoffs fatal accident) reveals just how
badly it was broken before Peter managed to
repair it to fly it again at the Rhon and in South
America.

Of particular interest to British readers may
be the photographs of the late Beverley
Shenstone and his wife Helen on the Was
serkuppe in 1930 with Lippisch, Hans Jacobs
and Groenhoff etc. Bev, after working for
Junkers and Supermarine (on the Spil1ire),
became Chief Engineer of BEA and then
British Airways.

I feel that this book will be an agreeable
sensation to everyone who sees it and of
great interest to all who are interested in glid
ing history.

CHRIS WILLS
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1984 Meeting of the International
Gliding Commission

Brief extracts from a report by Tom Zeal/ey, BGA delegate, who attended the
Commission International de Vol a Voile (CIVV) meeting held on March 29 in Paris.

There was a full attendance with some 25
countries represented including mainland
China and Egypt. The president, Bill Ivans
(USA), said that the review of the rules for the
three glider Classes, which was on the
agenda, was too important for a decision to be
taken that day and he planned to hold a spe
cial Bureau meeting to which some manufac
turers would be invited for preliminary discus
sions so that specific proposals could be
decided on at the next CIVV meeting in 1985.
Club Class. Per Oberg (Sweden) reported
that West Germany had developed a new
concept for the Club Class with a lim~ed handi
cap range. Yugoslavia had adopted this
scheme for their European Club Class com
petitions. He added that there was strong
support in the USA and Australia for the Club
Class as a means of catering for gliders that
fell out of World Championships standards.
Hobbs. Hal Lallimore (USA) giving a report
on the 1983 World Championships, claimed
that the competitors had flown the longest dis
tances at the fastest speeds with less injury
than at any other World Championships. The
average speed of all finishers in all Classes
was 174kmlh.
Rieti 1985. During his extensive report on
the planned arrangements for the next World
Championships, Piero Morelli (Italy) warned
that the demand for places might mean having
a limit of three pilots per country, as there
would be a lim~ of 90 gliders on the site. There
was some discussion on the proposed photo
graphic TP rules and about the start line
arrangements. Italy and most CIWdelegates
were in favour of using a ground dock, though
others felt tflat diving under a specific start
height combined with banking to photograph
the clock was a hazardous manoeuvre. How-

ever the majority view was in favour of a start
height limitation combined with a ground

I clock.
Rules revisions. As usual Tor Johannes
sen (Norway) led the discussions and
changes agreed were: Under records para
4.3.1 of the Sporting Code for Gliders, single
place records may be claimed in a two-seater
flown with only the pilot on board. Under paras
2.2.1, 5.2.3 and 5.2.5 changes were agreed to
allow flexibility on TPs when flying distance
tasks. A new rule, 7.3.2 will allow organisers
(with the agreement of CIVV) to set a weight
limit for operational reasons at World Champ
ionships.

There was some contention over a proposal
to require registration of Max permissible cer
tificated weight of each glider 12 months prior
to World Championships. It was voted that
Max weight registration should be required
three months prior to ttle Championships fol
lowed by circulation of the figures to all com
pet~ors.

Guidelines for weighing gliders at World
Championships were agreed. Entry regula
tions under annex 4.4 are to be amended so
that a National Aero Club with the previous
World Champion may send him to the next
World Championships as well as their full
quota of normal entries. The scorihg 'system
- annex C - is also to be amended so that
the scoring system used at the 1982 Euro
pean Championships at Rieti would replace
scoring system B in the annex. Para 6.4 relat
ing to motor glider record flights is being
amended so that the motor glider has to
launch itself on the flight concerned.
BarQn Hilton Cup. Helmut Reichman (West
Germany) was enthusiastic about the success
of the competition and described the special

soaring camp arranged in America for the
winners. A wide range of top performance
gliders would be available and top world pilots
had been invited. It was expected the cup
would be awarded for the next three years
with regulations unchanged apart from the
glider handicap list being updated annually.
FAI and International Olympics. The FAI
general Council had asked all commissions to
review again whether the FAI should seek to
join the International Olympic Committee and
have any of ~s different aviation sports partici
pate in the Olympic Games.

There were a number of problems including
the question of amateur versus professional
status and the fact that the FA) was open to
the aero clubs of all nations whereas the
Olympics are not. It was suggested that glid
ing was not very keen on the idea but that it
might not wish to stand in the way of other
aviation sports such as parachuting which was
said to be interested in taking part. The presi
dent suggested this should be discussed in
National Aero Clubs and delegates should
come back with their views next year. a
Correction: Mike Costin's gain of height, which won
him the De Havilland trophy, was from Shobdon and
not Talgarth as stated In the last issue, p132.

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES
73 HIGH ST, MAXEY, MARKET DEEPING, PETERBOROUGH

Repairers to all types of sailplanes in any material. Cs of A, recovers, resprays, canopies,
at prices you can afford.

Insurance repairs with full collection and delivery.

Repairable salvage, new and secondhand sailplanes, new timber and aluminium trailers.

( GRP MOULDED TRAILERS complete or in kit form with or
without fittings

Rigid chassis available 0 Cheaper than most aluminium types!

TEL: 0778-347506
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THE STATE OF THE CLUBS
This is an extract from a report given to the BGA Development Committee by BILL SCULL, BGA director
of operations, and DICK STRATTON, BGA chief technical officer, after their field work concerning those
clubs where there have been interesting or worrying developments, with some good news of site successes.

Albatross GC
This club is not flying at present having vac
ateel its last site at Davidstowe Moor Airfield
which was inconvenientiy located for most of
its memlJers, insecure and with local problems
from Dartmoor commoners and micro light
tiers. .

Recent efforts have been directed to estab
Ishing a sne near Plympton which has a well
disposed landowner but which is, unfortu
nately, within 3V2 miles of Plymouth
Roborough airport. Despite the CM view that
coexistence was possible, the airport man
agement is doing all in their power to stop the
planning application. Strong repr.esentations
have been made by the BGA in support of the
devebpment which is seen as the last oppor
tunny for the club to survive ..

Altair GC
The strip from which this club operated (Cold
harbour Farm) was sold earlier this year with
Ihe club being unable to retain possession.
They have now managed to re-establish
themselves at Edgehill - just to the west of
Banbury.

Yorkshire
Over several years three clubs, all at the time
wnhout site security. considered joining forces

if a suitable site could be found. As things
tumed out each in turn found or secured a site;
Wolds GC bought parts of Pocklington airfield,
Ouse GC parts of Rufforth and Doncaster GC
leased Burn airfield. The County must now
provide the securest gliding in the country!

Bassetlaw & District GC
This is.a club without asite although the use of
Gamston (3 miles south of East Relford) was
promised by the landowlier. unfortunately
there was already a "sitting tenant" in the fmm
of Northair, a Cessna agent With headquarters
at Leeds/Bradford airport, Despite minimal
activity by Northair - 36 movements in a
samp1e month - they cannot conceive how
their operation would fit in with, gliding - or
vice versa. The maller is now being pursued
by proposing' a joint-operation plan which will
hopefully receive independent (CM) ratifica
tion. This may persuade Ihe landowner that
joint operation is possible and allow gliding to
start.

Brackley GC
This is not a BGA club. The site is at Turwes
ton airfield (disused) and the operation has
been developed by Albert Tarnow (CFI and a
former member of the London GC) as an
essentially commercial operation. Albert owns
most (or all) of the equipment. Approaches

were made to bring the club within the BGA
and this now depends on the "eFI" complet
ing his full rating. The club operates T-21s and
is winch launch only. There are however sev
eral private gliders and activity has increased
to 5000 launches a year and membership is in
the order of 100.

Borders GC (Milfield)
This club is the latest to buy a site. Unusually
this is not the airfield from which it operates
but an adjacent farm. It will take a litlie time to
develop the site but it will.be ready before Mil
lield beoomes unusable (due to gravel extrac
tion).

Vectis GC (Isle of Wight)
This club has reformed with a membership of
20 and a Blanik. The all-aerotow operation
relies on private tugs for the time being and
flying is from Sandown airfield. At present
there is only one instructor, an ex-Lasham pro
fessional who is CFI (lal11 Creighton.). The club
"took off" at Easter with 67 aerotows in four
days. Any full-rated instructor wanting to lend
a hand would be welcome. SI

To make sure of getting your copy of S&G
take out a subscription. For details 'see the
advertIsement on p157.

GLIDING SPONSORSHIP
" is the sheer· excellence of gliding, from the
basic traininQi, the dub operation, the grouoo
crews, to the piloting of high-performance
machines which has .allracted the generous
sponsorship of Marconi Avionics.

Sponsorship is new tQ them aoo we were
fortunate they chose gliding to be their first
venture when they backed the Open Class
Nationals at Lasham last year. Now we have
the good news that we will have the Marconi
Avionics Open Class Nationals again this
year (at Lasham from August 11-19) and in
1985. In addition, they have contributed to
the British team fund for the World Champ
ionships, donatedl prizes ,for the Nationals
and made a video on gliding, which may be
loaned free of charge from them for club use.

The video is a good introdl,lCtion to gliding
and ideal for open evenings to recruit new
members. I1 any club is interested in showing
n, then contact Peter Simmons, the press
onicer of Marconi Avionics, Tel 0634 44400
Ext 628.

Malcolm Moulton, company information
executive, explained that while his firm was
heavily steeped in supplying the world's civil
and military aircraft With advanced avionic
systems aoo produces allied high-technology
electronics, they admired the gliding concept
as typical of excellence in aeronautics, and
found n aA ideal aviation medium to choose
for sponsorship.
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Certainly last year, during these Nationals,
they were able to introduce a vast proportion
01 their 500 guests to gliding - an amazing
400 were given air experience. flights during
the ten days, as well as 40 journalists. The
reaction was one of great enthusiasm and. at
the ,prizegiving, Sir Austin Pearce, chairman
01 British Aerospace, said he thought gliding
had been the perfect choice lor the sponsor
ship. In lact, the company's decision to con
tinue sponsorship resulted from an excellent
resporlSe from competitors last year and from
the many leading aerospace personalities
who were invited to the Nationals. They
included the senior executives and officers
from aircraft manufacturers and operators,
government establishments. the Services and
many other organisations related to the aero
space industry, with their families, many 01
whom were new to the sport.

Aircraft to airships

"Really our sponsorship of gliding isn't so
foreign to us as we are deeply involved in
every other aspect of aviation, from super
sonic aircraft to airships," Malcolm added.

Marconi Avionics' advanced flight control
systems. for example, are major components
of high-performance combat aircraft and air
liners. such as Concorde, the Tornado, the
Harrier, the Lightning and the BAC 1-11, to

mention a few. as well as the Airship A600.
In addition, the firm operates Rochester

Airport, which celebrated its 50th anniversary
last year. They use a fleet of aircraft for their
sales and technical staff to cover a 1000 mile
radius of Europe and last year the airport
recorded 40 000 air movements.

The lirm also boasts two directors who are
active glider pilots - Peter Hearne. a gold C
pilot, flies his DG-400 at Lasham and Ron
Howard. with an ASW-20 syndicate, is a
member of the Kent GC.

Another valuable spin-off was the weight of
publicny generated at their last Nationals. to
be repeated again next month. More than
300 journalists were contacted, press packs,
which included a very sound introduction to
gliding. clearing up all the usual queries from
the uninitiated, were iSsued and there was an
efficient day-to-day scoring system with
results circulated to the media.

The combination of an interested and
involved sponsor, who understands aviation
and gliding, with a keen, hard-working gliding
club resu"ed in 'an outstanding success bOth
for the Ohampionships and for the image of
gliding. as a whole, throughout the aeronauti
cal world in the· UK, and even overseas. It is
encouraging that Marconi Avionics thought
likewise and that they are staying with us for
the three years.

G.B-S Il:I
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Photographs destined for the Club News section

Robin Miller (in the cockpit of the A7C Janus, C based at RAF Syerston) and
Bruce Tapson after their record breaking' flighl on May 11. They are claiming the
UK multi-seater 200km goal record, set by B. J. WiIIson and H, Daniels in,!l Blanik
in 1970 at 77.8kmlh, with their 232km ffight from Syerston to Weston-Super-Mare
at 113.7kmih,

Simon France of South Wales GC photographed having gone solo after school on
his 16th birthday.

ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's

Motor gliding offers a range of opportunities for glider
pilots from the beginner to the more experienced. We
specialise in teaching basic gliding techniques, field
selection for landing out and cross country navigation.
We also convert Bronze/Silver badge holders to
SLMGPPL. Complete beqinners are welcome, we
offer a training course up to and including SLMGPPL.
Our aircraft are available for the private use by holders
of a motor glider PPL.

NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION - PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS
BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HOUR - PAY ONLY FOR FLYING - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSlONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP lel 060872-208 '

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

Approved agent for PZL and Cambridge
instruments, sales and repairs

Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Road

Woodley
Reading, Berks

Telephone 0734 696491

DONCASTER AIRFIELD
SOUTHYORKSDN45HU

lel 0302537695

DONCASTER SAILPLANES
FOR ALL

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES

(Continued from p179.)

In the autumn of 1982 I moved to Hamburg
which meant I could attend the required
60hrs of theory and do the two navigational
exercises in the motor glider. Three flights
are also required from a different airfield 
some I had done in the UK were acceptable.
Attendance at a first aid course is also
required, Examination day was in June, 1983
with several hours of theory (luckily in mult/
pie choice format) requiring an 85% pass
mark from eacn 01 five sections. Then came
the practical test, three flights with the
examiner and a 50km cross-country in a K-8,

Now there was no need to find an instruc
tor for permission to fly and I went straight
into passenger flying - here the pilot is in the
front seat with the guest in the back. At this
stage I had about 65hrs solo and since then
have graduated to the ASW-19.

My experience of German gliding has been
excellent and I hope lean stay a little longer
to capitalise on the last few years by attempt
ing some cross-country flights and trying for
the motor glider licence PPUB. I am sure that
any visitor tcollr club would be most wel
come, provided that the whole UK gliding
scene does not descend on us on the same
day! ;l

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set fitted with all tour gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and
129.9.
'Volmet' 126.6 optional on channel 4,

* Full power transm~ter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and ciose range,

* Extremely rugged and reliable.

* Full back-up service and spares
available.

* CAA and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors 'and all fittings,
Detailed information, prices and full

Technical Specifications FREE from

George Storey Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications

p.a. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA

.8 mm GL1
1.0 mm GL1
1.2 mm GL1
1.5 mm GL1
1.5 mm GL1
2.0 mm GL1
2.0 mm GL1
3.0 mm GL1
4,0 mm GL1
5.0 mm GL1
6.0 mm GL1

And of course

Birch 3 Ply
Birch 3 Ply
Birch 3 Ply
Birch 3 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
Birch 3 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
Birch 5 Ply
SPRUCE
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NEW BAROGRAPH - THE AEROGRAF
ANDREW DAVIS

Barograph No. I . I
eT':: ....c.] ...:J-c.~~::) --30 minutes - LJ..J _.r.'J ......:J" C::::)
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Fig 1
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A new type of barograph will soon be
appearing in increasing numbers in the UK,
the electronic Aerograf. The following
description is Intended to familiarise Official
Observers with its features, in particular its
self-sealing capability.

tt is enclosed in a small tough black plastic
case wtth a window-in the lid to observe ihe
recording of the trace. rhere is a protective
recess on the side for the on/off switch and a
DIN sock.et for connection to external func
tklns. The barograph number is erigraved on
the back of the case with the chart speed.

Directly onto the paper

00 after flight who checks it is still running,
switches it off, opens the lid, withdraws the
trace and inspects it for flight continuity with
no interruption by 1000m marks. The trace
may be certified and the normal details added
in water-based felt pen such as teachers use.
Fig 2 shows a trace which would be accep
table, but Fig 3 shows a trace with evidence
of barograph interference and possible falsifi
cation.

Its other functions of interest to the 00
are:
1. The paper recording tape is transferred at
an accurate quartz controlled speed of 1.5 or
3.0mmlmin (fixed at manufacture). The bot
tom of the trace is punched every 2min and
double punched every 20min by the transpor
tation teeth at 1.5mm/min (1min and 10min at
3.0mmlmin). Evidence of flight duration is
thereby provided with great accuracy. See
Fig 1.
2. The barograph number is punched into the
top of the trace every 30min, see Fig 1.
3. It may be connected into time recording
cameras such as foto-time by means of the
DIN socket. Every photograph then records a
photo mark (Fig 1 D) on the trace. This offers

Good trace
switch on

\
switch off by 0.0.

~

Can you help? The Spastics Society are
setting up a camera library for the disabled
and wonder whether any readers have items
of photographic equipment they no longer
need. If so, would you please contact Alan
Conroy, industrial' liaison officer, The Spas
tics Society, Greater London Region, 1st
Floor, 32/38 Osnaburgh Street, London NW1
3ND, Tel 01·387 5505.

possibilities for control of start height and
timing of record attempts, speed triangles etc.
4. A button may be wired into the DIN socket
to record personal marks (Fig 1 E) for
moments of personal interest.
5. It can be expanded to record motor glider
engine runnng lime by the connection of a
magneto sensor through the DIN socket.
6. It self monitors connections through the
DIN plug and socket, and immediately
records the 1000m mark if the connection is
broken.

Any queries arising from OO's experience
wllh Aerogral should be addressed to the
BGA flying COmmittee or the sole UK Agent,
Andrew Davis, tel 0625 23564. la

lid opened switch off by 0.0.

lid closed

~

1'-----_
switch on

\

Fig 2 - good trace

Fig 3 - bad trace

Bad trace

1000m mark recorded

The lid is electromagnetically sealed and if
opened while running a 1000m mark is
immediately recorded. While open the tape
drive still runs but if the recording paper is
pulled clear of the stylus no markings are
made. This is represented by the dotted line
at point C in fig 1. When the lid is reclosed,
the 1000m marking will continue for another
3O-40sec before the trace returns to the
ambient pressure altitude.

lis self-sealing capability negates the need
Ior pre-flight witnessing and extemal sealing
by an 00 as any interference with the recor
ding Is immediately apparent. You only have
to hand 11 switched on and still running to an

The lid is hinged opeA to reveal the Peravia
style waxed paper recording tape which is
transferred from a storage roll on the right to
a spool on the left by a quartz controlled
loathed drive acting directly on the paper.
The paper is removed by lifting Qui the stor
age roll and unwindin9' the used paper from
the left hand spool. This reveals the stylus,
which is driven in its verticallrack by a servo
motor controlled by a piezoelectric pressure
transducer, and the altitude range switch
6OOOI12000m.

LDading the recording paper is as easy as
loading a camera. rhe paper mll goes inTO
the right hand side and a length is pulled out
and wound onto the !ell hand spool. Closing
the lid forces the paper down onto the trans
portation teeth and stylUS and il is then ready
for use.

When switched on, it initially records a
1000m mark for 3O-40sec before returning to
the ambient pressure altitude (Fig 1 point
A). The 1000m mark identifies the selected
allllude range. ro record the aerodrome
altitude prior to flight, it should be switched on
2·3min before take-off. If the Aerograf is
swllched on again it will record another
1000m mark, hence it is impossible to switch
oH and on again without the evidence being
recorded. Obviously if it is below 1000m
when switched on the result is A, and if
above 1000m the result is B.
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WHEN ONLY

THE BEST
WILL DO

50 YEARS AGO

Contact:

Also - THE BEST
High quality silicon tUbing
Locking ties fa r silicon tubing
Electric and pneumatic switches

CHANNEL CROSSING REMINISCENCE
When the Dally Mail offered £1000 for the
first crossing of the English Channel by
glider,in 1931, someone was foolislil
enough to fix an opening date, July 1, with
the result that the Daily Express sponSQred
a crossing the day before, June 30, by.a iMr
UssantBeardmore, who was aerQtowed for
arl undisclosed proportion of the distance In
a Professor. He was stated 10 be a profes
sional itenor and the husband of Barbara
Cartland; then already a well known roman
tic novelisl Mr Beardmore died shortly
afterwards, but Bai'bara is still going strong
at 83, and has just been elected a Fellow o.f
the Royal Society of Arts.

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS

B.G,A., C.A.A., P.F.A, APPROVALS

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT

HONITON, DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (after 6 pm)

BRIAN WEARE

A.E.SLATER

Flugsport. The return journey was against a
very strong wind and we never seemed to
reach St Inglebert, so put down in a field only
to hear that the airfield was half a kilometre
further on. We walked it, letting Dewsbery fly
on into the gathering dusk.

Another event: on August 19 Philip Wills
flew his SCud 2 to a few miles north of Ware
and found he was in the next field to the one
in which Vincent Lunardi landed after making
the first balloon flight in England on Sep
tember 15',1781. The owner showed Philip a
commemorative plaque which 'he had taken
indoors for safety.

A big event: of 1934 was the National Con
test meeting at Sutton Bank in September,
but an account 01 It must wait till the next
issue. I might just quote a remark made in the
refreshment tent as a noisy ,aeroplane roared
past: "There goes a real-one".

I could not get away from my hospital near
Oartford, but had the spectacle of a series of
violent secondary cord Jro..ts throughout most
of the day. In the evening came the news
over the radio: the broadcaster must have
been a special Sunday duty man, for he
started with "Wny are gliding records always
set up on Sundays?" The reason did not
occur to him any more than it did to the par
son in Northern Ireland who complained in
the press that Ulster GC always did their flying
on Sundays, as if on purpose to annoy him.

To visit the 1934 German Championships,
three of us - Jack Dewsbery, Dudley Hiscox
and myself, hired a three-seater Leopard
Moth for a weekend, Dewsbery piloting. We
climbed up through a thick layer of strata 
on over the Channel without bothering
whether anyone else was doing it too, and
crossed Germany with a helpful west wind,
passing over a local gliding club on a hill near
the Rhine, and arrived at the Wasserkuppe
amid the strange sight of sailplanes all
around us, apparently motionless. We found
Wolf Hirth complaining that whenever he put
up a world record someone would beat it next
day. On July 26 he had made 352km east
ward to Gorlitz, only to be beaten next day by
Heini Dillmar with 375km. Oskar Ursinus,
founder of German gliding, was astonished to
hear that we paid only £5 for the hire of the
Leopard Moth, and said so in his magazine

A.E.SLATER

August and September 1934 were notable for
distance records, national and international.
The first had an odd origin. Sullon Bank in
Yorkshire had at last been bought from its
previous owners, the Ecclesiastical Commis
sioners who control the Church of England's
funds, and would only hire it out to gliding
people on condition that no flying was done
on Sundays and Good Friday. Philip Wills
had raised the funds for buying it, and an
opening flying meeting was fixed for the
weekend {If August 5-6,

Now J . .R. Ashwell-Cooke, a founder and
chairman of the London GC, did not like the
prospect of DUr;lstable losing its 'reputation as
the headquarters of British, Gliding, so In
order to keep It in the news he persuaded
Eric Collins to try for a British distance record
on the Sunday. Colliris succeeded with 98h
miles to Holkham Bay Orl the Norfolk coast in
'his Rh6nadler, reaching a maximum of 5000ft
in h,is last thermat.

I Secondary cold fronts

The most
advanced
technology
offers YOU

THE BEST
FIBREGLASS
POLISH FOR

GLIDERS

THE BEST
GLIDER SEALING

TAPE
Now in summer

and winter
versions

THE BEST
ROTARY

VENTILATOR
Prevent dampness,
humidity, and heal
build-up in your

trailer.

THE BEST
MECHANICAL
VARIOMETER

We have just been
appointed agents
for these super
lative hand-made

variometers,

BOB SZULC
110 KENDAL DRIVE
SLOUGH
BERKS SL2 5JA

Tel: (0753) 31796

TED LYS
54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

Tel: (027735) 2418

- Unsurpassable accuracy
- Unequalled TE. compensation
- Extremely fast, but smooth indication
- All weather reliability, world-wide
- Maximum durability
- Easy installation, only pitot and static

needed - no flasks or tubes

PESCHGES - THE BEST

ELECTRICAL
VARIOMETER

AND
NAV COMPUTER

SYSTEMS

FLETTNER -

SAGE

LASSO -

LESSONAL-
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GLIDERS ON TIES?

Dear Editor,
Once upon a time the BGA sold a tie which

had a motif of small sailplanes. This fre
quently led to interest from casual acquain
tances and many chats about our favourite
subject. In my case, at least one new mem
ber resulted from wearing the tie.

The present tie seems to evoke no interest
at all - except on one or two occasions
when it was thought that the wearer was a
pigeon-fancier.

Do other readers agree that our tie should
carry a small motif which clearly represents a
saiplane?
RON RILEY, Tenderden, Kent.

SUBSIDISED BY NATIONALS PILOTS

Dear Editor,
I would like to take issue wKh some 01 the

ponts raised by Paul WiJliams In IheApril edi
tion of S&G, p68. In summary, his argument
would appear to be that a homebuilt 12m
glider would fulfil the. need fot a cheap
soaring machine to enable expansion of the
gliding movement to include the young and
mpecunious. Historically, every few years a
similar article is published in S&G to be fol
lowed by a flurry 01 letters in support 01 the
ccncept and yet, somehow, nothing happens.

The reason for this apparent inactivity is
clear; yesterday's gliders are becoming rela
tively more affordable. A second or third-hand
glider will offer a higher level 01 pertormance
111811 can be achieved if the same money
were to be spent on a homebuirt project. I
doubt if a homebuilt 12Fn glider (presumably
of wooden construction) wOuld have a per
Iormance any beller ~han a Skylark 2. A
homebuirt 12m glider would cost at least
£6000 ~ one includes the cost of instruments,
trailer, parachute and barograph. What incen
ti'19 wQuld there be to build if a complete
Skylark outfit can be purchased fo·r under
£15001

Pilots want pertormance in order to enjoy
the maximum of available soaring. Glass
ships stay up longer, fly further in stronger winds
and get back home more often. A lower per
loonance glider will cost more in terms of
extra launches and expensive retrieves. Paul
WlIUams claims that glass-fibre gliders will
at.vays be too expensive for the less well-off
members of our movement. In real terms this
is becoming less true. A Libelle in 1977 was
lll'l9rtised for £7500, recently one has been
lll'l9rtise<lfor £5300.

Our gliding movement is being heavily
midiSed by wealthy Nationals pilots who
provide a constant supply of well equipped
and very expensive gliders that are to be out
classed by newer designs within a few years.
These gaders depreciate rapidly and provide
cheap flying for the resl of the gliding com
muniy. I would suggest that the most potent
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means of keeping costs down is not to pro
vide a low pertomnance 12m Class, rather to
maintain non-handicapped National Com
petKions.
JON WAND, Ipswich, Suffolk.

FORMULA I RACING SHIPS

Dear Editor,
The recent comments of Messrs Emslie,

Gibson (last issue p137) and Williams (April
issue pGa) have been most interesting (ie
they agree with mine). I also feel that the
Germans are producing formula 1 racing
ships but the majority of UK pilots require
equipment for "yer average gliding
weekend."

In the August 1981 issue of S&G, p156, all
sorts of wondertul new machines, which
appeared to meet the basic requirements of a
kil and homebuild, were discussed - unfor
lunately no hardware appeared so we're still
discussing! !

The bits for Tornado appear to fit even
though they have been made in Italy, Ger
many .and the UK, so a distributed glider
design shouldn't be impossible. So, with
d~awing board and computer at the ready I
await further developments.
M. SANSOM, Seaton, Devon.

PS. On the public relations front - when was
the last time gliding had a mention in either
Air Pictorial or Air International? If we can't
communicate with the aviation enthusiasts do
we stand any chance with Joe Public?

THE LEVY AND THE BROCHURE

Dear Editor,
What a contrast there was between the

warm, generous and witty gesture of
Phaeton (June issue, p137) in donating
money nationally saved during winter bad
weather to the World Championship fund and
the mean-spirited (or simply mean?) carping
of John Gibson on the preceeding page
about That Levy. After his second or third
blast on the subject, one wonders whether he
is genuinely hard up, or simply hard up for a
new topic to gripe about.

On another topic entirely: the thanks of
all club publicists, promoters and recruiters
are due to everyone involved in producing the
Introducing Gliding brochure, a highly profes
sional piece of work. We have needed some
thing this good for years.
BOB RODWELL, Belfast

A MATIER OF PRINCIPLE
Dear Editor,

I refer to John Holland's interesting article
on p19 in the February issue. I am the last to
decry the need of our movement to arrange
its affairs so as to afford the greatest advan
tage to all Ks adherents. There is, however, a

matter of principle involved.
If one assumes that gliding is just an

exciting experience like riding the Big Dipper
then a case can be made for the delivery of
that experience to the paying customer for as
long and as often as he is willing to pay. If on
the other hand one believes, as I do, that
gliding is a sport like cricket then it must be
accepted that there is a lot more to gliding
than flying - just as there is more to crickel
than batting. The glider pilot must be' pre
pared to spend long hours in the "outfield"
which he should find, if not enjoyable, then at
least satisfying as part and parcel of his
sport.

As someone who served through the last
World War may I correct a point made by
John. It is true that of those young men who
joined the RAF all wanted 10 be .pilots. Jt was
the Navy which could take its pick and kept
long waiting lists. Probably, I suspect,
because the "fore and aft" uniform was a cer
tain lady-killer.
J. G. SMITH, Knaresborough, Yorks.

THE FUTURE OF GLIDING

Dear Editor,
Operating Economics: Club Fleets and

Encouraging "New Blood" (after Scull &
Holland).

We have over the last couple of years seen
various articles in S&G on the future of
gliding whose increasing frequency is an
indication of concern in "high quarters".

Our ever-vigilant director of op~ratioi'l$, Bill
SCull sounded a note of alarm in the April
1982 issue, "Where is Gliding Going?", p68,
about the growth of gliding (or lack of lit) when
he pointed out the huge increase in private
ownership (250% over a decade) whilst aver
age club membership and club fleets had
stagnated.

In the December issue, p267, a study
paper (by Austin, Dicks and Smithers), high
lighted decreased club single-seater fleets
leading to reversion to an older membership
as part of an "alarming trend".

In the February issue, p19, John Holland
stated that the aim of every gliding club
should 'be to provide the best value for money
(my italics).

Finally, in the April issue, p66, Mr Holland
advocates his own club's policy of exclusive
use of K·7 and K-8 gliders lor club fleets (on
the grounds solely of absolute cheapness)
and quelling " ... ambitions towards exotic
aircraft ... " He goes on to observe the
"move to private ownership" by new mem
bers within a couple of seasons.

Since glider capital (purchase) costs can
indeed be different by large factors, I pre
sume Mr Holland is restricting this comment
to a comparison of capital costs. If running
costs were also proportional to purchase
price/capital value his point would be made;
however total operating costs are nothing like
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as clear cut and the reasons for this are very
apparent.

Capital Cost (loan repayment, interest etc)
constitutes just one of a number of major
annual operating costs; it is the only one
which is proportional to purchase price.
Insurance obviously increases with purchase
price but is often a very large percentage of
the hull value for a cheaper, older glider
(since third party risks and many categories
of small and medium frequently occurring
repairs are as expensive to effect as on
newer, more expensive machines). Mainte
nance is often more expensive for an older
machine and even C of A inspections done
"free" by members often require down-time
significant as a fraction of a year's operation
(which of course should be costed for com
parison). Hangarage may ostensibly be
"free" for the club fleet but if a Pfivate
machine is hangared the true cost will be
quickly manifest.

By properly costing such items Mr Holland
is likely to find that the annual operating costs
of an older machine show it to be only mar
ginally cheaper (if at all). If he now offers
glider performance into the comparison he may
well find that the membership is willing to pay
the overall marginal difference in order to get
one or !wo machines in the club's fleet which
are less "basic". He may also find that many
club pilots are then in a position to outfly him
(no sucl1chance al present).

So what sort of picture does this provide of
I the current state of the sport and of Mr Hol
I land's views and guidance for the future as

chairman of our National Development
Committee? We see that (w~h a number of

exceptions) club fleets are stagnating!
contracting and those who can afford it are
obviously keen to get clear of them. Whilst
this is happening, the guidance we receive
from the said chairman (based on possibly
blinkered economic analysis) is that we
should operate club fleets of old two-seaters
and very elementary single-seaters which will
perforce frustrate a keen new member in
about 18 months flat!

Need we look further for a cause of the
present membership crisis? I suggest that a
loss of new blood is occurring amongst the
frustrated, often younger members of our
movement who are unable to commit a signif
icant sum to a not too readily realisable asset
like a share in a glider. However such a club
pilot may not necessarily be already spending
his last pennies on flying and may not wish to
be patronisingly told by Mr Holland and his
like to fly a K-8 for evermore. Indeed, by not
mortgaging himself to the usual K-6!
PiraVSkylark first purchase he may be able
to afford to fly a club fleet which includes a
Club Class glass machine and aspire to
300km tasks and the first foray into competi
tion flying.

To give Mr Holland time for reflection on
this and to enable him to practise what he
preaches, I suggest that he should set an
example to us all by forgoing a season of pri
vate ownership to fly only his own club fleet.
When he has acquired sufficient experience
of "pressing on" in a K-8 he should seriously
attempt a 300km triangle in this machine and
then record his season's experiences and
(possibly modified?) views for the benefit of
us all.

If Mr Holland's club did take a wider
economio view ar;Jd decide to move up to a
modest glass ship ~s total capital investment
(site £106000, plus present fleet of five
K-7!K-8. say £117 0(0) would have to be
increased by a very modest 5%.

With guidance like Mr Holland~s who needs
a faully compass?
TONY GEE, Godalmin9,SUrrey.

THE ONE MILLION TV ADVERT

Dear Editor,
Recen,t1y you may have seen Ilying

sequences of a Blanik in a TV commercial for
the Audi Quatro and you may have wondered
where it came from.

In fact that Blanik is based at Campolara in
Spain,. The flying took place last December
from a small airfield somewhere in the moun
tains near Cortino Grande (Almeria) in
south-west Spain.

Thirty-five 'flights, fifteen flying hours over
five days and a Br~ish film crew 01 twenty
people were necessary for the odd minute on
the screen. The lead girl was "doubled" for
some driving sequences and the producer
was so impressed by an accidental tail slide
that he wanted a repeat!

The fee? One million ... pesetas!
FRANCIS HUMBLET, Egham, SUrrey.

GLIDER RACING

Dear Editor,
Now that compet~ions are nearly all based

on speed around a closed circuit, why don't
we try reducing the size of the circuit and

SOARING HOLIDAY PARTIES
WELCOME

Tel. (0789) 772606 office
(0789) 778391 airfield

2 MILES'SOUTH OF
BIOFORD-upon-AVON
Nr. ALCESTER,
WARWICKSHIRE

THE JANUS C

20 METRES OF HIGH PERFORMANCE 2·SEATER

YOU TOO CAN FLY THE BEST AT THE AVON SOARING CENTRE
OUR FLEET CONSISTS OF BLANIKS, JANUS, and STANDARD CIRRUS
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NARCO - a name with a proven track record in avionics

RD Aviation Ltd

HT 800 Handheld

• 720 channels
• Keyboard dialling (no awkward thumbwheel)

• LCD
• Microprocessor
• 10 frequency 'memory'
• Up scan, down scan
• Real time clock
• 2 watts carrier
• Easily exchangeable Nicad pack
• RD Aviation adaptor for interface with glider power

supply (at extra cost)
• Supplied with antenna, but can be plugged in to

glider antenna
• Supplied with battery and charger
• 1 year warranty, extended warranty available
• CAA Approved

Speaker

16-Key
Keyboard

function
Switches

IJ

1f
EarPhone

. Jack

.>or I,' External
Speaker/

Microphone Jack

Squelch-Adjust

LCD
(Liquid
Crystal
Display)

INSTRUMENTATION
The complete range:
- Winter for ASls, Varios
- Winter for Barographs £258.75
- t:.6MEl1RJi:JG'S for Variometers, Directors and NAVS '" Vario from £201.25
- lICe for Variometers and Directors Audio vario from £276.00
- Replogle for Barographs (no blacking) £227.70
- RD Aviation for purpose-built new 57mm tum and slips , .. £333.50
- Plus some secondhand and refurbished instruments

and coming soon! a range of 57mm compact electric variometers.

Normal price 
at least £600

Special Offer - Limited Period. Subject to stocks remaining:

£535 (incl VAT)

RADIOS
- ,",,""""'V"'''Y- CAA Class 1 radios from £616.40
- Mobile Radios - refurbished from £132.25
- Heavy Duty 720 channel portables from £828.00

And Parachutes, Batteries, Chargers, Plugs and Sockets, Switches, Wing Covers, etc.

~~NARCO.. :llII~ AVIONICS

WAVE FLYING SOON?
OXYGEN
- Diluter Demand (A14A) Regulator (FAA Approved) " £195.50
- Matching Mask and Hose .......................................•... £1182.85
- Constant Flow (Air Apparatus and Valve)

Complete system including bottle £218.85
- Constant Flow, Portable, 630 litre - fits LS4, ASW20, -

DG300, Pegasus, etc. . £216.32

Free Brochures, advice and price lists from:

John Delafield Dickie Feakes ~
Cotswold House 23 Orchard Way
Mill Street Offord D'Arcy Buyilwft!l_

ISLlP Huntingdon
Oxford OX5 2SY Cambridgeshire PE18 9RE
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357 Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

NEW -> TELEX 83138 Telkay G (Ref RDAIR)

The products listed below .re only a selection from our range. VAT at 15% Is Included In prices
shown but exports are normally VAT 'ree. Delivery costs are additional and are as per our

consolidated price list, available on request

BNC
Antenna

Connector

Pn
(Push to talk) 

switch

On-Ott Power
and Volume

Control

MORE ABOUT CLUB REPORTS

Dear Editor,
To a member of a civilian gliding club, the

club reports must be very boring. A long list
of achievements obtained by a series of
faceless names can hardly be very interes
ting reading, when every club report seems
the same as another. But this is not so to the
service club member. Any member of a Ser
vice club who has been gliding even just a
few years will know a large number of the
people mentoned in Service News.

A tour of duty in the RAF is about three
years, and in the RAFGSA Club I have
belonged to for four years, only five were
members when I first joined - the rest are
now lIyilg wfth other Service clubs. In a
recent report it was mentoned that a certain
member landed out. To someone who has
never mel this gentleman, this must have
seemed 'very mediocre news indeed, but as a
very large proportion of Service club mem
bers have been 'instructed by him and know
his aversion for getting back by trailer, this
Item of flewS was not boring to them, but
Interesting and probably amusing.

The Club reports are Service club mem
bers' best way of keeping in touch, so if there
is any plan to discontinue them, at least keep
seMce News going, please.
SIMON LUDLOW. Fenland GC.
(We have no plans to discontinue the club
news section. It is la! too popular. ED.)
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FEMALE GLIDER PILOTS

Dear Editor,
Havng read, wfth interest Trish Watson's

article on FemaJe Glider Pilots, April issue,
p62, I fell sure there would be some interes
ting replies in the June Issue; and so there
were, 1'1136. aut surely I cannot be the only
Female Glider Pilot who:

a. Isn't married.
b. Doesn't have any children.
c. Doesn't suffer from pre-menstrual ten

sion.
d. Can quite competently compete with

Male 'Glider Pilots of similar experi
ence.

e. Hasn't yet come across the problem of
wet knickers and nappies.

From one Female Glider Pilot who can hold
her own in more ways than one!!!
JULlE WILUAMS, London.

race several laps around a course of say
SOkm? This would have some spectator
appeal and may even attract some business
support.

Look at lhecrowds and sponsorship ,in
motor sport. People don', go to a motor cycle
or ear race to watch the competitors star1 and
then have 10 wail for four or five hours for the
leader to ,reappear; the,y prefer IQ see events
of several laps where the positions and per
formance of the compelitofs can be
monftored.

Perhaps some of the pundits in the gliding
fratemity would' like' to give the idea a try. But
count me out, I'm just a pleb who enjoys
doing a bit of instructing and an occasional
cross<ountry. I'll come and watch though, it
might be fm,
M. J. WELJLS, Farnborough, Hants.



AM F ENTERPRISES I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' I
Without doubt the most

established and
experienced glider

trailer manufacturers
in the UK

Most clubs buy AMF

Over 90 built to date

Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order

The best value for money

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAM BOURN, BERKS
048872224

BOOKER
GLIDING CLUB
Experience the exhilaration of learn
ing to glide over Ihe lovely Chiltem
countryside, at Britain's premier

Gliding Club.

Our professional instructors will
cater for your individual needs, using
our modern fleet @1' training gliders,

sailplanes and motor gliders.

Open 364 days a year

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED

London Sailplanes Ltd

Pair 1'_ carbon be
Major re . lasS u. steel tU

'aUsts ,n g plastiCS, 1'_ wood.
specl . forced U

fibre rein

* A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents

* TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS,
RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)

* PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists

* Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS: Most other
instruments and radios available

* MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS

* GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses
from 0.8 to 6.0mm

* GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range

* INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS

And hundreds of other items available from stock
All at competitive prices

ne US'
•ph

O "at:
or ca

Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068

Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00
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Short courses available
throughout the winter

Booker Gliding Club
W.A.P., Marlow, Bucks

rei: (0494) 442501 or 29263

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB

We now operate 7 days a week

Summer visitors welcome

For information on mountain
flying courses

Contact:

J. BALLY
Black Mountains Gliding Club

Troe<!·Yr·Harn, Talgarth, Powys
Tel 0874711254 or 04974 583

Holiday course members and visi
tors welcome at our scenic club.

Courses from £80 to £135 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stone
house, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.

Open all week April-October
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Developmenl work on the DG-SOO. The wings assembled 10 a fuselage pari for moulding the wing fuselage
tairings.

Overseas
News
Please send news and exchange copl••
of journals to the Ovel1leas Editor: A. E.
Slater, 7 Hlghworth Avenue, Cambridge,
CB4 280, England.

Afirst for Canada. Two pilots who started
their gliding careers in England achieved the
first l000+km flights in Canada on June 2,
operating as a team.

, Michael Apps (ASW-20FP) and navid Mars
den (00-202) took off from Edmonton Soaring
Club, Alberta, and new south-easlerly for.
707km to Indian Head, 75km east of Regina,
Saskatchewan, claiming the Canadian goal
distance record, then continued easterly to
Icrld at the Winnipeg GC, Manitoba.

The total distance was 1121km but due to
height penalties onry 1096km will be claimed.
The flight took advantage of a 12 ooott cloud
base and a 2D-30kt tailwind and was com
pleted in Bhrs without waterballast.

They had very few soaring protJlems but
because they wanted to share a joint record
they had to keep ,in contact with each other
and one radio was ,giving trouble. At times
they were able to dolphin fly for ,60 to ,80km
without stopping to thermal.

David said that in retrospect Ihe weather
conditions were suitable for an attempt on the
world straight distancereQordof 1460.8km
held by Hans·Werner Grosse, W. Germany,
since 1972. This would have meant continuing
south-easterly from their goal into the 'USA as ,
landable terrain runs out east of Winnipeg.

Tile German firm G. Follmann Flugzeug
bau is offering a modification kit for sale
designed to increase the span of the H 201
Std Libelle from 15 to 117 metres and to fit
lower surface flaps designed to improve the
perlormance of the normal airbrakes thus
improving the short field landing capability.
About ten Litilelles have already been mod
ified in Germany, The glide angle Is said 'to
be improved by 4pts and there is no change
i1 tle VNE.

Glaser-Dirks has announced that its first
two-seater will start production in 1985 - the
OG-500. The basic model has an 18 metre
wingspan but later a high Iperformance ver
sion, the DG-SOOL is planned which willl:tave
flaps and tip extensions increasing the span
to 22 metres. A motor-glider version, the
OG-5OOM, with a retractable engine is also
planned.

The szO 48 Std Jantar 3 is the latest
offering ()f the Polish glider manufacturers.
Extemally it differs from the preceding ver-

, sionsonly by virtue of the one-piece canopy
hinged at the front. But the airframe has been
re-inforced making it the heaviest of modem
Standard Class gliders with an empty weight
of 274kgs. The Max permitted all-up weight is
540kgs.

Moroccan Gilding Centre. Inspired by
Colonel Kabbaj, a 747 captain in the Moroc
can airline Royal Air M'aroc. a new gliding
centre has been established al Beni-Mellal at
the fool of the Atlas Mountains north-east of
Marrakesh,. The centre is equipped with two
6ijave$,a Super-Javerot, Faueonnet, Squale,
Edelweiss, Astir and a Roumanian motor
glider - an IS-28BM, There is an ambitious
project in hand to construct a hangar, work
shop, administrative building, restaurant and
sleeping accommodation - all in the Moorish
style but with all modem conveniences.

LlJXlJrY hotel accommodation - with pool,
sauna and tenl'lis courts is also available
locally at about £12.00 a day.

The soaring is said to be spectacular and
there are many former French military air
fields available for the occasional field land
ing. The Moroccan authorities say that for
eign visitors are welcome with or without
their own gliders.

The BGA have
complete sets

of S&G covering
the last two

years and single
copies going
further back.
If interested,

please contact
the BGA office

Please send addilional'lll(onnalion

for ---",~:;;;;~,""..;;;;...;;;••_;:;;.:0,--

University
Microfilms
International

N.m< _

Inslitulion'----- _

Slree''--- _

Cily _

Slwte Zip. _

300 North Zeeb Road
Dop!. P,R.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106

This Publication
is available in Microform.

~
t

Telephone: SCOTLANOWELL (059 284) 253 or 317

Recently built bedrooms, complete with shower,
toilet, TV, radio, etc. at very reasonable prices and a
first-class a la carte menu available every evening.
Last orders 9.30 pm.

Lomond Country Inn
KINNESWOOD

1 Mile from Scottish Gliding Union, Portmoak
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Advertisements, with remittance, should be
sent to COO'lron Press Ltd, 7 Amel'8h81'l1 Hili,
HIgl1 Wycombe, Bucks. Te'1 0494 442423. Rate
30p 1!I word. Minimum £6.00. Box numbel'8 £2.40
extra. Rep.lle. to box numbel'8 should be sent
to the same address, the clOSl119 date for
cleaallled advertlaements - 'or the
OCtober·November Issue Is September 4, a.m.

FOR SALE
ASW-20, C of A, instruments oomplete w"h Rico. TraHer.
£'4 500. Tel Bioester 243030.

PILATUS B-4 Shalbourne based, exoellent condition, includes
trailer. barograph, radio and parachute. 1/3 share. Offers
arourd £1850. Tel Wokng 25641.

OLY 463, ASI, All, T&S, mech vario, elect vario, parachute.
radio, C of A. closed trailer, £3250. Based HB. Tel 0908 76961.

NEW ASW-20FS
available on 2 months' delivery.

Ring Steve White on 0494 36888
or

Alister Kay on 02406 2491

SKYLARK 4, based Dunstable, 1/4 share £1100. M. A. Jenkin,
tel 01-482 2542 daytime.

ALUMINIUM TRAILER suitable ISm fitted br K-18. Movable
axle. Good cordition, view Dunstable. £1450. Tel Potters Bar
55326 (evenngs), Hemel Hempstead 42061 (daytime).

ASW·2OFL, instruments including Rico, NH, T/S, K75 oom·
pass. trailer. barograph, radio, CofA to 22 April·85. Tel 0760 337
409.

TWO L1BELLE STD H201
Bcth 13 years old, lotalof 2600 lIight hours, new winch
hooks, one re-gel-eoated last April. Together 145000
French francs, or separately 70 000 French francs and

75000 French francs. Also Irailer available.
Assoclellon Sportive de Vol a Volle

Aeroclub de I'Quest de la France
6 Bls Route Natlonale, 49240 Avrllle, France

Tel 34.58.18 (M. Mercler, President).

PIK 2OB, carbon fibre spars, full instrument panel, Cambridge
audio director, radio, parachute, barograph, oxygen. One
owner. 220hrs, no prangs. Trailer. Price open to offer. Tel 0532
686486.

LIBELLE, excellenl cordition, urder 700hrs. One owner, no
prangs, parachute. inslrumenls and radio. Col A unlil February
1985. Metal Irailer. £7500. A. Milne. 39Springhill Road, Gorng,
Reading 872949.

SKYLARK 3B 'F' mods, aileron servos, full panel, barograph,
radio. paraChute, GRPcladtrailer. rigging aids, £3000. Tel 0954
30533.

vlNTAGE SKY. Inslrumenls. aluminilJTl trailer, radio, para·
chule. easy rigging, 12 months' C of A, based at RAF Scamp
Ion. Offers, Wilson, Leeds 560579.
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LOWEST PRICED
720 CHANNEL RADIO!

720 channel hand-held aircraft transceiv
ers, latest full synthesised microprocessor
circuitry, 200 NAV channels, detachable
rechargeable battery pack. Price includes
antenna, earpiece, wallcharger, battery,
instructions, warranty, everything need to
use. Wide range of accessories, lowest
priced CaM available. Only £395 + VAT.
Low cost base transce ive rs also available.

Send CWO to SPEEOSOARING
Oept S

9 Shaw Close, Bicester, Oxon
Tel 0869 242691

NIMBUS 2·B, July '78, serial no. 172, superb Open Class
sailplane with 47:1 UD.Trailer, instruments negotiable, hullonly
£11 900. David Robertson, tel 02814 3534, or 01 578 9343
(days).

GLIDER RADIO telephones, GEC base in neat wooden
case, + Pye Cambridge dash model, both 130.1 and 130.4,
vgc, £200. Tel 0481-47787 6pm to 7pm ONLY.

K-13/7
available shorlty at £4300. New fabric throughout and
new C of A. Conversion of your own K-7 from £1700.
These conversions give the back seat visibmty equi
valent to K·13.

For ful/ de/ails con/ac/
BOB REECE

SChool House, Norton, Nr Worcester
Tel WorceS1er (0905) 821334

BOHLI COMPASSES, Winter barographs, Mini Winter varios,
Mk 20 altimeters, electric audio varios, audios Ior use w"h
mechanical varios, 4-way pipe connectors, hand-held micro
phones. Lowest prices, no VAT, you save. Flolek, 581 Fish
ponds Road, Bristol. Tel 654800.

NEW PYE WESTMINSTERS!
We have four absolutely brand new Pye
Westminster dash mounted base radios
for sale. These radios were originally
manufactured by Pye forairband use and
are in their original packing with all acces
sories and Instructions. Complete with
high gain antenna, we are offering these
radios at approximate Iyone th ird their new
price. Four only, first come, first served!

Only £275 complete from

SPEEOSOARING, 9 Shaw Close
Bicester, Oxon Tel 0869 242691

ALL METAL 30ft tra~er and part finished rebuild 01 Slingsby
Sky. Offers after 6prn. Tel East Leake 3906.

L-SPATZ-55 (29:1). Good condition, C of A to June '85.
Covered tra~er, TE varios, ASI, alt, compass, £19OOono. Wing
(029668) 8059.

BOCIAN 10 Tanclem two-seater, 2 panels, new C of A, attrac
tively finished, suitcluborsyndicate£2750. View Bookerorring
High Wycombe (0494) 35005.

K-7FOR SALE.CofA '85. £2900. Tel Tony Parker. Stroud 4227
(evenngs).

SPECTRUM 1;>11 ZX81. Cross-country planning to FAI rules.
Distanoes, totals, tracks. Instant recall of 100+ TP's. Detals
from Longstaff, Afdguish, Kingussie, ·Inverness-shire.

BOCIAN lE. e of A parloomplete on !his glder but main spar
booms bund 10 have spanwlse cracks. These are Jepa~able

but the profeSSional cost precludes Lasham nnls~"g the
work. Offers around £1 ~QO + VAT are inv"ed Iorthisglider. Wijh
open traier and instruments. Will split. Contact fhi Phillips,
Manager, Lasham .Gliding Society. Tel Herriard 270 or 322.

Weekend 22nd123rd September 1984

GRAND GLIDING SALE
of new and .used 91iders and equipment

at our Enstone hangar, Oxfordshire
* Gliders, motor-giders and ·traUers.* Indoor stalls selUng instruments, radios, books

and accessories.* Snack bar open, ard aerotows avaitable br
glider test-flying.

It you would .Uke 10 sell something, however small,
send SAE now Ior conditions of sale.

It you want to buy, send SAE Ior catalogue, available
and oontinuously updated from 1st September.

GORDONAIR Ll'D.~
ENSTONE AIRFIELD
OXON 0X7 4NP • It '

060872·208 (works premises)
060872·8149 (office and 24-hr answerphone)

ISm ALUMINIUM trailerwith finings IorLibelle. Exoeilentoondi·
tion £1500. Connolly, Maidsfone 850472.

LS·3, 15m, top pertormance, climbs well, easy to tly, immacu·
late condition, never damaged, full instruments, reduced price
£9600, Redman 0482 730231.

BLANIK, SOhrs from new.lnslruments valued at £500 recently
fined. Offers to Mr Ran Raid (0448) 60391.

AEROG:RAF
The Barograph

- new electronic concept
- no smoking, no sealing, no fuss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL, ANDREW DA"'S
2 Padstow Close, Maccleafleld. 0625 23504

L1BELLE WITH ar1ificial horizon, T&S, altimeter, electro
vario, PZL, no trailer. Price £55OOono. Please contact Peter
Klngsford Tel 023 374 226.

K-8B, excellenl cordition, C of A to May '85. Full k" Including
radio, barograph and recently re-ooverad trailer. Parachute
negoliable. £3250. Tel 066-62 2769 aller 8pm.

SHK recenUy resprayed, 113 share, based Aboyne. Excellent
condition, parachule, barograph, oxygen, good trailar.
£1BOOono. Enquiries Sant, Cervanles, Dundee (0382) 66866.

K-7
Complete with instruments inclUding electro
vario and trailer. C of A to 23 Jan 1985. This
professionallymaintainedgliderwill be available
during July. Offers around £3500 + VAT are

invited.
Contact: PHIL PHILLlPS

Manager, Lasham Gliding Society
Tel Herrlard 270 or 322

SF-26, C of A, basic instruments. Fuselage re-oovered,
oomplele re-spray. Trailer. £3800. Tel Bicester 243030,

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



ASW-20FLP

~..

~

ClY 28. C of A. Dart type canopy, enclosed trailer and
barograph. audio vario £2000000.01-777 9186 (evenings).

KESTREL 19 complete. Iow hrs. unpranged, large rudde.r,
UI panel, radio, parachute, barograph, easy rigging aids,
excellent traier. Based Dunstable £9000. Preece 01-340
0798.

Kent Motor Gliding and Soaring Centre
Manston Ramsgate Kent

HOLIDAY COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS

£85-£115
For information leaflet ring

Liz on (084 389) 222 .

'MlrI' stainless weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aerolow ropes.
Wi'1ch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Gos~rd St, Coventry, CVl 5[)J
(0203) 20771.

COBRA 15. Superconcfition, good trailer. Libella performance
klr £4300. Complete oxygen, radio, neU0, audio, barograph,
two-man rig,or 113shares available. Husbands Bosworth. Very
sale and strong. Offers BenneU, 0480 890773 (evenings).

GLIDER
STICKPINS

for lapels, ties, etc.
Also

GLIDER
PENDANTS

l'n gct gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each

Supplied in a presentation box. The above
prire includes post, packagi09 and Insurance.
Please allow a maximum of 28 days for

delivery.

Cheques payable to:
CRADLEY JEWELLERS

17-Hlgh St, Cradley tleath, Weal Midlands B64 5HA

Tel (0384) 635808

K·2Iorsaa, excellenl condition. Two lull panels including T&S,
closed trailer, C 01 A, £2500. Tel R. T. Stokes. 021 7050374
(home) 021 7738862 (work).

PYECAMBRIDGE dash mount radio telephone 130.4/129.9,
esnllW,completewithwindow antenna £89. View at Duxford.J.
Wood (0799) 30763.

ClY463, must be one ol1he best examples 01 type. Full panel,
ra""" barograph, parachute, refurbished trailer. Two man rig.
YOllS Ior only £3OOO0no. Tel 0632 700557 or 091-413 5478.

Fit a Witter this weekend~
IBritain's No. 1 towing bracket

Send for the prl.ce list and name of your nearest
Wlner stockist. Or fsnd him In Yellow Pages

For intormalion or advice:
C.P. WIlier Ltd., Chesler.43

. Tel'.024441166 _

~~

ASW.20L (German), hull and trailer 0494 881166.

SF-34, modern lightweight and agile fibreglass two·seater.
Built August '82. Basic instruments. Contact aller August 3,
J. Molbak, Visborggaardvej 10,9200 Aalborg, Denmark. Tel
010456183836 (aller 6prn).

OARl15 complete w~h usual instruments plus electric aud
ible vario, ar and ground radios. oxygen. parachute, baro
graph, metal trailer, one-man rigging aids, based Shobdon
£3300000. Colwall40478 or 051-630 4360.

flY SPECTRUM 46KI A no-nonsense glider simulator for.
cross-country practice. Thermals, instruments, cioud-flying,
aerobatics. Uses AGF joystick. £5.95 Including p&p lrom
Mike Butcher, Church Road, Wreningham. Nortolk.

SCHEIBE FALKE SF-25B, 1970, lull panel, 200hrs on
engine, vgc, £7495, fitted w~h 720 channel radio with VOR,
intercom and' headsets optional extras. Tei (business) 0425
613838, (home) 0425 615414.

OLY 463. Your chance 10 invesl.in a pretty specimen. Based
at Strubby. T'aier. 1 14 share £600000. Tel 0472 43410.

WANTED
WANTED QOMPLETE 15m Std Class outfit with trailer. Cash
purchase. May consider flapped 15/17. Tel0908568171 (even
Ings).

L1BELlE 201 B or Std Cinus,completeoulfit.Must have low hrs
and be undamaged and immaculate. Please tel chester
317593.

WANTED ASW"20L. Hc1t only or complete outfit. Delivery
preferred belore end 0184. rei 07372 47342.

SUNGSBVPREFECltrailer. Also parts lor pretect, especially
metal fiUings. W.I consider derelict, damaQed aircraft, or com
ponents. John Allison, Mil<Jenrath House, RAi' Mildenrath.
BFPO 42.

FOR HIRE
fOR HIRE (Auslralia) DG-202 clw trailer, two-man rigging
A$SOO pw (collect Sydney) lan de Ferranti, 111900cean Street.
Narrabeen 2101 Australia. Tel (61-2) 9139411. Telex Bufer
AA24934.

HOLIDAYS
HOLIDAYconAGES near Yorkshire Gliding Club. Sleep 2-6.
Available all year weekslweekends. Beautitul surroundings,
excellent facilities. Pets welcome. 034-76-383.

ACCOMMODAnON
ABOYNE B&B from £8 in the village. AUractive granrte lodge
w~h CH, 6 beds, friendly service. honest food. Campbell
0339 2921/2.

SITUATIONS VACANT
URGENTLY REQUtRED. Good instructors, assistant or full,
for small well-equipped North Lincolnsh ..e Club. SUbscrip
tion £5 pa only. Tel CFI, 0472 43410.

SERVICES
SANDTOFT AIR Services Lld flying instruclors really enjoy
converting glider pilots ~r PPl at highly cOmpelrtlve prices,
seven days per week until dusk. Phone Wendy Mills on
Epworth (0427) 873676 or 873672 for more details.

AERO WORK - Glider C of A overhauls and rapa"s. Part
or complete re-covering and re-sprays. Tug and ~ght a..crall
repairs and re-covering. Full BGA and CM licence cover
age. Wrtte or tel Pali or Les Groves, 7 Anker Lane, Stub
bington, Fareham, Hants, Stubbington (0329) 663616.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES
SOAR MINDEN, MINDEN, NEVADA, USA. Cross-Country,
Wave. RentalS: LS-3, Open Cirrus, DG-400, PIK-2O, Nimbus2.
PO Box 1764, Minden, Nevada 89423 USA.

PUBLICATIONS

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazne
of the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alter
nate months. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Tauranga, New Zealand. £7.00 Steriing ~r year's sub
scription (inclusive 01 postage).

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
a fascinating pastime and a typical phase of aeromodei
ling. Read about this and other aeromodeiling sUbjects in
Aeromode/ler and Radio Conrol Models and Electronics.
the world's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

"SOARING" - official monthly journal of the Soarng Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sport.
For subscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or international cashiers check payable 10 the SSA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication 01 the Gliding
Federation 01 Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete cover
age 01 Australian Soaring and exclusive features 01 interna
tional interest. Subscription. $A18.00 by cheque on an
Australian bank or by money order. Aimna' extra $A21.25
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

USED AIRCRAFT

BEAUTIFUL GROB Gl09 MOTORGLlDER. Airlranne
and engine protessionally enhanced and maintained to
an exceptional standard w~h many extras built in and
many other extras optional. This aircraft musl be seen
and flown to be appreciated. Full King Silver Crown
avionics oplional. as are Oxygen, Barograph and
Parachutes. Family changes have lorced the sale ot
this much loved motorglider with only low hours. Ring
Soaring (Oxlord) Lld 0491-37184 (Ansaplhone 9-5) or

write to John 'Adams, Lower End, Ewelme, Oxon.

Every pilot should vlsil II once In a lifetime. The more devout every year.

WAIKERIE has MORE GLIDING FREEDOM, SPACE, POTENTIAL, than anywhere else in the world.

WAIKERIE has the best sailplanes and facilities in AUSTRALIA, and staff to help you use your
potential.

SUMMER COMPETITION - 161h-22nd December, 1984

WAIKERIE GLIDING CLUB INC., P.O. Box 320, Waikerie, South Australia 5330
or phone 1.5.0. +61 85 41 2644

1Srn 0' tipped 17m or wl1gleUed 'Longhorn' 15m+
c:omprehensive French version, hinging panel.

Filled: pneumatic lail wheel for convenience with all
other com~rt handling; tow-out and rigging aids; wing
covers; super Komet trailer etc. Fullest panel with 720;
"cloud" compass; etc. etc. 'Beeswaxed' overall and

any troubles shot. C 01 A May 85.

Very pretty and effective; absolutely ready outfit.
landing flap design said 10 be for tennis courts

- w~h the net up!

Two regretfUl partners developing businesses have no
time to utilise.

Well over £2Ok 10 replace now; asking £17,800,
immediate sale, slightly negotiable according to
accessories and equipment (~US$30,OOO lob).

Might consider (a tew only) partners LashamlBookerl
simKar with a minority retention.

Teiephone 01-5791813 or see Treble Eight, Lasham.

PIK 20E 1979 complete with bar09raph, parachute, glass
I!It ~eiler, low hours, New C of A £12,600 Tel Eastwell
Heill1lield 3454 Frapple Eastbourne 34716.

THE
MECCA OF

GLlDING~-==;:~~~

WAIKERIE
SOUTH

AUSTRALIA
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FEET AMSL

Achieved 31.12.83

Shobdon: The accessible wave site in
unspoilt border countryside. Superb
wave system established by nearby
Welsh mountains, Private owners and
club expeditions welcome but be sure to
book. Restaurant and Bar on site. Sum
mer courses, excellent area for small
hotels and pubs, or, camp or bring your

own caravan.

'HEREFORDSHIRE GliDING CLU8
SHOBOON AIRFIELD·
LEOMINSTER, HEREFORDSHIRE
0905-620687

WRITE
OR

PHONE
NOWt

The Comish Gliding and Rying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth

Cornwall
Te!. Perranporth 087-257-2124

Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.GA
full-rated instructors - fine soaring 
lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a

different family holiday.

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston

Cornwall
Tel: Helston 03265-62294

WHAT TO DO IN 1984
(TICK BOX)

o GOLF 0 SWIMMING

o FISHING 0 BOWLS

o SQUASH 0 TENNIS

o HILL WALKING 0 WATER SKIING

o VISIT SCOTTISH CASTLES

o GET DIAMOND HEIGHT

o GET 5 HOURS IN WAVE

o FLY TASK WEEK 2615 • 2/6

GET IT ALL AT DEESIDE
(NON WITH LICENSED BAR)

Phone or write to:

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel: 0339 85-339

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
THE SOARING SITE

33100

For Course
de'alls write 10

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"

5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd

Duxford
Cambs

Name _

Address _

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside HUSbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities inClude Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market Harborough 880484
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB

Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.

Everlasting alternative to the Pill.
No fuss. No waiting lists One visit. Low cost. In.
IIRMIMSIWI I.OllDOM PlYMOUTH UYtRPOOl
lllIUCUTEIl IIAIICHESTEIl SOUTHAM'TOlI IORWICH
UEDS IEWCASTLE SWAllSEA
Write today. Booklet by return. Plain cover Or phone:

LONDON 01-388 2585
LEEDS 0532440685
MANCHESTER 061 8324260

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.

We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to Sep
tember for beginners and solo pilots.

112
188
160
161
153
174
190
192
192
170
192
181
174
196
154

194-195
150
196
IBC
196
195
196
186
155
186
174
194
186
150
196
170
154
150
170
IBC
170
IBC
193
IBC
192
152
170
IBC
174
IFC
151
IBC
186
183
184
174
191
152
152
157
IBC
168
152
153
150
BC

174
151
170
177
196
152
195
188
168
184

174,IBC

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

AMF Enterprises
Aero Marketing
Air Apparatus & Valve Lld
Airmark Aviation
Anglo-Polish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation
Avon SOaring Centre
Black Mountains Gliding Club
Booker Gliding Club
Peter Bower
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
BritiSh Gliding Association
BrUSsels TMA Handicap
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Chiltem Sailplanes Lld
Classifieds
Commercial Credit .Services Lld
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Cradley Jewellers
Deeside Gliding Club
Doncaster Sailplanes
Fieldtech
Glider Instruments
Gliderwork
Gordonair Lld
H.T. Communications
J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Lld
Herefordshire Gliding Club Lld
Hobbies
Holmes Hulbert & Co Lld
trvin GB Lld
JSW SOaring
Kent Gliding Club
Alan Kirtley
Lasham Gliding Society Lld
Lomond Country Inn
London Gliding Club
London Sailplanes Lld
Lowe Electronics
R. L. MeLean
Midland Gliding Club
Miller Aviation Models
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Nine Four Aviation Lld
Norfolk Gliding Club
Oxfordshire Sport Flying Club
Perry Clamps
Peterborough Sailpianes
Piggott Bros & Co
RD Aviation
B. Reece, Rematic
Sailplane & Engineering Services Lld
Sailplane & Gliding
Scottish Gliding Union
Segelllugschule Oerlinghausen ev
SOaring Equipment Lld
SOaring Oxford
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sportavia S Centre
Marie Stopes
Thermal Equipment Lld
Waikerie Gliding Club
Brian Weare
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Witter Lld
Yorkshire Gliding Club (pty) Lld
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COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT

YOUR NEEDS.

Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703

Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Worcs WA14 1NJ

LASHAM
Does your homa club operate only at weekends?

At Lasham we operate all' week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement tQ yOUl
~a""g. Whether you are nol yet SOlo and would
benefit from a week's conso~daled ,instruction. or a
buddiog cross'country plol needing soaring or
field-landing training. we have the expertise and
lacillties to help.

Apart Irom our large 2-sealer .Ileet and excellent
aerotow and auto tow fac.i1ies. we have a
comprehensive' brie~ng room Ior lectures or
instructional videotapes It bad weather prevents Ilying.

On·s~e accommodation tor club expeditions is always
available !by arrangement.

Absolule beginners are 01 course always welcome 
we have a large cnoioe of courses and types of
membership to su~ your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Allon, Hants

Tel Hemard (025 683) 322 or 270

MIDLAND GLlOING CLUB
THE LONG
MVND

All-inclusive
S-day holidayoourses.

Book early for the best weeks.
PfOfessional instructors with
long experience 01 training,
beginners and early solo pilots.
Unique winCh launching system
for rapid turn round and
maximum flying time.
Visitors always welcpme.
Prior arrangement ~dvised.

The Course Secretary
Midland Gilding Club
ChurctlSt,etton
Shropshire SY6 6TA

ral: LirJ/ay (058861) 206

.. Kenl GUBIIIG CLUB --..
ChaHock' Ashfo,d· KantTN154DR
Ring: Chatloclf (023374) 274 0,307

Provides gliding holidays for both the beginner
and the more advanced pilot. including professional
instruction In club gliders and full accommodation
on the airfield

Provides )'Uf'found launching facilities
for its members to go soaring In either
their own or a club glide.

euo-e200
4 or 11 "ayltoll'day. e..."...
lII..eh.oetobN
rAllflduSIWoI",oI':$.SIOfJdllfIsrrucrlOf1, .l<:cQlTJlTlOd.lMn, "lNIs<JIldVATI

NORFOLK GUDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to Septem
ber - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Air·craft welcome - ideal
cross-countly site - cheap aerotows
and temporary membershil).

F,riendly cllib - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.

Write to the C.F.I.
Roy WQQdhQ\ls~

Oak Cottage, The Hill, Long Stralton
Norwich NR15 2AH
Tel: Long Stralton 31406

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - U.K. altitude [ecord made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGe - our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS - they' re not bad,
either!

Holiday courses for all levels.

Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Friendly club atmosphere_

7-day flying wi1h winch and aerotow facilities.

Motor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCOTTISH GUDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS Tel. 059-284-543

'For your COURSE!
For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

-111-- -_. -.... ".' -

lONOON GUDING CWB
Dunstable Downs, Be.dfordshire

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the fool of the Chillern

I hills, and within easy reach ·of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M11). The Club has a
comprehensive f1eel of dtJal and
solo aircralt, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.

, This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourab'le winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommo
dation and olher facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write tor Course brochures or
club membership. details to the
Manage" or ring 058263419

SOAR YORKSHIRE
SUTTON
BANK

We offer top c'lass accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.

RIDGE SOARING T:HERMAL SOARING WAVE SOARING
12 miles in suitable Club record is 582 km. Club absolute record is
conditions from aerotow, 524 km. 30,200 ft. Club record

from the winch g,ain is 29,500 ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £7.00 for aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit
us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering

available in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES - Apri to Oct.ober Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tet 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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Telephone: Works - ~8'Y17.74, Home - 0488 82058
0789 772606 (AVON so)\fl~G CENTRE)

MEMBURY AlAPfELD, LAMBOURN, BERK

OUTHERN SAILPLA


